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,-. -1. CARGO OPERATIONS
.

An offshare'sUpply vessel earns its keep by:Carrying
cargo. All typei of.oil field freight are carried by these
vetsels.

The majority of.material used by the Offshoreoil and gas
industry is manufactured by steel and chemical companies. .
These materials. are:hormally shipped from the factory by
truck, rail, or barge, direct to an otl company's terminal or
to supply stores7or public warehousing yards. The terminal
fills field requirements from these storage points. Delivery
from supply stores to the terminal. is either by vendor truck;
.bus. ;' or parcel poSt; from public warehouSes-to.the
terminal is by outsid trucking companies except When mater-
ials are picked hp by a marine vessel for direct shipment-to,
the field. 'All materials are shipped, to _the field by air or
marine traniPortation.-

The materials received at,,the-terminal mist frequently
for shipment to operating field. .locations the following:_,

. .

Cement, drilling muds, and chemicals
-Electrica.Lconirol equipMent.andmators-
Hardware and safety equipment_
Paints,. greases., lubricants,an&luel
Pipe, valves, fittings, and flanges
Compressors, engines, and pumps
Drilling tools and.equipthent '

GrocerieS'and drinking water

Helicopters are used to carry small pieCes of-equipment
that are needed immediately, while crewboatt:carry priority
cargo that is too large to be flown by helicopter. Supply
vessels account for the large'bulk.of offshore cargoes that

Fig- are delivered to field locations. These supply vessels are
1.1 constructed with a large afterdedk-area on which most Supplies

are carried. Below deck are bulk mud and cement tanks equipped
with pumps and lines for pimping this'cargoto the drilling -.

>platform. Outside walk -in refrigeratidh,unitS provide storage
space for fresh meat, dairy products, aalgiOceries. Diesel
oil and fresh water for use in drilling operations are carried
in large: hull tanks. -.

1.1 Cargo-Routing

A typical shipment will explain how the various events
associated with the final delivery of a draft of cargo to the
oil field are linked together:

.
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Alliance Oil Company needs drill pipe for its operations
in the Gulf of'Mexico. The pipe, will be purchased from Bethel
Steel Corporation of Gary, Ind., for delivery to Alliance's
terminal in Morgan City, La. From Morgan City the pipe will
be carried by 'supply vessel to the field as needed.

First of all Alliance Oil sends a purchase order for the
shipment of pipe to Bethel Steel. This purchase order speci-
fies the type of pipe and notes the cost Alliance Oil will
pay. Bethel ships.the_pipe by a variety of transportation
methods from its. Gary plant, and the pipe finally arrives at
Alliance's terminal in Morgan City by truck. The.truck-
driver presents a delivery receipt, also called a dock receipt,
'to the receiving clerk in a truck window at the terminal when.
he arrives. (An oil field terminal may have more than one of
these truck windows and several receiving clerks, depending
upon the- volume of activity at the terminal:) On the dock
receipt the shipment of pipe.is fully described as to size,
weight, and number of pieces.

The receiving clerk inspects the dock receipt and compares
it with the purchase order Alliance sent to Bethel Steel. If

there are any significant discrepancies, the receiving clerk
notes them on the dock receipt. He next assigns a checker to
go with the truck driver to check the shipment as it is un-
loaded and to show the truck driver where to park for unload=------
ing. This checker carries with him a copy of the dock receipt.
If the cargo is damaged in any manner or if it is not complete
as ordered, he makes an exception note.on the doCk receipt.
This exception protects Alliance's interests.

After the shipment has been unloaded, the checker sends
the dock receipt to the receiving clerk, who gives a copy to
the trucker.' This copy of the dock receipt is Bethel Steel's
notification that the pipe has been.delivered as ordered, and
they will bill Alliance from this receipt.

1.2 Terminal Operations

An oil field marine supply terminal is a service organi-
zation. It supports field drilling,, construction, and produc-
tion operations by supplying material and transportation. The

Fig. terminal's functions include: transportation and communication
1.2 services, material procurement,. control, handling, storing,

.a,b fabrication, and maintenance. An oil company may have several
of these terminals, one near each of its drilling operations.

Terminals may take many different forms of construction.
The two most common types. are the pier and,the wharf. A pier

is a long, relatively. narrow structure that jutS'out into the

water perpendicular to the shoreline. A'wharfis.constructed
along the shoreline and roughly parallel to it. Both types

13



have their advantages and restrictions. -A pier provides more
economical use of space-as a number of oil field vessels may
be docked on. either side of the pier. However, in some places
the waterway is not wide enough to Accommodate a pier jutting
out into the water and a wharf is preferable. A wharf has
more storage and working space available near the vessel on
whiCh supplies will be loaded.

The functions of the vil'field terminal are divided into
three groups: Administration, Operations, and Transportation
and Communications. .

Fig. Administration. Tile administrative section is responsi-
1.3 ble for terminal office services, material procurement,

accounting, and inventory controld

Operations. The operating section is responsible for the
physical handling of material, both incoming*d outgoing. It
must ensure quality control in its receipts for material and,
equipment and maintain material in custody. This group is
responsible for proper care in packaging, handling, and ship-
ping material for safe transit to its destination. Terminal
facilities and,equipment are provided to effectively and
safely 'carry out theSe activities. TheSe facilities and
equipment include a warehouse for storing materials and

.

supplies that require protection from the weather, a yard for
storing tubular's' (pipe) and other large equipMent, a heliport,
.a waterfront dock, and mobile lifting.cranes and fork trucks
for moving' materials.

Transportation and Communications. The transportation
and communciatiots group is responsible for providing all
modes of transporation and communication services. The func-
tion of transporting personnel and material offshore is con-
trolled by the transpoftation section, which 'arranges, coor-
dinates, and schedules all marine vessel, airplane, and
helicopter requirements to and from the field operations. The
communications section installs and maintains all radio and
telephone systems on marine vessels, airplanes, helicopters,
and)at the terminal and in the field.

It is extremely important that the terminal be laid out
in such a manner. that incoming cargo does not get mixed with

Fig. outgoing cargo, and that optimum use is made of the space
1.4 available. A draft of cargo stacked on the pier for loading

aboard a vessel due .to come in from the field in two days may.
interfere with the loading and discharge of other cargoes.

Facilities are usually designed to provide for segrega-
tion and continuous inventory of different types of'cargoes.
In addition, many terminals are provided with a different,

4 marked, storage area or collection point for materials to be
shipped to each field location. This could be termed a pickup
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2 tj//po . For instance all of the materials that have come into
thelterminal for shipment to the various company'platforma in
Eugene Island Block 86 over a period of time are placed at the

7t6gane Island pickup point.

A principle objective of the operations department and
its materials handling group is of course to provide for
minimum handling of the cargo. Ideally, it would be best .to
a4 load cargoes directly from the truck to the vessel that
carries.the material to the field. However, this rarely
occurs except with priority cargoes where the boat is waiting -
for the truck of goods to arrive.' fldnally the material is,
offloaded at the terminal as specified by the dock boss or
superintendent where it may be conveniently aded aboard the
Vessel when she comes in.

All materials for field Iodations that are received by
the'terminal are checked for special or routine handling. \
Instructions for special handling may be shown on the delivery
ticket, purchase order, or separate memo. Care is taken to
ensure that all handling instructions are followed. -A

1.3 Cargo Handling Equipment

Certain types of material-handling equipment may be seen.
Fig. at any oil field terminal. Each is designed toCarry out its
1.5- own specific duties; but-many are used in combination with

others or may be designed to perform a number of tasks.

The Tractor-Trailer Combination.. The tractor truck is a
power unit in the form of a truck with short chassis and no
body used in a combination highway freight vehicle.. It.is
usually gasoline. powered and is designed to pull one or more
trailers. The trailer has a flat bed and four wheels and is
dasigned to carry fairly heavy loads. These trailers are
constructed in various ways. Some have four wheels that turn
directionally; in others only the two front wheels turn. The
trailer bed is usually made of a hard wood bound with steel,
although the entire bed maybe covered with steel plate for
heavy duty work.

The tractor-trailer combination performs well in moving
cargo about, but it requires a relatively flat, smooth ,surface
for operation.

The Forklift Truck. The forklift, perhaps the most
Fig. widely used piece of cargo handling equipment, is usually
1.6 gasoline driven. However, it may be driven also by. elec -

tricity, diesel; or engines using liquefied petroleum gas.

Two parallel steel bars extend from the front of the
forklift truck and are used to carry pallets of cargo. The
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thin and beveled bars are attached to the truck by a sturdy
frame. Most of the trucks are equipped with hydraulic lifting
devices to raise and lower the bars or forks for stacking
cargo. Some forklift trucks can stack loads as high as 15
feet. There are a number of special, attachments for orklift
trucks that enable them to handle many different cargo s.

The Pallet. The pallet was designed to be used in on-
Fig. junction with the forklift truck and.rope slings. It is made
1.7 of.wood and may be single or double faced. A single faced

pallet has only one deck or top surface while the double fac
pallet has both an upper and a lower deck,

The pallet is light, provides a solt.4.441Oor for the
stadking.of goods, -and can easily be tiered or stacked.

The Two-Wheeled Hand Truck. In limited working room or
where small loads of cargo arc moved infrequently, the wheeled-

Fig (' hand truck is an old and useN.-tool. This piece of equipment,
1.8 1/4. depending upon its size and construction, an handle loads

ranging from 200 up to 600 pounds. Proper loading of the
truck makes it easy to handle and allows for the movement of
many articles at once.

/Cranes. The shoreside crane is the method by which most
Fig. equipment is loaded onto oilfield marine vessels. These
1.9 cranes can be used-together to lift heavy loads. A cargo
e-f runner or whip.is dropped from the boom of the crane. This

runner has a.heavy metal ball at the end with a hook to which
the sling is attached. , ost dranes'are portable and self-
propelled alt gh few a permanently installed in position

Fig.
10, .

a,b

on the dock.

. The Sling.. ling' d tes a wide variety of devices,
cargo o hoist i oard a vessel..,
iings onsist length of line, usually
eet in length wi its bitter ends

that are attache
Endless fiber rope
manila, of about 6
spliced together to form an 18 foot 1 h sling. These
slings usually handle bag :-d goods singl lightweight boxes,
and reels of wire. .

The fiber rope snotter and its sister, the wire rope
Fig. snotter are simply lengths of line or wire with an eye spliced
1.11 in each end and a sliding hook riding between the eyes. The

wire rope snotter is widely used in the oil patch to hoist
pipe and steel productS.-

Fig. The fiber -rope net is about 12 feet square and made of
1.12 interwoven 2 inch fiber rope. It can be used to handle bagged

goods, single cases, or heavy duty drums.
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The pallet sling consists oftwo bars that slide between
Fig. the decks of a doublesfaced pallet at each end. The arms of

1.13 the sling are separated by spreader bars to prevent the sling
from bearing on and damaging the pallet and cargo when a load
Is placed on the sling.

1.4 The Vessel's Loading and Discharging Equipment

Bulk Mud and Cement Systems. Bulk mud and cement systems

Fig. installed in offshore supply vessels are designed to load dry
- drilling muds and cement in bulk at the dock and transport and '

transfer the material to the oil field platform or drilling
rig.

In recent years the installation has taken the configur-
ation of four or more tanks installed in compartments below
deck. These tanks, called pea tanks, have a hatch opening to
the weather deck. The hatch, dogged down, is covered and
protected with a manhole cover. Cargo is pumped into and out
of the tanks through fill and discharge -lines on either side
of the vessel. Valves for control of this system are located
on a panel usually on the boat deck on the after side bf -the
house or in the wheelhouse. A huge diesel-engine powered

'compressor in the engine room forces-cargo from the tanks.-
Air pressure is also used for opening and closing vialves ih

the system. Tanks are filled at the dock by pressUi&loading
using the dock'equipment.

The tanks should always be thoroughly cleaned when a
different cargo from the last is loaded, such as putting mud
in a tank,that has been used to carry cement. , Every attempt
should be made to keep moisture out of the tanks and the lines
leading to and from them. Failure to follow these procedures
will result in plugged and damaged lines and hard-residue in
the bottom of the tanks. This is why water filters or traps
are installed in the air lines leading to the tanks. Most
vessels also carry spare 0 rings and gaskets for the system.

Some vessels have cylindrical bulk tanks installed on
deck along with a compressor for performing the same functions
as in-hull tanks.

Ship's Rigging. 'At this point we will depart from the
oil field supply vessel temporarily to examine the boom and
fall systems aboari( large oceangoing cargo vessels. Although

this equipment is no installed aboard oil field supply-
vessels, you may someday have opportunity to use this equip-
ment and it is important that you become acquainted with its
basic components.

The married fall system is the most common system found
aboardmerchant vessels for the loading and discharge 'of
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cargo. In this system two booms at each hatch are used to
move the cargo about. The cargo whips, or runners, on the,two
booms are joined or married together. This rig is also re-
ferred to as the yard and stay, or burton system. The terms
yard and stay come from the early days of shipping before
ships had booms. A block was usually spotted over the center
of the hatch and attached to the ships mast stay. A fall run
trough this block could be used to lower or lift cargo-fram,
the hatch. Another block was attached to the end,of the yard
arm. A runner through this block enabled cargo to be lifted
from the pier up to the slip or to be lowered from.the ship to
the dock. The two terms have stuck although the two blocks -

are no longer attached in this fashion. In-using'the married
fall system one boom is spotted over the hatch and the other
is spotted so that its outer or upper end is over the dock.

Fig. Figure 1.15a illustrates how this system works: A pallet of :

1.15a cargo is being loaded aboard-the ship. The cargo on the dock
boom is taken in until the draft of cargo clears the rail of
the ship. At this point the fall am the hatch boom is taken
in and the dock boom fall slacked. Both falls carry the load
and the pallet load is stopped over the center of the hatch.
Both falls are then slacked away until the cargo rests on the
deck in the hatch. For offloading cargo the procedure is
reversed.

Bedides the cargo falls, the winches, and the booms, a
Fig. number of other pieces of auxilliary equipment and rigging is
1.15b ecessary-to-operate rite-yard and-stay -or married fall system.

These various parts are shown and-labeled in Figure 1.15b.

e booms (7) can pivot in two planes. Th4g.r. vertical
movement is controlled by the topping.lift (13). The trans-.
'verse moyement. of the booms'ig aontrolled by, "the outboard o
working guy (14) and the midship or schooner guy (16)." The
midship guy is also knoWn as the spanner guy.

At the bottom of each boom a fitting known as a gooseneck
(6) alloWs movement in the two directiond mentiOned.

The cargo fall (9) leads directly from the winch drum to
the heel block (10). -The heel block and the gooseneck-fitting
are usually made up in one assembly. The fall t en leads up
the boom through lizards or fairleads:to the.hea block (11)
and then to the cargo hook (12).

When it is time to top the booms the topping lift isled
to the-winch through fairleads. In the figure the topping
lifts are shown secured to cleats. Before taking the topping .

lifts off of ".the Meats they must of course be stopped off.
It is very important that the entireoperatiod proceed without
any sudden jerks slackening of the lines or the topping
lift may fail, causing the boom to fall. Most newly.constructed
vessels have the topping lifts lead tcCa topping lift winch

7
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and adjustment is made'by the'simple touch of a button. On
some ships the topping lift consists of a single wire attached
to thd spider band. It is fairleaded through a topping lift
block on the crosstree from which it runs down to the deck.
The lower end of the topping lift has a flounder plate .

attached. The flounder plate is a triangular plate with holes
punched in all three corners. The lower end of the topping

. liftis attached to one corner; A bUll rope is attached to
one corner and a bull chain is attached to the third corner.
The boom is raised or lowered by first taking the weight of
the boom on the bull rope and unshackling the bull chain. The
bull rope having been led to a winch is then taken in or paid
out until the booth is at the desired height.' The low/esi link
of the bull chain is7then shackled to a padeye on deck. The
bull rope is then slacked off aintil the chain has all the
weight..

An optional item of rigging, a preventer guy, is attached
to the head of the boom and led to a fitting on deck: Its

''''purpose is to prevent the boom from swinging should the regular
outboard guy part. As such it should be secured to the deck
close to the regular guy but not on the same fitting. The
,preventer should b&taken-up until it bears the same stress or
is is tight as the regular guy. If it is slack, the movement,
of the boom with a load will easily snap the- preventer when the
regular gily fails.

. .

,.Prior to entering port, the booms at:the hatches that
will be worked are spotted by they deck crew. On older ships

.:4 ails quite a bit'of work coiling and uncoiling lines
an ing lines off of and putting themon winch drums
After departure.from_port, lithe voyage to the next port, of
cali'is long, the booms are cradled or lowered.

Maintaining. the cargo gear is a continuing-job. aboard
oceangoing. freight vessels. ,Blocks must be checked and .

gressed,and falls must be slushed down and inspected. Slush-
ing down consists of dipping a rag into a bucket of slush
(greaSei oil, ands rust ithibitors). and coating the wire by

hand.

At somehatche8 on the .vessel, special heavy lift booms
are installed. De8igned to handle much greater loads than the
other booms, these booms and their wires and blocks' are gigan-
tic. Unlike the other booms that remain fixed and do not

'swing or pivot when worked,'the heavy lift boom picks up a c

load and is then topped and swung into position pivoting up
and down and moving traverpely.:

The'closer the boom is to the horizontal, the less the
Weight that,can be lifted. On the heavy lift boom a meter,
indicates the safe working load according to the angle of the
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boom. The safe working load of ordinary booms is painted on
the boom for each angle. It is up to the mates of the vessel
to see that the safe working load is never exceeded, for doing
so would be dangerous to everyone in the vicinity.

1.5 Cargo Stowage

Proper stowage of the-cargo will prevent costly claims,
damages, and trouble for the vessel's master and crew, and
even loss of life. Although others at the terminal and other
leading points share to an extent the responsibility for the
proper stowage of cargoes, it is the vessel's master and mates
who will finally be held responsible for the loss ofimproperly
stowed cargo.

Segregation of Cargo. Although yaultay not have g;1164m it
much thought, you have probably observed the principle of
segregation of cargo. Segregation of cargo means the stowage /
of different types of cargoes in different parts of the vessel
so that one type cannot damage the other. For instance, a wet
cargo--liquids in containers -- should be kept away from dry
cargo, which cannot possibly leak but which could be damaged
by a wet cargo. The reason for segregation of these two types
of cargo is that leakage from the wet cargo,may find its way
to the dry cargo and ruin it. For this reason wet cargoes
should have stowage where any leakage will find its way immedi-
ately to drains without flowing to dry cargoes.

Heavy cargoes should be properly segregated from light
cargoes..- This means that cargo should be properly stowed
vertically (stacked) with the heavy cargo onthe bottom. Y'ou

can imagine the damage from bowing a drill coilar on'top of a
carton of canned goods.

Explogiies and other dangerous articles must be properly
segregated from other cargoes according to the regulations-set
forth in Coast Guard regulations, CG 187.

Dunnaging. Proper dunnaging is a second principle to!..
- remember for the proper stowage of caigo. Dunnage refers to
loose wood used to protect the cargo and the vessel. This
wood most commonly comes in the form of 1 x 6 inch boards of
10 to 12 feet long.

The purposes of dunnage include:

1) Protectingthe cargo from contact with free Moisture.

-2) Preventing the cargo from being crushed

3) Distributing the weight of cargo over the deck

4). Ventilating the cargo

9
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Dunnage laid down properly on the deck of a supply vessel
will allow water shipped on deck to.drain beneath'the cargo.
Dunnage is of course not always necessary, especially when the
cargo is already sitting on.a pallet. However, cargoes .§uch
as sacked chemicals must set up off the deck either on -a,
pallet or on to of dunnage.

Dunnage is used to prevent the cargo from being crushed
by shifting or to lay down a floor between different tiers of
cargo. In this category are shores, and braces.

Tomming is the process'of securing cargo by running a
timber from an upper support. down to the cargo. This piece of
timber is called a.tom.' Shoring is the process of securing
cargo from shifting by running a timber from a lower support
up to the cargo: The shore thus runs from a lower'level up to
the cargo. Bracing is the use of horizontal timbet's running
-horizontally.between a'support and the. cargo.

Tomming is the most efficient method of the three. When
a weight such as a surge of water pushes against the cargo,
the movement of the cargo against the tom tendS to push the
cargo.down against the deck: With shoring such an incident

-would tend to-lift the cargo from the deck: _,

. Where heavy concentrated loads-are placed:on the after
deck, dunnage distributes the weight of the cargo over a
greater area and facilitates placing a sling under the g

. -

to offload it.

Lashings. In most cases lashings are used to secure
cargoes. Lashings are of steel chain, wire rope. or steel
strapping; to serve their purpose they must.be tight with all-
the slack out. A chain lashing around a joint of drill pipe
will soon part if the pipe is allowed to roll transversely
with the motion of tie vessel. Chain lashings are usually
tightened by means of the chain tightener, or binder. This
device has hooks on both ends. It is placed on the chain ,

after both ends have been secured, movement of the handle from
the perpendicular down to a position parallel to the chain
takes up slack in the chain. The handle on the binder should
be lashed shut after it is.closed to prevent its popping open.
Turnbuckles are-also used to secure lashings and to take out
slack.-:'After tlhe turnbucklehas been tightened as much as
possible a stout piece of wood or steel pipe placed in the
barrel of the turnbuckle will prevent-it from backing off.
Turnbuckles and chain tighteners should be stored inside and
oiled frequently. It is important that the master of-the
vessel keep lashings, turnbuckles, and chain tightenets aboard
the boat. If this. isn't done, one day he will pull into the
terminal and find that the only tiling that he has left to
secure the cargo is a couple of rusty chain binders that'
don't work.'-- .

10 .
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Placement of,the Cargo. Where the vessel is to make
three or four'stops at variouS platforms, it costs time and
trouble to move' cargo about on the boat and to loosen and then
replace lashings. If possible, Cargo for a specific location
should be plated tokether.on the vessel. Or, the location of
a platform's crane,may'mean 'that it.is.best to place the cargo
on a particular side of the deck or at the stern-of the vessel.
The master!s personal know edge of his offloading locations
will determine some stowage.'

Stowage of Bagged Chemicals. Chemicals in bags should be
given inboard stowage as far forward as possible. The reason
for this is the susceptibility of the bagsto damage by water
that comes over the stern when backing the vessel or water,
that comes on deck due to-the motions of the vessel in the
seaway. Pallets of bagged chemicals are usually covered with
a heavy plastic and the crew should make every effort to see,
that this covering remains in place. Most chemicals are very
expensive and create a Slipping hazard when spilled on deck.
Many aie extremely diffiCult to clean up.

Stowage-of Pipe. -Pipe is loaded and discharged usually
by crane, however, specihlized equipment is sometimes used at

Fig. shoreside pipeyatds. Whirever possible the pipe should be
1.16 stowed Completely across the vessel from side to side and
a,b flush across the top. Avoid stacking the pipe on one side of

the vessel, in which case it is liable to roll transversely.
Beware of damage to the vessel's superitructure while loading
and discharging. While any type of heavy cargo, especially N.
pipe, is being loaded or discharged, keep out from under the
load. After it has been loaded aboard the vessel the pipe
should be lashed securely and chocked if necessary to prevent
its movement. Seas might be eictremely-calm while the pipe is
being loaded, but weather can change rapidly and it will be up
to the vessel'g crew to secure the pipe if it begins rolling
in rough weather. This is often impossible and damage and
loss of stability may result.

, Dangerous Cargo. There are seven Coast Guard classifi-
cations of dangerous articles that may be carried as cargo.
They are: (1) explosives; (2) flammable liquids; (3) flammable
solids; (4) oxidizing.materials; (5) corrosive liquids; (6)
compressed gasses; and (7) poisonous articles.

The U.S. Coast Guard regulates the handling and stowage
of these articles including the entire process of receiving,
handling, stowing, and delivering them. The regulations are
contained in CG 187, Explosives or Other Dangerous Articles On
Board Vessels.

Included in the regulations are requirements that pack,-
agesmust be marked with a special colored label' describing
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their contents and handling. A green label, for instance,
indicates 'nonflammable compressed gases, while a red label
indicates flammable liquids or. gases; a skull and'crossbres
indicates poisonous. articles: Listed below is a description
of some of the various terms. used in the regulations.

Explosives, Clags A: A dangerous explosive.' No label.
Some examples are dynamite, ammunition with war heads or
explosive bullets, and black powder. \-

Explosives, Class B: Less dangerous explosives. No
label except fireworks. Some examples are ammunition, smoke-
less powder, and fireworks.

Explosives, Class C: Relatively safe explosive.- No
label. Some examples are ammunition for small arms without
explosive bultlets, toy caps, fuses and primers.

Flathmable liquid: Any liquid that gives off a flammable
vapor at or below a temperature of 80°F. Red label. Some
examples are alcohol, gasoline, carbon disulfide.

Flammable solid: A solid substance other than an explo-
sive that is liable to cause fires during, transportation
through friction, absorption of moisture, or other cause.
Yellow label., Sonde examples are matches; motion 'picture. film,
and charcoal;

Oxidizing materials: Any substance that yields oxygen
readily, which might stimulate the combustion of organic
material. Yellow label. Examples are sodium nitrate and
calcium chlorate.

Corrosive liquids: A strong mineral acid or other corro-
ive fluid that might cadre fire When mixedwith chemical or
organic matter or that might damage other freight on contact.
White label with black priltiag. Examples are nitric acid and
sulfuric acid.

Nonflamthable compress-. gas: Any material having a vapor
pressure exceeding 25 po s per sqare inch at a temperature
of 70°F. Green label. xamples are oxygen, nitrogen, and
helidi.

Flammable iompress gas: Any flammable liquid material
that has'a Reid vapor pres re ex ding 25 pounds per square
inch at a temperature of 100'F. Red label. Examples are
hydrogen and acetylene.

. Class A Poisons: Extremely dangerous poison gas or
liquid. Very small amounts of the vapOrs when mixed with. air
are dangerous to life. White label with red printing. Exam-
ples are mustard gas and phosgene.

12 -Vrz
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Class B,PoiSons: A liquid or solid. substance of,:such a
,nature that it is chiefly dangerousbY'external contact with
the body or by.its being taken'internally..:'White label with.
red printing. Examples are arsenic, cyanide, and motor Idel
antiknock compound.

_, -Class C Poisons: Liquids oi'solida,that on dontlact with
fire or when exposed to air give'off intensely irritating.
-fumes but excluding any poisonous article.--,;White label with
red printing.. Examples are'tear gas-..grenades.

Class D Pqsons: Radioactive materials above a specified
level of. activity. White abel.with red printing,

Combustible liquids: Any liquid that skies off flammable
vhpors at or below a- temperature o£- 150 °F, and abOve-80'1'.'
labelj:Examplga.are turpentine,,kerosene and-paints.

- -

A licensed deck officer must supervise and he-present-at
ail times during loading 'ot discharge :of any of .:the articles
mentioned above.

"-

.

.Paasenger'vessela are prohibited-from carrying'ali Class
A:explosives, all Class A pdisonsi highly corrosive liquids,
such as sulphuric acid,, highly flammable liquids of Grade.A:.
and B such avciimmercial end'aviationfuel and natural gas,
and light naptha and benZine or highly flammable solids.

An example of the regulationaon the stowage of dangerous
arti:Cles`Is thatof 'flammable liquids. When these are carried..
they must all be carried on. one aide ofthe vessel's center .-
line if stowed On-deck._ 425-foot.Clearance isrequired from
lifeboat stations and eitranceato.quarters.. They cannot be
-stowed clOserthan 20 feet tO'bulkheads that are heated.
unless; the bulkhead%is Sufficiently,Insulated.'"

;.

,An,i6poi,tant note that should be included'here is that
compreaPed'gas,cylinders must not be accepted for shipment
aboard the vessel unless they have ad4Uate.ProtectiOn for the
-valves and fittings on the cylinders.- :To meet this requite-
ment the cylinder May be (1) provided.tith a valve protection
cap that screws on; over thetop,of:thekvalyeaasemblY,. (2) of
a dialled head-design in'whidh the-valye is recessed into the
"cylinder,.or (3) comRletelY:baxed for'shipmest'eo that the
valve assemblyeis-completely encloied:and protected;

The'cylinders should,be staweci on their sides unless
'racks are provided for carrying them vertically. Cylinders of
flammable compressed gas -must not be closer than 8 feet to the
vessel's side.. Those, of ionflaniablegas ahould be at least 3
,feet,froi the vessels side.



Dangerous cargo must be listed oh a separate manifest
Fig. called.a Dangerous Cargo Manifest. This manifest is provided

.1.17 the vessel's master bythe terminal and should list all of the
dangerous cargo along with its destination, label,' description,
and special handg instructions.

Stowage of Drums. Dyums.should be stowed on end with the
',Fig. bung, or opening, up. Drums may be tiered and stacked one
..1.18 directly on top of the other if a layer of dunnage is placed.

-,a,b between tiers. Lashings and chocks should be used to secure
the drums In some instances it.is better to stow empty drums
bottom up, to prevent them from shipping water.'

#

Stowage of Steel Plates. Steel plates should be stowed --
on deck flat or horizontal to the deck. A number of 2 x 4's
should be placed an the deck before lo'ading the plates fo
facilitate the use of slings when unloading. Where necessary,
the plates must be chocked off to preventisliding or shifting.

Stowage of Reel". Reels should always be stowed on their
Fig. sides unless they are light enough to be easily_ capsized by
1.19 one or two men. The axis of the reel should'be athwartship as,
a,b the movement of the ship is least in a fore and aft position.

When reels are carried with their axis parallel to the fore
and-aft.line of the vessel the rolling motion of the vessel
can cause lashings to chafe and break.

Fig.

1.20
a,b

Most reels have an arrow on them indicating the direction
in which they should be rolled if necessary: Some reels have.
coverings and these coverings should always be-maintained
intact -to prevent damage to the material on the reel. Care
should also be exercised, to prevent puncturing the hose or
cable on the reel as some types of cable are constructed such
that one puncture hole in the cable exterior will cause costly
damage to the entire reel of cable.

. .

The reels shouldbe securely lashed and chotked to prevent
their movement in iseaway.

1.6 The Manifest.

The manifest is-made up by terminal personnel. On the
manifest is listed the descriptive name of the cargo, the

Fig. number of packages or the weight or both, the destination of
1.21 the cargo, and other data. A copy of this manifest is given

to the captain of the vessel. Most oil field companies in-
-elude a statement that the captain of the vessel must sign
which generally says that all cargo listed has been placed on
board and properly secured. The captain's signature-on the
manifest thus makes him directly responsible should anything
be. lost or damaged due to improper stowage. For this reason
the captain of a crew or supply vessel should take every
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precaution during loadingto see,that all cargo is properly
placed and secured according,to his own criteria even though-
it may take extra time and effort. The loading gang may have
never worked on an offshore vessel and in any case will not
know as well as taelCaptain what is the proper stowage on his
vessel. The captain should beware that favorite?-saying -of.
dock workers. "We always do it this way!"

1.7 Cargo Measurements and Terms

-The objective-of a ship operator or owner is to plan a
10.4a of cargo for the vessel that will use up all of the cargo
deadweight of-the_Aftssel and at the same time consume all of
her available cubic capacity. When the vesseld.s stowed to'
volume capacity and is down to her maximum legal draft marks
she is said to- be full and down.

i:Let's say, for example, that you are the' owner of a large
...vessel:. that .cL, carry 500 tons of cargo. The space available
for carrying the caris:20,000 cubic feet. You charge by
the ton for carrying' arg0,.andtwo companies have approaUhed
you to carry someOf.the cargo for them to another port. One
company- hea';Cargo of 200 boxes of pillows. The total ship
mentorfipillOws weighs 100 tons but takes up 20,000 cubic
feet: The other company wants. to ship 30 crates 'of machine
'Igarts.that weigh 400 tons total and. take up' 10,000 cubic feet:
It'is obVious that you should accept the machine parts fin.
shipment because you charge by the ton._. If the_ship were
loaded with the -machine parts she would be neither. full. nor'
down. If the cargo:oUpillows were accepted,thevesselwould
be fulrbUt, ot down.

.

Thus care 1 consideration mnst.be-given. to 'the nature of
the cargo when c nsidering the best utilization of Itespace.
.aboard a vessel.:1 .

g There are a number of different weights that.are used
rate cargoes. One is.the long ton, equal to 2;240 lbsl.
Another is the short ton, whichis equal to 2,000 lbs. A

-measurement ton consists of 40'cubic feet; it is a.Unit'of
:measureMent.instead of:a.unit of weight. 'It' is used as a
volume basis for calculating freight.Weights. You:can see
that the ship would have necessarily charged by the'measure-.

. ment ton had he carried-the cargo of pillows.

to

A number of terms are used to describe individual:pack-
ages of cargo-when discussing weight. The gross weight of a
box of cargo would be the total weight of the box and the
cargo inside. The net weight of a box of cargo' would be the
weight of the cargo inside the box. The tare weight of,the
box of cargo refers to the weight of the box or ,other con--
tainer in which the cargo is being shipped.
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If the vessel OpeiatorAnows that he has so much space
available to carry cargo and he plans to carry a certain
cargo, the next thing he needs to know is how much of the
cargo he. can tarry in the space available. A ton of one type
of cargo 14 take up much less space than a ton of another
cargo. For this reason another criteria in use in planning
the stowage of cargo is the stowage factor, the number of
cubic feet required to stow one ton of that particular cargo.
ForAnstance, if the stowage factor of a particular cargo is
56,\1,,abis would iman.that 56 cubic feet of space are required
to stow one ton of cargo. The stowage factor of any cargo can
be determined by the equation,:

f

where

2.240 x

v.= volume of the cargo in cubic feet
w = weight of the cargo in pounds
f =-stowage factor

For example, a certain cargo weighs 1,000 pounds. The volume
of one container of the cargo is 10 cubic, feet. You have 224
cubic feet available for stowage of the cargo. How many tons
of cargo can you carry in the space available?

First find the stowage factor of the cargo: f = 22.4,
therefore it takes 22.4 cubic feet to stow ,l ton of cargo.

As you have'224 cubic feet of space, you can stow 10 tons
of cargo.

If a ship operator wishes to make maximum use of the
space abOar .his vessel, he must limit broken stowage, space"
aboard a vesse ot occupied by cargo. Broken stowage can be
caused. by the shape of the area in which cargo is s d. For
instance,. if, you are attempting to stow square in a.

circular compartment you are certainly going to_ ave some
broken stowage. Other causes of broken stowage includeCon-
tainei shape, poor planning, and lack of.skill on the part of .

the persons loading the vessel.

1.8 General Cargo Loading

When-cargo is being-loaded the ship's complement must.
exercise every precaution to insure_that-cargo does not block
access to passageways, exits, and firefighting and lifesaving
eq6apMent. Cargo. should also never be stowed on top of reach
rods or sounding plugs, or any other devices that must be
available for the safety of the vessel such as emergendy fuel
shuyff valves.
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1.9 The Logbook

Most oil field companies provide the vessels on charter
or awned by them with a company logbook. Included in the
informition required in these logbooks is a description of the

Fig. cargo loaded and offloaded and any fuel and lubricants re-
1.22 ceived or discharged by the vessel. This logbook must be kept

up to date by the vessel's master and any damages or losses of
cargo should also be entered along with a description of the
circumstances.
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Fig. 1.1 The back deck area of an oilfield
supply boat.
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Fig. 1.2 Typical oilfield cargo terminal (a) above and (b) below.
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ADMINISTRATION

OFFICE SERVICES

MATERIAL PROCUREMENT

ACCOUNTING

INVENTORY CONTROL

OPERATIONS

QUALITY CONTROL

PHYSICAL HANDLING OF

CARGO

MAINTENANCE OF
MATERIAL

PACKAGING

HANDLING

SHIPPING

Fig. 1.4 Cargo is segregated according to destination.

TRANSPORTATION

&COMMUNICATIOIS

PROVIDE' TRANSPORTATION

TO AND FROM FIELD

COORDINATE

SCHEDULE VESSEL, AIR -
PLANE,&HELICOPTER

TRANSPORTATION

INSTALL & MAINTAIN

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

pig: 1.3 The three major functions of an oilfield terminal.

1.5
Fig. 1.5 The tractor-trailer combination.

i

4 L 4

1111

f.84*Fril
Fig. 1.8 No-wheeled band truck.

1 7
Fig. 1.7 Pallet with pallet sling.

1.6
Fig. 1.6 Forklift truck.
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al Boom Up

cl Boom Down

bl Take In on runner

d I Slack off runner
Fig. 1,9 '(a -f) Crane signals.

el BooM over fl Take up slowly on runner

Fig. 1.10 (a) Standard
sling; (b) endless fiber
rope sling. Fig. 1.11 Fiber rope :natter.

1.12

ig. 1.12 Fiber rope net.

- 2320

.Fig. 1-13 Pallet sling.
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(Ta) improper stoWase of pipe

chain binder

sianckon

ff.141 ref.r 00001)

I (6) Pro.'per st owag e of pi pe
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line

Fig. 1.16 (a) *roper stowage 'of. pipe; (b) proper stoyage of pipe.

Fig. 1.17 Dangerous cargo manifest.
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Fig. 1.18 Stowage of drums: (a) Lath drums securely to .to pipe-rail;

(b) use dunnage between tiers of drums.-

incorrect stowase.

Fig, 1.20 Stooge of containers: .(a) Top view of containers; (b) front

and side vises of;.tontainers.
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Fig. 1.19 Stowage of reels: (a) Lay reels do end; (b) when uptight,

position azis OS teal Ilth IdirtShip add C1106.,
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Fig. 1.21 Typical cargo manifest.
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2. MARINE TOWING

A tug is a compact, strongly built, well-powered work
vessel especially, designed and equipped for moving-other
waterborne vessels and objects.

NC
Throughout the world of waterborne activitiesmarine

transportation, construction, salvage,. drilling, to name some
of the more prominent onesthere are innumerable needs for
vessels to provide propulsion power and control to move, or

. assist in moving,, many and various'types of floating objects.
The vessels:that perfoim this work are almdst as varied in
'design, size, shape,; power, and rigging as the jobs they are
called upon to.perform.' They are called tugs or towboats,
regardless of whether they; are pushing or pulling, except the

, American river puslboat, which; though referred to as a tow-
boat, is never called a tug.

-

Not only are tugs Of special types among vessels, but the
crews that man them are also often'times special among members
of the marine and sea-going fraternity. They are towboatmen,
and, as such, must often be skilled and knowledgeable not only
in The handling and operation of their own vessel, but also of
the vessel entrusted to; their'care under tow.

This section is not intended to be a manual on towboat
operation and seamanship; -there are excellent publications and
guides on towboat operation and'seamanship for the working
towboatman. Instead,-this section will present anon-techni-
cal_ introduction and some insight into the world /of towing,
about the vessels and the men who work thereon and their
respective functions, along with some of the requirements'and
demands that are placed, on each.

Towboats generally work harbor:a, riy4s/canals, and
oceans. Boats that work in harbors and rivers are called inland
tugs; ocean or deep-sea tugs-: work' The vessels them-
selves in respect to des4m,'equipment, and nranning:fit,
generally into those three categories althongh there Are many
instances in which certain boats are suitabl/e for.service-in
two, or perhaps all three;df these areas. Also, while same
bOats are designed for pne'type of job onli, others are suitable
for a variety of jobs within their particular sphere of opera-
tion. Although the smallest boats are found in'sheltered,
Waters, size alone is snit wholly indicatiVe of a tugislw0Ac...__:q

area because relatively small Ind large vessels are found in
all areas. -f
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. We are concerned primarily with American tugs and towing,
but it is interesting to note thatboats and-working methods
differ from country to country. One can sometimes identify
the nationality of a tug or at least the part of the world to
which it belongs by its general character, shape, or silhouette.
An American tug, for, instance, usually has a longer deckhouse
with the towing bitts or winch thus necessarily farther aft
than its European counterpart-7a result of the American custom
oflocatingthe crew's quarters entirely above the main deck
ratherthan-partially below. Dutch, German, and Japanese tugs
mayShaVe features of hull shape, bOw, or stack that are
typical of each country.

2.1 General Types and Configurations of Tugsand Towboats

Modeled Hull Tugs. A tug is a work boat built to do a:
job, mainly that of providing power to propel or assist other

Fig. vessels. As such, its layout or arrangement of space and
2.1 compartments and its fittings are utilitarian. The traditional

shape of towing vessels is the modeled hull with a pointed
bow, flush deck, and rounded stern. Typically, the deckhouse
extends from the forepart aft to about two-thirds the length
along the main deck. The hull fines, or narrows, towar s the
bow, so the forward end of the house usually follows thes
lines and is rounded to give working room and passage ay
alongside the house and on the foredeck. The pilothoAse is
placed atop the maindeck structure at the forward end. It is
several feet higher than the compartment abaft it so that.

_windows in the after side may provide visibility astern from
the pilothouse. The compartment abaft the pilothouse is the
captain's quarters, so situated to give the captain quick and
easy access to the pilothouse at all times.'-Often the mate
shares this stateroom. The rest of this deck,- which is the
top of the main deckhouse, carries either lifeboats or rafts
or both, and storage boxes or lockers for gear. Most tugs-of
this configuration have an auxiliary steering and engine
control station at the after end of this boat deck to facili-t
tate working the vessel under certain conditions. The stack
is located on the centerline of this deck abaft the pilothouse
structure and over the engineroom, with some twin-stack boats
having two somewhat smaller stacks, one set to either'side of
the centerline.

.

In the main deckhouse are crew's quarters and galley, and
below the main deck are the engineroom, storerooms, machine
shop, and tanks for fdel,.Water, and ballast. Along.themain,
deck are arranged the fittings used in towingthe bitts,. .

Fig. chocks, capstans, and winches. The towing bitts-- large, heavy
2.2 "H" bitts, or. the towing winch if the boat is equippedWitit.

one- -are on the main deck just abaft the houseand on the
centerline. This .afterdeck., in most towing circumstanCes.on
this type tug', is the principal work area - -the hawser -orf

towing end.
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Pushboats. On inland waters a large number of towboats
Fig. are the pushboat type, especially on the Mississippi and'in
2.3 canals like the Intracoastal Waterway. The pushboat is box

shaped with square btw and stern and parallel sides. Below
water the hull is shaped or raked at the bow and stern to give
it passage through the water. On the bow are two vertical
push-knees diet fit against the square ends of the barges that
these pushboats are designed to handle. As they are designed
to push rather than taw or otherwise use lines astern, their
deck fittings do not alwaysinclude a towing winch, although a'
substantial set of bitts is often provided on the stern. On
inland waters you may see a towboat of modeled hull and shaped'
bow that has had its bow fitted with a framework and push-
knees, thus converting it from a tug to a push-knee boat, or:a
combination of thetwo.

These pusher types are not seen in ocean towing (with one
exception), or where.wave action can be beyond the boat's
ability to cope. The towboat is a separate hull and vessel

_apart fromjts_taw,iwith_cofespondingly separate motions of
roll and p)tch in a seaway,.and wave action could quickly
break the connection lashings of wire or line between the boat
and its tow.

The exception mentioned is a remarkable one, the offshore
integrated tow. In an integrated tow the bow of the towboat
fits securely into a slot in the stern of the barge being
pushed to,form a unit--the towboat being-a "detachable" pro-
pulsion plant. Recently placed in service in U.S. waters
is an integrated, catamaran hull pusher tug that can be rigidly
connected to the stern of a tank barge by a pair of specially
designed hydraulic locking devices, thus creating a unitized
tank vessel: of more than 600 feet overall length with a 14,000
hp propulsion plant and a design speed of 15 knots. The
integrated tow concept, which makes tug and barge into a
single:unit has been around for.some time on inland waters,
butiit is new to ocean work.

.Goastal and Ocean Tugs. The conventional tug workingCin
offshore coastal waters is the shaped bow, modeled hull type
like the harbor tug, but in general a Iittle larger with more
horsepower and fuel capacity. Many ofthe larger harbor tugs
work both inside and outside, and they are equipped with the
generally heavier towing gear necessary-to handle a taw under
conditions that can be met on the open sea. Among coastal and
ocean tugs is found the raised forecastle type of tug design,
a design unsuitable for harbor work but found advantageous in
open ocean and heavy seas. The tugs used for long ocean tows
of large vessels, such as drilling vessels or distressed
oceangoing ships, include some, of the largest towing vessels
afloat. They are virtually towing ships, beautiful in design
and equipment, with powerful propulsion plants. We will
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discuss. these, fascinating vessels and some of the features of
their worka little further along.

Fenders-4 Tug's."Trademark." Virtually every
float., with the ,exception of the larger. oceangoing tugs,is'
well fitted out'with permanentlY hung, althoUgh.repliceable,
fendeis of line, rubber, or tires. Indeed, the fender is
probably.the' most common denominator of all the appearance
features of tugs. They are also one of the most necessary, as
A tug is constantly in contact with vessels it handles, and
much damage would occur to both were it not for these protec-
tive,fenders. Say the word "tug" and even the greenest of
landlubbers pictures that squat, business-like old girl with
the greatwhiSery-fender dripping and drooping over ber'stem
post and a brood Of_smaller fenders ranged along her sides.
Most rope fenders were?handmadeby deckhands from old rope and
haOsers. Today, used auto and truck tires ate.in wide use;
they are easily available, tough and effectiVe, and.simple to
use. -Specially designed rubber fenders, halfround or square
in section, andcapable.bf,absorbing great shock forces, have
proved highly efficient and7 are sometimes seen installed not--
only as a bow fender but in a run all around the, hull, at

,

about the deck line., as a rub.

Propulsion Plants-

In the early days of towing, when the principle job of
towing was to assist,sailing vessels in and outof port, and
for many years4,thereafter, towboats were powered by steam.
But the advent ofi.;.the diesel engine, with its many advantages--
not the least of which is its instant availability for full-
power service--changed that.

While there be, a few steam powered boats in service
somewhere,- we will onsider that all towboatS are diesel-
powered vessels. Some few of these maybe dieser-electric, a
propulsion system wherein a diesel engine drives a generator
that powerd an electric motor that drives the shaft.

2.3 Types of Towing

We have said that there are In general three areas in
which towboats work. Let's take a look at the types of towing
sysual in these areas.

Harbor Towing. We will include in this category all
tugboats and work Vessels that operate in a limited geographi-
cal area, usually within the confines of a particular port'or
harbor; and that do not normally make a trip or voyage from
.one locale to another..

,Among the smallest are utility boats such as switcher
ugs°,..tisect.to move and shift barges and small dredge tenders
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used to move floating pipelines and derrick barges used in
dredging operations. 'These boats have no living quarters.
aboard and are usually operated by two men--one to maneuver
'and a deckhand to .handle lines. These boats are tied up until
needed, at which time the men go aboard, stare up, and get on
with the job.

Somewhat larger boats, with crew living:quartersaboard,
will be found at'such jobs as tending a fuel barge delivering-
bunkers to vessels at.berth or anchor somewhere in the port.
These and larger harbor tugs are normally in service 24 hours
a day, with sufficient crew aboard for working a "six an&six"
watch basis of six hours on and six houri off, with a relief
crew on time off ashore. One thing is traditional with tug
crews; everyone is available to get the job done; even the
cook'is sometimes seen on deck helping in the handling of
lines when necessary.

The largest of harbor tugs are those engaged in docking
and undocking ships and otherwise assisting large vessels in
maneuveringinconfinedharbor and Channel waters. These tugs
may be equipped with firefighting gear to double as fireboats
in emergency, but any dockside or waterfront fire calls for
tugs to move vessels or assist in controlling the fire.

The assisting of large ships in docking and undocking and
in maneuvering in narrow channels is a tug practice that
requires considerable skill and knowledge on the part of,the
tug captain and in turn on the part of his crew. In. American
ports the harbor pilot or docking pilot is aboard the ship and
gives instructions to the tug about how and where to make up
alongside, how many lines to use, and whether they be bow,
breast, stern line, or. what. Orders to the tug during
maneuvering come from the pilot on-the bridge of the vessel
being handledwhether to push, pull, go ahead or astern,
slow, half or full ahead, and the manner in which the tug
responds greatly.affects the whole operation.

. .

The deck seamanship or line handling skill of the tug
crew is important. Weights, forces, and strains on lines and
gear can become excessive, and each man must follow prudent
procedures and bear in mind safety for himself and his boat at
all times. A large factor in safety in any tug work is the
condition of the working gear, the wires, shackles and lines.
Good maintenance is a part of good towboatmanship.

In any towing operation, the stability of the tug is
important. It may be said, that tugs are designedyith a
particular type of work in mind and haVe an inherent ability
to perform it. Nevertheless, in any type.of towing.operation
the situation can change very rapidly. One of the dangers to
a tug handling a ship or large tow is getting a line or haciser
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on which there is considerable strain or pull led off from
the side or beam of the tug thus giving her.an overturning
moment or force that could capsize her. American crews call
this tripping, and it can result.froM;a.number of things: The
turning of a .tug with a strain on a hawser while attempting to
move the tow in a:desired direction, the action of a vessel
being assisted in using .her own power and motion in such a way
as to jeopardize the tug, or these things combined with
current and wind place the tug in a dangerous position. At
any .rate a tug's crew must be prepare& for any, eventuality at
any time.during the course of a towing operation and must be
capable of fast action and line handling to remedy the situ-
ation When necessary.

There is an air of readiness and service about a harborA
docking tug, both the vessel and crew, for service and assie
tance is their business and the vessel they are handling is
their customer. Docking tugs usually have a particular pier
Or dock they use as a base where they tie up when not working
that includes a dispatch office, a gear-locker, and a:machine
shop. In all major American ports vessels are in and out and
are docked and undocked around.the clock, so the tugs must
workthe:eame hours. Sometimes some of the docking tugs are
tied up for the night and the crews:go home, but even so,
provision is made for making a tug ready on short. notice. A
typical work schedule for a crewman on a harbor docking tug.
would be 24 hours on and 24 off, but this varies.

Towboats have built a zeputation for their cooksf'though,
sometimes it is the other way around, and plenty of good fare
has become an expected way of life among most towboatmen. One
can find some excellent bakers and cooks plying theiy trade
aboard tugs.

Bay, River, and Canal Towing. Tugs in the bay, river,.
and canal towing trade are going someplace. The amount of
traffic on our American inland waterways is staggering., Goods':..

and materials of all types, petroleum ancrits products, lumber,
ore, livestock, automobiles -- almost anything can be found in
this inland waterborne commerce. All of this moves in or on
some type of barge, and those barges are handled by river or
canal towboats, the boats getting their designation as one or
the other principally as a result of where they spendmbst:of
their time.

In general, the terms "riverboat" and 7iiverboatmen"
refer to service.on the Mississippi River system although
other large navigable rivers such as the Hudson, Tennessee,
and Sacramento have their own riverboat traffic.

The Mississippi River towboat today is predominatelythe
Fig. pushboat type, and the larger of these compare in size with
2.4 the largest oceangoing tugs. In fact, because of a rectangu-

lar hull, minimum open deck requirement, and MUltidetk house:.
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built-over practically the entire hull, the largest river
towboats are larger in above-water volume than-most ocean
tugs.

Since the dayi of-the first.poled rafts'the riverboatmen
have been a separate breed among men who work aboard-water-
'borne craft, and tadayls modern, powerful Pushboats are oper-
ated by men with -the same-peduliar skills.and talents as were
their antecedents of paddleshee' days. ThiS7iS because the
river itself is the same. Currents,eddys, floods, shifting
bottom, logs, trees; and flotsam make river navigation a
practice requiring much skill and experience. .Today'S river
tows may contain several doien'i4rge barges carrying thousands'
of tons ofcargo. Despite the tremendoub power and maneuver-
ability of the towboats, handling the boat and barges in the
.extremeWeathet, current, and traffic conditions encountered -

in, the Mississippi011ssouri, and Ohlozriveri.calls for an'
;equally tremendous amount of know-how: The most expeiienced
of.the Mississippi riverboat captains, mates, and pilots must .

surely be numbered ambrig the best handlers ortows in-the
. .

Life on river and canal boats has, like in harbor towing,
the advantage of being ashore frequently. FreSh provisions,
and fuel are obtainable at many convenient points and, despite
adverse conditions Of,fog, weather, durrents,.and the like,
the harbor, river,.and"canal towboatman doesn't have to pre-
pare for and endure the severe motions of a vessel in heavy
seas. V.

Canal boats today are largely the efficient pusher type
towboat, and, together with their tow of barges ah.d., they make'
for smaller editions of the larger river tows described. In both

:river and canal, multiple barge tows often see barges breasted'
alongside each other up to four across, depending onthe
channel width or regulated tow width along the route, with
Several such tiers lashed end to end. Considering the rela-
.tivelt confined space 'of a waterway such as the Intracoastal,
some of,the tows navigating it are rather large. Here, again,
is a towing trade that requires experience and skill in boat
and barge handling and good and prudent work on the PartOL:
the deckhands. A Canal tow usually passes throughjockS where
water levels differ, as at river -canal intersections, and
while any number of tows can go into and through the locks
"made up" and proceed on their way, some tows must be broken-
up in ordetto "lock through" and then made up on the other

.

side:- This operation, or just handling a tow in a congested
situation while waiting with many other tows for a turn at the
locks, calls for alertness and-good tawmanship on the part of

. all hands. !

Crews in canal and riverboats travel. from place to place
with their boats, of course, and the work schedule varies with
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the movement of the boats and the operating policy of the
company. Some boats, on a steady:run between certain terminal
points, change crews at the end of a round trip. Other-com-
panies arrange crew changes at the end of a Certain time
period as closely as possible, wherever the boat is.

,

2.4 Make up and Handling of TawsInland

Like other facets of. towing, there is some'local variance
in the.manner in which tows are made up in order to suit:
certain towing jobs and local customs and conditions.. There
are three general ways for a towboat to make up to a tow:

1) to-tow it astern on a hawser. arrangement.

2) to tow it alongside in a manner called breasted
towing (Towboatmen -also refer to a barge towed 'in
this manner as being "on the hip.").

3) to push it ahead as with apathboat

-Hawser-Taiing. haVser-tavitris-acqatgiidhed'by towing
. astern on a-single hawser connected to the ape:5.ofa two-leg
bridle, the other ends of the bridle legs made'fast on the
towed vessel.. If the towed vessel is a square-end barge, the
bridle should be _connected, on the forward corners.. ,Or,'using
two hawsers, one should be made fast to each iifithe forward
corners of the barge. This latter method gieS better control
of the barge. Hawser towing requires more room for maneuver-
ing and control than breasted or push.towing because the towed
vessel must be led around by the tug. It confined or shallow
waters the hawser must be kept as short as pOsaible to gain

.directional control of the barge and to keep the hawser from
chafing or dragging on the:bottam in shallow Water. ;When the
'tug must slow'unexpectedly, however, there is danger of the
tow carrying way more so than the tug and overrunning it, or
of the tug necessarily altering course radically 'and suddenly
.to avoitollision and the barge running on ahead and tripping
the to With:increased traffic on all waters, hawser towing.

'is not 'a preferred' method except where. there is plenty of
-7rberm, as on broad. rivers and bays, or when a second tug is
used as a tail boat with a:bow lineAoin the:itern of.the tow to
steer it and back on it-if necessary, or made up, alongside the
tow in breasted fashion for he same ,purpose.':. A tug taking,a

tow to sea often puts the tow on a.hawser'inside, using-a tail
boat or boats for control until clear of the'harbor,at, which
timethe assist boats are released; then the tug-only has:
to let out hawser and.begin its tow.

, Breasted Towing. Breasted towing is a practiCal way'of
handling abarge or other vessel or object with a tug. Unlike
the hawser tow where there is no rigid connection between tug



and tow and differences in direction,of travel\and speed can
occur, In'breasted towing the'towed vessel is map up securely
and tightly alongside the tug-So that power thrust ahead or
astern.and rudder response of the tug is transmitted directly
and immediately. to the towed vessel, the.twobeing in actual
contact. The usual lash-up for this tow calls for a line,
usually a doubled bight'of a line, the eye of which is on the
tug's stem post, with the,line running to a cleat or bitt on
the barge and back to be'turned and made fast to the stem
post.- This is called a slip line. Next.we have a towing
strap, a strong dueled line or wire,/which leads aft from a
bow bitt on the tug-'and appliet the pull on the towed vessel.
A similar line leading forward fr66 the,tug to the tow is
a backing line for applying pull back' -on the barge to slow,'
stop, or go astern with it:- A stern line is run over from the
stern of the tug and this line, together with the bow line, is
used to govern the angle at,which the tug lays alongside the
towed vessel. A tug has better steering control aver.a barge,
if the tug's bow is angled in slightly'towards the taw:'.4n
some cases where atug plans to shift from breasted:tog '

hawser tow upon reaching open water, the hawser 1:b4placed
aboard. the tow at the start and used as a stern li while
breasting,.the tow-thus being moved stern- first. When ready
toAp on the hagterhe tow is stoppe84 ,Deckhands go aboard
the tow and thrag off the towing strap and backing line, and
the tug is held alongside with the bighted head line. With .

all hands aboard the tug, this head line is slackened, the eye
taken off the stem post andtuslippeduoff the tow and handed
aboard the tug. The tug slowly pulls away from alongside the
tow, lets the tow drop astern, lets out hawser, ?d begins her
tog.

Pushing. .Pushing is relatively:simplein tigk.ingwith a
pushboatdeSigned 'for the.purpose. The pushing or towing
.knees areplacedagainst the stern of a barge and lines:or.
:wires froM thetiorgboat.are tightened by ratchets or winches to
hold thetow securely against the push-knees to give the*
towboat good control.

MUltiple.BargeTows:. :Hnitiple barge taws are common with
any the three methods mentioned abaVe in`vhich case the
several barges are lashecleach to the other i*,the same manner
as the towboat to.the.first barge.' Twoor'more boats working
together maybe used. in any of the foregoing ways.

There are many different methods of making couplings
between barges. :This:is because there is a wide variety of-
rigging available, and boatmen constantly find new:and better
wayS to Useit. However; all coWies that push barges use
the'same basicfarrangement-of fore and aftwiresas shawn,in
the diagram in Fig. 2,5.
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Fig. Figure 2.5 shows some of the most commonly sed wires and
2.5 .their descriptive names. Barge A is being push by the

towboat. A tow wire is any wire used to move a barge ahead.
It is led -from a cavel'(br kevel) or timberhead on the towing
Vessel or barge aft to a cavel or timberhead on the towed
barge or vessel. A backing wire is used to transmit astern
motion to:the towed vessel and is led forward from the towing

''vessel or barge to the barge being towed.

Stationary rigging is the term applied to line, wires,
ratchets, and winches aboard a vessel are fixed in place
and that are not ordinarily movable. Movable lines, wires,
and the like are termed portable or running rigging..

Some barges 'are'eqUipped withatationary witches similar .

Fig. to those-on the boat. Figure 2.6..Shows a couplitg using
2,6 Stationary_winches When using winches whether on the barge

or,on the boat,:alwaysAake-sure that the dog is down when
tightening. The dog prevents the winch from running out under,;
load. Always tighten the winch.as the barges are coming.
together. Doing otherwise willp-rovide you with some'back-
-breakitgexer-dise: If the capPain 4q moving the barges apart
and you.have-the power of the.boat working against you, wait
awhile::and you can take up the slack with ease.

Fig. Figure 2.7 showsa.doupling made by the(use of stationary
2.7 ratchets. Take care. of stationary ratchets by seeing that.

4-they are weWoiled and;that'you haVe a straight lead to the
ratchet.to'prevent bending the ratchet or its deck anchor.
Ratchets can be a big timesaver when making a coupling..

..

. .

In multiple barge tows the pu-Shboat is faded up to or
Fig. againstone string of barges. Figure 2.8 illustrates such.a
2.8 ' tow with the towboat facedup to the cente*pr puSh string of

barges. Strings of-barges attached to either side of the push
string are-called drag strings. A towing line is led from a
forward timberhead on the push barge to the after timberhead
on the drag barge. Backing lines are led from forward; timber -.
heads on the drag barge to after timberheads on the towing
barge. This is.why timberhea. are installed in sets of two.
When pushing ahead the tows. takes effect and moves the
drag barge ahead. When beer- : down the back line takes
effect and the drag barge is moved astern.

Facing Up the Boat. racitg up the boat is the term used
to describe,the way in which the head of the towboat is placed

Fig._ against the end of the barge. Figure 2.9 shows a towboat

2.9 faced up to the tow. Most boats use winches for facing up.
However, some use-capstans this function. Before_placing
a wire =on a timberhead,,aliiays unfoul the timlerhead by taking
of any other lines. After the face wires are placed on the
timberheads, the lines mdy then again be made fast on top of



the face wires. This allows a drag barge to be turned loose
without breaking the coupling between boat and pusil barge.,

Jockey wires are used to prevent the boat from sliding
when the rudder is put hardover. These jockey wires also
serve as a safety device to prevent the boat from tripping if
one of the face wires should break. TO prevent the boat from
steering out of the tow, most large towboats require backing
wires that lead from the barge to the stern of the boat.

Fig. .Figure 2.10 illustrates a towboat faced- up to the middle
2.10. of two barges. This practice is knaWn as splitting on the

heads. Face wires hold the boat securely.to the-tow and
enable the boat to steer the tow.

While there are certain baSics of handling cammon'to all
instances where a towboat makes up to a tow and moves it fiol
one place to another, each tow is usually different from
others in some manner.'1Afferent towboats, though basiCally
of the same design, handle differently, and things such as
size of the:vessel or vessels being towed,. whether they are
loaded or light, and whether they respond more to current:or

---Aiimd,,-all-alfect_the_handling of a tow. A tank barge or
vessel loaded with liquid has a cargo that is, always in motion
to some extent and is-therefore apt to be more difficult to
slow, stop, or otherwiSe control than a similar vessel`loaded
with a dry cargo. Twin screw boats made it easier to handle
the boat alone while maneuvering to make.mp atow and while
handling the tow. The'feel and skill necessary -in tow handling
comes from experience in working aboard tows,'but oie point
for novice or veteran to remember is.that it is usually easier
.toput way (motion) on to a tow than it is to take way off.,
In other words, be mindful always of speed under any circum-

'..itance:because it is easier to increase speed a little than it
is to slow down. II.

j,

TWO captains with tows 1M the Intracoastal Waterway were
in radiMcontact and discussing a place where the canal inter-
sected a stream. One tow had just Passed this pollat and
experienced a very strong cross current that had caused the
captain some concern and almost broken his towjand,this

%captain waaadvisin$ the other who had yet to pass the place,
"you'd better make-ap your mind what you're going to do before
you get there, because when you get there you don't have time
anymore." There is a.lot of taw handling wisdoM in those
words, namely, forethought. A smart and experienced,: owboat=
man, whether captain or deckhand, does well to think ahead. :

2.5 General Duties of a Deckhand--Inland

Fig. A towboat deckhand's duties consist of maintenance and
2.11 operational work. Keeping the boat and her gear in good
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condition and repair means chipping, painting,lcleaning,
splicing, lubricating and the like. Operational work'is line
handling mostly, and in some boats the deckhand takes a trick
at the wheel. Line handling is extremely important in towing
of all types,' for after all, it is by virtue of the lines with
which thetow is made up that the towboat is. able to move the
tow. Line handling can also be dangerous. The stresses and
strains on wirea;)ropes, shackles, and the like are great, and

.-.a.-ackhand'must always work with his wits about him. *Prudent
6 seamanship is based on. common sense. The proper and estab-

lished ways of handling various types of lines and of doing
various jobs are willingly taught to a new hand by the older
experienced hands. Deckhands on a towboat should never per-
form their duties'carelessly.

Your duties while working on a towboat nay consist of
making up the tow, spotting, dropping, or switching;barges at
the docks, standing lookout, taking a turn at the wheel,
maintaining the boat, and many other things.

Working on the Tow. While working on the tow, the mate
is your immediate supervisor. He has been told by the captain
what must be done and he is in full command on the taw.,

Put forth your best efforts to learn.,how to lift, carry,
AndYwork with rigging in the. proper manner. The basic.skills
in which you must become proficient incidde lassoing timber-
heads, fastening couplings, and splicing line, hard but satis-
fying work if done well..

Standing Lookout.: You may be asked to stand lookout on
the head bA,rge of the taw. When operating in constricted
waters this job is especially important and .the safety of the
tpw.towboat, and crew.are in your hands. -Learn touse the .

proper hand signals.While you are ."riding the head." You are
the pilot's second set of. eyes.

-

Boat Maintenance. Take pride in riding'a.clean and
sanitary boat.. To keep the boat in good shape you Will/from
'time to time engage in painting and cleaning' and in keeping up

vessel, equipment. Never take the hit 'and miss route of doing
your job; be thorough in your work, and it will reflect well
on you. Poor jobs come back to haunt you, as,they may cause
injuries to someone else.

Inspecting Equipment. WheneVer you come on watch, always

check barge compartments for leakage. If a punp is already in

operation, check it periodically. Before going into a barge
compartment Take sure someone'knows where you are going' or is
otherwise.standing by incase you get into trouble. Check

.
lines, wires, ratchets, and running lights, and keep an eye.
out for unsecured equipment. Use your ears also as in some
instances sounds may alert you to something that is wrong.
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Figs.
2.12
to
2.16

When making.a coupling make sure that youlhave all of the
rigging necessary. This will save:.trips back to-the boat.
Take all:the slack out of the wires and make sure that'all
couplings are cheater -bares before y6u leave, the tow.

Lift and carry.rigging properly.-
heavy objects, not your back- Even a
weighs'as muchas 10 pounds.:::Lifting
For 'very'heavy loadsi get help: When
them over yourshoulder,but.make sure
hook. to its keeperto prevent it frOm
in the head:

Use your legs tO lift
boat's "toothpidk"
properly prevents strains...
carrying ratchets, carry..
that-you hook the pelican
flapping 'and, hitting you

Rigging, no matter what it-is, should be carried,on the
boatman's outboard ShoUlder-,-nOt on theinside... In'case of.
Slipping or falling suddenly, it is then easy to.dUmp the.
equipment and obtain.a quick handhold:::on the barge.

. ,

14tecing with Line. .Fiber rope sbasrd the boat is termed
line. Observe the following rules when.working with line:.

1). Follow through-when lassoing a timberhead. Practice
at this .skill as 1t:is_one_of ..the_most_ipportant.......Never leave

the tow to place the eye of the line over ai,dolphin or timber-
head on the dock. The barge may move away, leaving you on
the dock. Then you are of.absolutely-no use to the 8Sptain or
the tow. .

_ 2) When you are through with a line, always coil it or
fake it down as desired so that it is out of the waySnot ready
for its next use.

i'
3) NeVer step on a line. The spring of the, line may

.'cause you to lose your:balande and fall or pitch.You overboard.
In the.case of lines with a strain on them, which are a good
distenceabovethe deck,-keepaWay from:them! If necessary to
paSSfrat one side of the line to the-other; pass under the
line. ..Straddling a line that is working from side to side:is
A dangerous practice. _

4) When. you are called,upon to lasso.a timberhead, get
prepared. ahead of time.' Take the.line to the side of the
barge on which it wilr,he needed. Make sure that,the line is'
free to run out, butcOntrol the line so that you don't soak
the slack in the water; or lose the line. completely. Never tie
the bitter end of the aline to your arm or leg or place Your,
leg in a coil of You may end up.in the water, seriously
injureds. Hold the eye of the line about a foot from the
splice.with the eye open in one hand. -In the other, hold at
-least two coils of line to provide you-with the slack you need
when throwing the line. 0
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5) Never make a-line fast. to damaged tiMbetheads or
other damaged' deck fittings. Don't take chanCes% Even if 'no
one gets hurt, you may pull the fittin& loose from the deck.
Report such defects immediately to the captain.

6) -Keep lines out of liquids on deck. Some liquids
carried:on barges may be damaging to the lineand, at any
rate, line soaked in petroleum products is slippery and heavy.
Keep your lines out of the water and dry:wet line . 'Ibis is
especially important in the winter. In freezing t eratures,
a line just has to touch water and it will become sti f.and
useless in :;1 short time. A few times chipping'a froze line
lodSe frompthe deck and. trying. to use it will convince you of
the importance of keeping lines out of.the'waterin e winte-
time.'

Listed below are
tow and thei uses:

Back line

a number of different lines used.on a*.

Holding -down line. It is used in the same
application as the towline but at aft end:
of barge.

Backing lite -Used t keep.. barges from running Ilead,
when waking up toW.:.

Breast line

Check line' -

_ -

Dropping out- line Used in-dropping out loaded barges.

Face iine Secures barge to towboat.

Fore and aft line Secures two barges end to end.

Handy line Small line for general use.

Any line that pUlls,you:straig4 in or
square.

Checks forward motion'when ativping, of
barge -or boat is requited.

Head line

Jockey. line'

Lashing

Lead line

Mooring line used in coMbination to hold
fleet or barge in.

Lashing used to secure two barges side by
side; lashed over heads in X fashion.

.1

Any short lengtkOf line used to secure
two barges end to end or side by side.

-Small line-76anila or SaSh-tOrd:used to
measure depth of water..
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Lock line

Spar line.

Stern line -.

Tow line

Spring line

Peg line

Holds barges-during raising or lowering of
.water in Lock.

Small hand line used On lock wall by
lockman toithiow down or:bring.up.lock

.Use4 to set boat out, where maneuvera-
bility is limited.

Lashing used to hold o barges side by,
Side,

Secures spar to dedk.,L.,

Long quarteting line.

Holding up linet Actually a.lashing from
forwardhead atone barge to aft.head.9f
barge. alongside

.7;

Used in mooring, crossing one another;
holding down and holding up lines.

%

Used in locks to prev barge movement..

7) Stay clear of lines fouled on r ging' It is also
wise-to stay clear of lines that are taut impossible to
unfoul. When a line has beenpoorly tied on atiniberhead,

..:stay away until the. tension in the line.has deCreased because
the line ,.may Modern synthetic lines haVea .lot of
stietch;-Upon. parting, .they. snap back,. -Sometimeathe.only
solution is to off a poorly tied hitch. -To .avoid fouling.

--11ines on timbetheads, take-enOugh turns before placing half-
.thltches over theturns; the .turns will take most of- the"
strain.

8) Use .the easy method, of turning a line i4se- The
farther you are from a timberhead, the harder it is to turn
the line loose. Aimmver, the best method to accomplish this
is to gather enough slack andrall the line witha snap of
your arm to flip the line offthe.timberhead.' Toss the line
up an over in as wide an arc as you can,-as.the'roll dimin-
ishes with the distanceittravels. If you fail to flip the-
line:bff the timberheadand it becomes too late to turn the
lineloose, or if the line isn't long enough, let it go.
Don't fall in the water for the sake of retrieving a line.
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2.6 -Coastal and Ocean Towing

Any vessel can oW,'giventhe right conditions; indeed;
becalmed sailing ships were often towed by their own long
boats. With theadvent of mechanical power. it became potsible
to tow vessels in adverse weather conditions. This posed many'
problemt, and the solution of these problems created the
modern towing vessel.

Until comparatively- recent times, most towages, were
performed by established towing companies. Coastal:tows were
carried out by local'companies with an intimate knowledge of
their own coast and with their .awn towing arrangeMente "to suit
conditions. Commercial ocean_tows were comparatively rare and
were'Carried out by large salvage tugs which, because"oftheir
special equipment, wadedifficult tows better risks.'

. ,

With the expansion of the offshore oil inchistry into. more
severe and distant areas'than the, original Gulf -of Mexico
operations,--new problems were presented to the.towing'induttry.
Not only were long acean,voyages'sametimes required, but'the
towing vessel,. in the case of a drilling vessel, alto had to
position the drilling unit very precisely on a particular
location in the open sea at theend ofthe voyage. InTarder
to do this successfully the tugS-needecito be both powerful
and maneuverable. The towing companies were faced also with a
sudden increase in demand aaa.result of large drilling units.
moving from their .place of construaeion to their site of
operation, perhaps half way around the-world. This,_ with

adVentof. the ultra large bulk carrier and,its special salvage
problems,'and the large concrete- deep- sea .storage and proanc-,:
tion structures, spurred thetaWing'companies-ta develop more
powerful tugs..

Outstanding in ocean towing today are Dutch and Gerian
salvage tugs ranging up to about 250 feet in length and from
11,000 to 22,000 ihp. These two nations with Great Britain
have for years been leaders in world-wide salvage operations
and consequently deep-sea towing.' With-the exception of one
salvage and marine construction company, Americans have not
obtained prominence in this field comparable to some of the
European companies. 'As opposed to these large salvage tugs
stationed around the oceans of the world and available on the
world market for general ocean towing, there are some fine,
modern American tugs engaged in ocean. towing principally for
their owners who are marine construction and engineering

companies. These tugs taw large barges of equipment, struc-
tures, and the like related to work in offshore petroleum

areas, and they are sometimes chartered or engaged by other
companies for specific ocean,towing jobs, principally the
moving of drilling units from one location to another. We

speak here of vessels that are ocean tugs only, and not of
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tug -supply'vessels, which often perform short, or field, moves
of drill units. .

Ocean tugs must be. capable of towing sizable vessels and..
objects in fully exposed conditions. While at sea under these
more Severe-conditions maneuverability is. not of. major impor-
tance and a long hawserior towline, up to approximately 3,000
feet'in length,-is used, carried over the stern, to prevent
the likelihood of a transverse or tripping pull. A:lengthy
hawser, with a.considerable catenary, also does not tend to
surge or Come taut with strain as,the:towed vessel labors in
.heavy seas.

Stability. When as ocean tug has a,tow on the hawser in
confined waters such as may be the case when approaching a
harbor, or perhaps has the-problen(of fairly precise,position-
ing of a large drilling platform, she must be'maneuverable
under fully.exposed conditions. In order to achieve this it
'becomes neCessary'for the towing vessel to shorten the towline
and allow it. freedom Of movement4n a transverse direction.
It is dUring such Maneuvers that:an adequate reserve of itd
bility is necessary.

There aremany'tethods of calculating the.required initial
stabilitypf. a towing.vessel, one being.to consider the forces
that the pawed vessel could exert on the towing vessel during
rough we*her. For instafice, if a Beaufort force 8 gale was
assumed (a condition frequently encountered by ocean tugs Ia.
many areas, and the maximum under which any maneuvering would-.
take place) and the forces on a number of large drilling
platforms and'large'Shipa were calculated; retults,wouldshOW
values ranging up'to approiimately 200 tons at zero ahead .

speed. .

During maneuvering it ia.poSSible that the.towing vessel
could become beam-On.to this.force, which is in the region of'

: twice the bollard pull of tugs doing this type oftowing,
(Bollard pull is the pull a towing vessel can achieve while-
pulling agaifist a fixed non - floating object such aa-a bollard

edge.. of a;dock.). While it is accepted, of course, that
experiencedacean.tug masters are extremely unlikely to get
'themselves into Such-a_dangerous position, it is interesting
to note that a large number of-the'bettertugs in ocean towing
today could withstand such acondition with a reserve.of
stability. This is indicative then of the fact' that ocean tug

. designers are,makifii the vessels inherently safe. If engine
or control system failure should occur,, resulting., a similar-
condition, then experience would be a useful bcinus, but not a
necessity in preventing overturning.

. .

Towing Arrangements. We are speaking here about the
hawsers, pendants, "shackles, wires,,chains, bridles, and the



like-by Which a tug tows another vessel, and specifically
.aboUt the'manner'in which, they are arranged or. made up::

.-..:Various towing companies have their own preferences as to
the:Manner in* which a tow should be made up and the gear used.
One leading salvage and.ocean towing company prefers-to use a
heavy 3 to 4 inch chain bridle, the two legs of'which are
shackled to a heavyoval towing ring, which has inner bracings
to formthree open sections within the'ring. To the third
section, of this ring is shackled a chain pendant of-equal size
to the.bridle and_200 to 300-feet long, and to this is connec-
ted thetues towing hawser, which is a wire in excess of.2
1/2 inches diaMeter capable of being payed out to about 3,000
'feet. This is a heavy arrangement, but the men.who use it
feel that the weight gives good protection against surgeon
the hawser during heavy weather.

Another large towing company usually uses heavy chain
leading from.the-clench plates or fastenings on the tow where
the bridle is attached and through the fairleads until just
over the side andclear of the Vessel At this point wire
bridle legs are attached to the chains and the outer ends of
'these:tdieither a heavy shackle or a flounder plate. A floun-
der plate is.a heavy steel plate used to join three line-ends
together-=in this case the. two wire. bridle legs and a wire
pendantam:1 is triangular in shape with drilled holes to
acceptahadkle pins for Securing,the three lines. A wire ti

pendant'about 200 feet long. and of slightly-leas-strength than
either the bridle or the hawser Wire is attached here. _This .

. wire pendant. S called. the fuse wire.. It is the weakest part
of the towing arrangement and will break before any other
part:;: yet_itallows easy reconnecting of the tow in the event.-
that a'bridle leg or the main hawser parted. Tothisluse:
Wire pendant is attached a nylon strap to absorb surging
ShoCk, and. to .this the 'main towing hawser. .Hawsers. are wire,
anti:they:ate wound on atawing winch.

In all:theie towing arrangements a recovery wire, 'usually.
9,4e3/4 inch wire is led. from a winch on board the'towed.vessel
::.to the apex of the bridle =so that the bridle may.:,be recovered

on boardju case of a towline's.parting and. the, necessity: to
remake, the tow.'

... -

In almost universal use now. on vessels prepared.for tow
ia-a clench plate developed:bY a.Dutch towing company and
known as the Spit towing connection. -A heavy oval pin that
fits through a link of chain and is.secured by.heavy steel
plates to the vessel's deck.makes easy cannfictions 'and-releases..

There.are various formulas.for calculating the required
size and strength of hawsers and towing arrangement gear for
any given tow, but with the large_salvage and towing companies:
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tnis is seiuom necessary. neir pplicy is simple: keep the
vessel riggedat all times with gear capable of handling any
towing job that might arise, eves if it is a little more than
is needed at times.

Horsepower. Power of a tug is usually stated one of
these ways:

ihp Indicated horsepower at the cylinders
.bhp Horsepower developed at the shaft
.shp Shaft horsepower (same as bhp)

There is another way of considering horsepower that for a
tug on a long ocean tow is the most important of all. To
develop full rated horsepower a.tues engine must turn full
revolutions, and this in turn means maximum consumption .of
fuel. Because of the voyage distance, distance between bunker-
ing points, fuel capacity of the tug', and towing characteris-
tics of.the tow,a tug could run out of fuel before reaching
her destination if she utilized all of her available power..
The important horsepower then'is ehp,--effective horsepower,
the power a tug can use on a continuing basis with allowance
for heavy weather-and reach her destination or next fueling
port with a safe reserve of fuel.

Watches. On ocean tugs the watch routine is that of a
deep-sea ship: three watches of four hours on and-eight off.
On coastal tugs on voyages of short duration the six on and
six off is often the case. In inland towing the captain and
mate oftenodo most of the steering, whereas on ocean tugs the
deckhands, or able seamen, act as quartermasters, and their
regular duty while underway is a turn at the wheel.

2.7 Governnental Regulations Affecting Towing

Regulations of vessels are based in general on a tonnage
scale with vessels of smaller tonnage subject to less stringent
regulation. The construction, equipping, manning, and oper-
ation of vessels are regulated. The U.S. Coast Guard is the
regulatory body responsible for enforcement of most statutory
regulations affecting tugs. Since September,l, 1973, all
commercial vessels of 26 feet or more in length,engaged in or
intended to engage in the service of towing must, be under the
actual direction and control of persons licensed by the Coast
Guard. Upward to 100 gross tons towing vessels are in general
exempt from Coast Guard inspection and manning requirements,
although when on certain types of coastwise voyages these
boats have certain requirements to, meet concerning crew lists
and hours of labor. Vessels over 100 gross tons are subject
to inspection and manning requirements that involve licenses
for some deck and engine officers and certificates: of compe-
tency for crew members, and that place certain requirements on
equipment and construction of the tug.. Tugs are also subject
to Federal Communications Commission -regulations regarding
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radio equipment, station licenses, and the like. These require-
ments also vary according to size of vessel and type of voyage.

Tugs, like all vessels,,must comply with the Rules of the
Road, Inland or International, and a working knowledge of
these is important to the men working on tugs.

Certain regulations concerning draft, size of tow, speed,_
and traffic are set out by the U.S. Corps of Engineers on
canals under their jurisdiction.

There are also regulations that prohibit foreign flag
vessels from engaging in coastwise and local trade in U.S.
waters.. When a U.S. tug makes a foreignvoyage there are
clearance and signing on of crew procedures to follow,

Although laws and regulations affecting tugs. and the
towing trade are many and complex, the ones that most concern
the men working on the boats are those with which.they must
comply regarditg the manning, safety, and operation of their,
tug.

2.8 Tug NomeneXatUre and Equipment

Fig. In Figure 2.17 shows a typical towboat with.some of its4
,2.17 equipment labeled. Various types of fixed and portable equip-

ment is carried on towing vessels to:permit the.vessel to-
carry out its job.

Capstans: The capstan consists of a verti'eal revolving
drum around which lines are wound; Electrically or pneumati-
callyoperated, it is used to heave in and pay out lines, to
move the boat or barges; and.to retrieve towlines.

Fig.
-2.18

Winches: Be very careful when learning how to operate
this piece of equipment. Winches may be manually or electri-
cally operated. If a wheel on the winch is used to take up on
the line on the winch drum, make sure that you do not foul
your arm between the spokes ofthe wheel.- This is a sure way
to At a broken arm ifhe dog should slip with tension on the
line; Some winches are lever operated muds like the handle on
a car jack. -In this case, make sure that yourchin is not in
the way. If-the dog should slip or the lin-surge, the handle.
can easily break an arm or _a jaw. . When using the winch,. make
sure that the line goes on the drum evenly,'one turn next to
the other, to prevent the line from jumping: When a shipmate
is working with you to operate the, winch, work carefully,
keeping hands and fingers in mind

Ratchets: Ratchets are used to pull barge couplings
tight. Whet kept in. good condition, well-cleaned, and oiled,
the ratchet will allow you to pull barges together with much
less strain on your part.
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Cheater bar: A cheater bar is used to increase leverage
when tightening a_ratchet. It is a long hollow pipe that is
placed over the ratchet handle.

Toothpick: A toothpick is made of metal and is inserted
in chain links in the coupling to prevent the ratchet, links,
and'wires from turning as you tighten the ratchet.

Fig.. Sledge:: Sledges findvarioud uses.aboatd7atow, but they.
2.19: arechieflyused. to knock:theleeper loose froth the 'pelican

hook when breaking a:coupling.".

Eye wire: An eye wire is the term used to describe any
;wire with an eye in one end. The other end of the wire usually
cs fitted with a socket to receive the chain links for attach-
ment of the ratchet: It is extremely, useful when making up a
coupling.

Jackstaff: A jackstaff is a long pole with a pendant
Fig. attached to its upper end. .It is plaeed at the center of the
2.20 head of the tow to allow the pilot to ascertain the.swing of

the tow.

Pike pole: The pike pole is a long pole, sometimes
painted with alternate red'and white markings for use-in
measuring water depth, which is used for pulling in a linecor
a wire that is out of reach. It has a hook at one end.

,,. Barge running lights: When we speak of barge running
lights we mean the red poreside light, the gieen starboard
side'light,.and inthe Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, the flashing
amber light that is placed at the leading end. the tow.
Some-of these lights are 'permanentlTattached:to the barge and
are powered by the ship7sAight-plant: Otherside lights are
battery powered These battery powered lights are carried.
aboard the towing vessel and placed aboard-the barges
required. It is very important that these lights be on at
night and during-Other periods of restricted visibilitYtO
prevent the danger-of colliding with'anotherIklat. Running
lights should'be:Checked periodically.

. On tows containing flammable liquids, explosion proof.
lightS are required by law.

Barge pumps: Small.portable.pumpa become priority equipment
when.you have a leaking barge compartment. These pumps are AlSo
very usefUl for routine draining:aperations.

Pumps should be ready for immediate use at all times.
Never refuel -gasoline pumps while the pumps are running. When
using electric pumps.; all.power cords should-bevconnected:to
the.puMP and,to each other befote.they are plugged.inte the
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powersource. Keep. plugSdry. to prevent shoCk and to avoid
blowing fuses.

Do not let the pump run fOr'1ong without liquid passing:
through it or you will damage it. Always shut.. the pump off
immediately after you have pumped theCOMpartment dry,to
prevent burning out the motor.

. .

Timberheads:. A timberhead, alto-Called a bitt, is a
vertical tie post used for making lineS:fast on deck. .

.

. Spool The spool tay-be*USecflor'sfairlead.i or:the eye
of-a line may beplaced over the SpOol when Making acoupling,

Button: The button Is a deck fitting found onboats.but
is also found on some lock Wa1ls..l'If4s designed.primarily
fOr holding the eye of a line or aWire.

. Chock: The chock is a heavy metal deck fitifiag with
rounded edges through which 'lines:are:led,

a

2.9 Barge Designs

;
The three basic barge designS are shown:-inFigure 2.21..

Fig. The hopper barge is designed for dry buliCcargo thatdaesn't
2.21 require protection from the.weather gravel, steel, are

examples. The tank barge is designed for all types of liquid
cargo such a's petroleum prOduCts, gas, molasseiand other.
liquids. The cOlver'bargejsfor dry bulk cargoes that require-_
protection from the weathersuch'as paper,:grain, Snd-other
commodities that CouldbeLdamaged by expoSUre:

2.10 Safety:

If you plan to work on a towing vessel, safety should be
uppermost in your-mind as you go about your job. Listed below
are some of the more important safe practices that you.lustk.
observe.

, .. .

Figs.' 1) Beware Of ,slippery decks. *Liquids spilled on. deck,

2.22 whether they bepetroleumprOducts or water frozen on deck,
to can be extremely: lippery and hazardous. If possible, walk
'2.35 down the center .of the tow and avoid the outside gunwales.. If

-*ou must walk over slippery:ireas, make sure that you have a
good handhold: Holding onto something doesn't. mark:youaga-:

, _

'coward, but'de a man: who his common sense and who wants vibe
around tomorrow. i

1111°
.

2) Wear a lifejacket While on the tow,,alwas wear. .

your lifejacket. The history of, toWing isJittered with the
bodies of persons, who walked onto.a tow without a lifejacket .

never to be seen again.
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Beware ofideln..the wintert:144:ice and snow
;create a problem.WahoWWhere you walk land` .ice 'and
snow from frequently areas as soon. as possible.

4). Ladders. When using a:ladder aWays face the.ladder.
It is good practide to grasp the rails arsides of the ladder'
rather than the rungs when climbing or descending because a
weak rung may give way.

5) Changing-,spotlight bulbs. Beforechangingspotlight
bulbs,make,sure.that powerto the light is ..off, and.that the
pilot known7whatyou are about so thathe:does-not turn or
move the light when you le4t, expect #::-If:the light is
located ._ih:e.14gh'exposed ).OcatiOh-SuckeS:the toolioftheAf:

t-h opilonse, beware of sudden gnats.:Offind that may cause you
.to lbse=your fOoting.

6) Shoes. When ..working on a tow, steel-toed shoes afe
'recOmmended to-prevent painful foot injuries. Your shoes
should also have,a good gripping surface on the bottom.

71 Gloves. Wear gloves as you go about your work,
especially. when handling wires and line. Fishhooks in a wire
can rip and tear-your flesh; rapidly surging licles can burp
your hands It is a good practice to carry ah.extra pair of
gloves aboard.

8) Caps. The billed cap is a'favorite in towing circles.
, Besides preventing suustloke on hot days, the bill will also
.shield.your -eyes when working around lights at night.

9) Flashlights. At night always carry your flashlight
with you when on the tow. Coast Guard approved sparkproof
flashlights, should always be used.

10) Never walk the notch. The notch (opening) is any
place in the tow where barge headlogs do not meet or barges
are not even with each other.

11) Use extreme caution when walking the tow at night.
When walking on the tow at night always make'sure that you
carry your flashlight with you. Never walk out-on the taw at
night'unless someone knows where you are going or is accompany-
ing you. Know where you are stepping and watch out for lines
and cables that may cause you to lose your footing. Let your
eyes adjust to the,- arc lights and shadows before proceeding.

121 Never ep on manhole covers. Stepping on one edge
of a manhole cove may cause you to fall into the opening if
the cover is..not well secured. Always step over and not on
manhole covers if possible.
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13) Never toss rigging. .Rigging when tossed carelessly
upward Or-Oside can fall backOn You. It may also cause.:
sparks and ignite the if it is loaded with a-flammable

14) Never tighten ratchets outboard. Always tighten yoUr
ratchets inboard. This way, if sudden slack comes in the
cable and catChes-you.offbalande,:yo4 will fall onto the barge
and not overboard into-the water.

15) Don't be careless with your.Only pair of hands.
Beware of gears and fishhooks that may catch your fingers or
your gloyes.A1Ways take careto-put, lineson ravels and

. timberheada4rOperlY so that To0.0d4tot lOSe your fingers. A
-7sudden.movement:Of'the boat or-4har*may_catch Your-fingers in
khiglif.'.-ofline'and crush-them against the timberhead: Don't
daydream and get caught with your fingers between the pUih-
knees and,the headlog of a- barge.

16) Stay.' clear. of14orkin&linea.' -Mpet'getCaught between
a line and an obstruction. Get on the:clearside7'Of"'thOine,

.,:17), Man overboard: You too may someday dependotsomeone
following proper, prOOedUre-4f you fall overboard 'he most

. .

important thing'toremember is- -don't p4#4 '246W.1* man a
life ring or yOuldlifejacket.:to give:him addedsupport.
Notify` the pilothouSe'sothat the,theTOaptain Can-ditengage.

:-:the engines. The wheelwaSh creates'an undertow and the-tan
may be sucked under. As soon as possible lower the -gala
pick .the` mat up. You shOuld versedin the techniques
.of artificial respiration if fijs needed.:

18) Watch the bump. If yOu'see that the you are
riditgis about to bump something, grab a hand hold and alert,
others on the barge not in a position tosee it coming,
hailing "watch the bump." In any-case,WheneVerithetow.is
cominvalongside the dock or the bargeJs pairing through
a narrow bridge -where there is aspOsaibil-tt*thOe.theiowma.
glen* off an obstructionhold.'ADon.:Staild therewith
your .hands on your hips or sit'ottisOierheads at the forward
end of, the barge

2.11 Locking

Fig. Without locks:some..rivers would not beaVilable for
'2.36 commercial use.. .The diagram in Figure 2.37 illustrates how a
a,b lock works to.cotirol watetYlevel to permit a tow to pass

;:.While the tow is in the locks the locktender is the boss, -
andAig instructions must be followed. The entire tow may be
plaCed in the lock chamber at one time if size allows. The
procedure whereby the tow is broken up into smaller units for
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passage through the locks is known as double locking: Powerful
pumpsoperate to pump water into or out of the lock chamber to

. raise',or lower the water level.

Lock. pumps create aAgreat flow of water and eause.some
,Surging-of the tow while it is in the locks.. Undercurrents
eddies,,and'crosscurrenta place the tow at the merdy a the
water and the tow will usually surge no matter how tight yourls
work yoUr lines. Be on guard against this movement. Stay
well inboard, if possible, so that if you do lose your balance
you will-fall on the barge and not into the water. Should you
fall overboard, even if your don't drown you may be crushed
between barges.or between,i'barge and the lock wall.

When the tow first enters the locks, make your lint' fast
Fig. oti7fthe timberheads close tothe lock wall. As you drop lower
2.37 in'the locks the line will ride up on the timberheads. To
a,b avoid fouling, move the line over to the outside timberheads.

You will have to stay alert to prevent your line from fouling,
jamming and breaking. pnce the primps are started they will
not;$e stopped for you to unfoul or retrieve-your ling.
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Fig. 2.1 Modeled hull' tug.
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Fig. 2.5 Wires most commonly used and their descriptive namesi

Fig. 2.6 Stationary rigging - -Winches.
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.Fig. 2.7 Stationary rigging - -ratchets.4
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Fig. 2,8 Proper line use for toeing "drag" strings. Fig. 2.9 Fact?* up the beaC--
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Fig. 2.10 Facing up the boat --splilting on the heads.



71g:(2.11 Sectiomm of common barge.

ig. 2.12 Do not leave the tow to secure 'lints.

. -

Keep clear of lines with a straiT

Fig. 2.13 Stay clear of 'working lines.

Fig. 2.15-'Flip the line up and over to remove it
from bitti

Fig. 2.16 Let go of the line if necessary to avoid injury.
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mosoninamesFig. 2.19 C .for equipment you
will be using.

.71g. 2.20 Line and rigging used on.a tow.

Fig. 2.21, The three basic barge designs.
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Fig. 2.23 Beware of ice.

Fig. 2,25 Stand on the dry

gig. Fig. ir:26 Ne4f walk the notch.

Fig. 2.24 Face the ladder. .
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Fig. 2.29 Hever toss

riggint

.

Fig.:2.k. Never tighten

ratciieS Outboard.
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Fig. 2.33 In close quartets, hang on.

Fig. 2.31',' Don't be careless with your Only

,v pair of hands,

.

Fig.' 2.32 fake .enough turns.

Fig. 2,34 Watch the bump!

Fig. 2.35 WatCh your footing:
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TOW IN LOCK
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n.
LOCK CHANIItiC,

UP STREAM 'DOWN STREAM

'Fig. 2.3b Locking.

1%17 (a.b) Lines Must be adjaiCed mnd occasionally moved during locking.
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3. ECOLOGY AND ENERGY

Two by7products'of the economic and industrial expansion
of -the:II.S. have been the Consumption of ouvoiLsaud natural
gas deposits and the stress placed on our environment. We
'term that stress pollution;- AmericanS are faced with some
critical :choices as we attempt to work our way out ()tithe-
cycle that involves energy demand, industrial need, consumer
desire, and the preservation 'of aIlealthy environment for both
human life and the life of nature's'other, creatures.

A -

There is a'.-growing.emphasis_ upon eeology, the study of
the relationdhiP Of .organiipum.;to_S.pettexivironments. to
gists predict that uncheckedpollution will stop the cycle of
life on our planet. Though we have seldom thought ofthem as
such, some of the most outspoken:ecOlogists (or environmental-
ists) are the fishermen, shrimpers, and oysterme*of the
Louisiana Gulf Coast. TheSe men-h,hve stood,.` often alone.; in
the fight to protect their fishing groundS. They were cautious
about the development of offshore.oil fields, and they, were
adamant-abbut the further usagOt ribT. These men.. were
fighting to protect their means of making .a living' and their
way of life. That is ecology.

a

Major pollufion comes from industry and the automobile;
Some of Louisiana's worst pollution has come from communities
that drain gewage%into streams, let fertilizer and pesticides
drain into swamps,:and litter the environment with plastic and..
aluminum containers that will neither rust. nor dissolve back
into earth. These are our personal contributions to a black
and polluted environment. Our role in the problem is not -
limited to the automobile:

One form OfindUstrial pollution that makes a great many
newsleadlines is oil pollution. ,Aa'a piospeotiVe-Seaman who
more than likely,will find employment in the offshore
and oil transportationor towing industry,.oil;pollution is
the most impOitantform of industrial pollution for yoU to
learn about.

It was the threat of oil.pollution that made the fialler-
meu.of the Gulf Coast cautious about the development of offshore
oil. However, in the twenty -five years following the first
well drilled in the Gulf of MexiCoi the. fishermen and the oil
industry have gotten along well. In fact, as it.turned out,
the rigs and,prmlUction platformaureated artificial reefs
.that detuankAmprovedfishing. Incidences of pollution,
caused by well blowouts, were relatively scattered. Gulf

= -` ast fishermen came, to accept,the oil ,industry.
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- _ .A InYthi4section we, will cover the basic informatiOn-abdUt
_ . _._

oil-±-pcilIation:thaf you will need, to as siaMin'or as.. .
semen

tankermeft..
_.--

.3.1 TheCritical Choices

First let us look at the overan Ade of the. American
environment and some of the critidal%choices that we believe
America's citizens, including you and I, must make.

Governments in many states, and the federal government,
ilaVe,Plised laws designed to protect the environment and to
minti pollucion.-- One of the best known actions taken by

'.gdverament hasJleen to require pollution- control devices to be
aetached to thelengines of our automobiles-. Internal-Combustion
engines do not completely burn the gasoline that fuels them.
As the number of automobiles multiplied, so.did the amount of
pollutants leaked into the atmosphere. Finally, when smog.
(smoke and foa),_engulfed many of our urban centers, doctors
began to notice increased:cases of diseases, and
people realized that automObile emissions were harmful td-- .

health. It -skid not take as long for the automobile drivers to
become aware of the eifects of the catalytic-converters and
other pollution-control equipment under their automobile's
hood as it took them to recognize the effects of polluting
emissions. .Anyone who driVes a newer automobile realizes that
gas-mileage on new -cars ii.not as go6d as on the older models.
When automobile manufacturers plead that pollution-control
devices not only add $400 to the cost of the new car but also
reduce engine efficiency, that is an appealing argument to
eliminate pollution-control equipment. -And now that there is
an energy crunch and-money is tight, that is an especially
convincing argument that draws many consumers away-from the
side of the environment. But no one has suggested eliminating
air conditioners, which are standard on most American-made
autos, add about $400 to the cost of the car, and reduce
engine efficiency. Here is .,a critical choice for America. Do'

we forego the luxury of air conditioning, thus saving our
precious energy resources and reserving the environment for'
future generations? Or do we take the_chance that our.children-

.

may not be able to breathe the air in twenty or thirty 'years ,.
so that we,might perspire a little less? ,

. _

Similarly, it is difficult for corporations to accept new
regulations. Like individuals, industries are accustomed to
the luxury of dtmping wastes into lakes, streams, and rivers,
as well as pouring them into the air. Until recently, no one
complained that much' about industrial pollution. We simply
thought of it as an invasion of the, aesthetics, not-as a
threat to our health. As we consumers continued to make
increased production demands upon industry, more-and bigger.



factories had to be constructed; therefore, pollution increased.
Today, even though there is adequate information.available to
the public to inform us of the environmental crisis, we continue_
to demand more productivity at stable prices. Increased
productivity at stable prices in a time.-1.1 diminished energy
reserves may be an economic impossibility. Therefore, business-
men; realizing that production means energy consumption, will
continue to argue for strip-mining of coal and use of high
sulfur coals = fuel, which is a much greater polluter. It is
likely that it w 1 be easy for the consumer public to accept
that argument. Agai we are presented with a critical choice
for liMericans.

Any choice we make puts us in a bind. PerhapS_agood
rule in judging pleas for Protection of our environmentis
this: Man did not create the_environment, nor did man
establish the balance'of nature; but, man did create pollution.
To those who accuse envirOnmentalists.of being merely doomsday
prophets,'we must remember the lesson o£ our turrent.energy
crisis, wlhich.is part.:of this vicious Cyclein which our
nation, is involved; Twenty-five years:ago-experts warned that
we would faceenergybankrulitcy if Americans did not alter
their usage of energy. We. ignored the earnings of these
experts, finding it easy to-pass those men'and women off as-*-
doomsday 'prophets, pimply; we found it too easy to accept the,_
luxuries of these paSt twenty-five years and too difficult to
admit the obvious; that someday the United States;.would have

..,.Tto pay for that qUxury.. Now experts Aretelling us that if we
do not take definite steps to protect our environment; our
descendants willinherit a cold and grim planet It seems:
reasonable to suggest that we Americans should listen to those
warnings. By. cutting down on our own gluttony fot luxury, we
might solve two problems, preserving our environment and
saving enough energyo live adequately, even if not too
comfortably.

As future seamen, you must realize that a large part of
the burden for protecting the bayous, lakes, streams, gulfs,
and oceans will rest upon your shoulders; just as the burden
'rested upon the fishermen and other seamen of your father's
and grandfather's generations. Your burden as seamen, and
ecologists, will' be especially important as you will probably
be involved with the.search for and production of oil on the
Gulf and east coasts.

3.2 Oil Pollution

Increased production of, oil offshore, and the importation
of oil from other countries, has led to more oil spills and .

pollution. In 1970 there were 3,711 oil spills and rote.;
dangerous cargo.discharges into the navigable waterways of our
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country. Ayear later, that figure had more than doubled, and
it has now reached an:annual rate of'about 10,000.

;".91ne of ::the most noticeable effects of the increased oil
spills hakheen the change in publiCopiniOn toward the off-
_shoreiinaril and oil industry and the related transportation
-indcargo:Operations.

,,:fIn-1969,, the Santa. Barbara oil spill, which took place
after-a well blow- out.six miles off the California coast,
Created a great furor.. The well leaked tons Of'greasy.Crude
bil.over 800 square miles of the Pacific and covered 40 mile&
of beach.

The sight
soaked beaches
'bodies made it
49f exposureas

of pathetic sea birds struggling on the oil-
turned many stoMachs. Feathers matted to their
impossible for the birds to, fly, and they died
the oil destroyed their insulation.

. A spill of 149,000 tons of crude oil from the oil tanker
Torrey ,Canyon' in England in 19 7, created a similar sp'ectacle,
killing bff about. 25;000 sea irds and wreaking havoc to other
forms of marine life.

In January 1977 the-iberian-registered tanker Argo
.Merchant wrecked in the Atlantic off the coast of Nantucket,
dumping almost all of its cargo of 7.6 m4lion gallons of No
6 industrial fuer oil into the water. Soon the slick measured
44 miles wide.and 141 miles long and threatened economic ruin
for New England's coast fishermen, as well as the- area's
multimillion-dollar summer tourist industry.. While state 'and
federal _,government officials watched movement of that slick;
Another Liberian- registered tanker in the Delaware Elver in
Pennsylvania went'aground spilling-134,000 gallons of 01 and
endangering waterfowl of all kinds.

Off the coast of Norway in,April 1977, the oil well Bravo
14 blew, spewing crude oil,into the Forth Sea. It created an
oil slick 37 miles long and 32 miles wide. Then on Decper
24, the tanker Oswega-Peace in Connecticut's Thames R.iSgr
leaked 2,000 gallons of oil, polluting the, riverbank forr-
miles.

The Amoco Cadiz lost her steering ff the Brittany coast
of France 'on-March 16, 1978. The ship rifted onto rocky
shoals and emptied almost 69 million gallons of Arabian oil
into the sea.,

,- :The hue and cry from the public, following the display of
such Catastrophes on-the nation's television screens,provoked
action from both the government and private sectors.
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Studies within.-the scientifiC community have produced
mixed results.. Some scientists have concluded that oikspillS '..'.

Create peimanentdamage-to the fragile sea es'alogy. Other ..:. :.

scientists indicate that theeffects are not'`SO permanent.
... ..

An environmental chemist studying fate and effects of oil:
on the marine environment said at an International Conference
on Oil Poltptionthat an experimental, oil spill study indicates
no permanetit damage to the environment, after one year. : '-.

monitoring
.. .

, .

.

Dr, Julia Sever Lytle, chief4nvironmentalchemiat, Gulf
Coast Research Laboratory-, Ocean Springs, Mi85., detailed.the
results of a study in which Louisiana crude oil'was-potred
onto ashallow; intertidal.marineettuarine pond. She said, in
Presenting her paper, "Fate and Effects of Crude 'Oil on nn .

Estuarine pond,." that the amount of oil poured onto the pond
representated a heavy oil spill.

Drr.:.Lytle:note4 that%theyetiod of acute.toxicity_to the
pond...,was.'short. She elaborated-by saying that "marsh gragfes
-recovered within six weeks; menhaden repopulated the shallOw
waters after six weeksijand shrithp, organisms which have a low
tolerance level to crufroil, returned shortly after the
spill.'"

In another presentation, "Persistence and Effects of
Light Fuel Oil in Soil," Fred N. wader,.associate professor
of Agronomy at Cornell Universi said that "it would be-
desirable to obtain experimenta ata on the actual rate of
assimilation of light refined oil under the conditions of soil
and climate. Swader asserts that certain refined oils may be
damaging to certain crop plants.

During a three-week period in 1970, an estimated 65,000
barrels of crude oil were discharged into the waters near the
Mississippi River Delta from a Chevron platform. One year
later, according to a research team, the oil had disappeared
and no biological effects were found.

Dr. Clayton D. McAuliffe, senior research associate with.
Chevron, reviewed the "test procedures' and results of biological
studies during a session of the fourth International Conference
on PreventilWand Control of Oil Pollution.

The fate of the oil shortly after the discharge probably AL
provides a clue to the lack of long-term effects. McAuliffe'
reported that 25-30 percent of the oil evaporated during the
first 24-hours, 10-20 percent was recovered-from the water
surface, 'less than 1 percent dissolved, and less than 1 per-
cent was,identified in the sediments within a 5-mile radius of

I.
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the, platform. -The remaining ail,was dispersed, eaten by
bacteria, or destroyed by;.sunlight.

One year later, the small amount of oil that had settled
in the river bottom sedialents was gone.. Careful studies of
the seabottom dwelling organisms, i:e., shrimp, crab, and
fish, showed no effects fram the spilled oil.

A-marine life scientist said that marine organism in San
Francisco Bay have not suffered any lingering effects from a
1971 oil spill.

In Jandarytof that year, two oil tankers collided' in
thick fig under the. Golden Gate Bridge, spilling 840,060
gallons of heavy fuel oil. 'Speaking before thefonmth Inter-

, national Conference.= Preyention-and Control of pill Pollution,
4Gordon L. Chan, College ofl Marin, Kentfield, Cal.,'said, "No
lingering effects'of the oil spill have been'nored in any of
the marine species:"

Priam a study ofidata takenbefore and after ,the spill,
Chan said, it was'estimated that 4.2'to 7.5 millionmarine
invertebrates, chiefly. barnacles, were smothered the oil.

0

"In subsequent ol;serNiations, from 1972 to 1974" he added,
"the sample counts.of'inNetrtebrates has returned to, and in
some Oases surpassed, pre-oil-spill levels."'

.'As 'far marine plants., .Chan said, surf grass hid suffered
"somedie-offs%at the tips; of the plants from the oil, btit now
their growth'is as luxurious,as ever," and in fact, "all the -
marine algae seem-to be growing at pre-oil densities."

Snails, he said, currently appeir.to be "grazingifflarge
.

numbers," a.nd although abou 50 percent of the mussel beds in
the bay had: been covered Gil the heavy oil, mussels survived
withl.oray'n.2 percent,loss. "The high survival rate," Chan
noted, "is probably due -to t eir effectiveness in keeping
their shells closed during th time of oil Coverage."

t

Oil can destroy,the homes' of,wildlife that ,live near the
water, ruin and dIscolor beaches, and other recreational areas,

1'1

and it-can-cause.Contami4tion of drinking wate supplids.of
towns and cities.:-.AdiTIonally, though oil pollution -is not
the only form of pollution that affects our waterways, it is
the most commOn,simply because our boats transfer oil from,
place to place. The accidental spillage of oil, gasoline, and.
Other petroleum products is complicated by the dumping of oily
wastes into the waters.during bilge cleaning, deballasting,

,Hind tank washing. Oil pollution is especially irritating
'.because it is released in the form of an oozing, black'slick,

,i,,-
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A.

which is as repulsive to look at *as it isdangerous to . marine
life.

041 pollutio hether we ire
disaUS44* heavy or lig e are discussing"
major or-mitr o spills c. am heavy oil 'have the .'

tendency to reme4n visAle ver a fonger-period of time, yet
the results of the spillage light oil-, such as gasoline,'
are- just as-devastating.- Though'gasoline and other lighter
oils evaporatee'Or dissolve, many of the dissolved parts of
_light oil are poisonous to sea life, even if they are invisible. ; And, thespilleges that we, label as minor are
cumulative; In'Ahert.wOrds, each time oil is spilled it tends
to be drawn,to olIelready in the Water, thus, increasing the
problem.

Much of the oil pollution is caused by human-error. As
the size of the tankers increases over the next few years, the
chances for catastrophic oil accidents AreTieater. The
Torrey Canyon spill cost the 13itish $8 million to clean up.
That is literally nothing compared to the kiild4of disaster
that might occur on the newervupertankers,that have cargo-
capacities three and four times- larger than the ..Torrey Canyon.

It is conceivable, if not prbbable, thii as a future
_seamen'you-will.one day be involved in the. efforts to contain,
and clean up an oil. -slick: ,Tbere are several examples of.gudh'.
of slicks having resulted from bloii- out.wells, though:the
best known'slickwas not inthedulfi but'et Santa:Harbara,
Calif., as mentioned earlier. -.It, iS,necessery,:thet)you be

,-familiar with the types of oil spill recovery and -cl
devices- that have come aboutan the offshore minererh0
industry.. Als4 you need -to learn the types(of laws anct,,-,
regulatiOns that the government has passed to guard. ageing
the pollution of our waterways and.the ocean environment. The
laws and regulations, as they effect you as a future seaman,::,..
are passed along through the'Unj.ted-$tateszCoast duard.-

, .

Oil Pollution .Controi:- The Law. Pressure--ta pass lawS
-to prevent water pollution,have come from several' sources. As
we mentioned earlier in the se4ion,_fishermen endrepresent
tives of the seafood industries:have been ctinstantly aware
the dangers-at polluting their fishing grounds. FiSherMen, .

oystermen,:and ghrimpers have been instrumental in the develop-
ment Of anti - pollution regulations. Similarly,,, there Have
been pressures from waterfront property owners'interested-in
.the protection of their real estate investment. Citizen
organizations, such as conservation groups, nature loversand
hunting and:fishing organizations, have played large roles -in
the passage of/egislation.

The River and Harbor Act of 1895, was passed basically to
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. protect navigation. This .law is Still used today.: ;Part of

the law, termed the RefuSe:'Aqt,....made-it it140al.,:*.dubp gar-

.,.ge.orWaste into navigable Waterway". 0oUrtetises arising

.

from-AgYaumping of-oil into waterbit,.-oto the banks of
waterways have ofteniciteethat18940atute.. .

As would be expected, the initWan4-pollUtionacts_
that concernedtherivers, lakes, streams, and_OOaa;ts dealt
with the dumpingofhumn wastes and sewage. :IncreaSed
knowledge led to more specific,jawa. For exaMPle, we knoW

.
that changing the temperatures of'water has a bad effect upon
the growth of plants, fishi:shellfiah,and other'marine life;
in addition it makes it difficult; water: to puiifTitself..
This led to regulation of.(the in us ries that dumped hot water.
,into:.8tpeathq. 1.

The initial oil pollution law :was- passed in -Congress .

under the title of the Oil Pollution Act of.1924. That law -,,
...,...-%

was passed to protect navigation from obstruction., Since ,
194, .there have been other*oil pollution statutes, most
notably,. the oil Pollution Act of 1961. -. The Oil Pollution Act
of 1961 was a direct res9.4t-of-American particiOation in a
lk treaty with other countries. The treaty Pieced operating
limitations upon tank vessels, a move designed to impede thQ A

amount of oil getting into the sea. President Eisenhower
. signed.the treaty, and, the Congress, under President Kennedy,
passed the law,'which made-the treaty applicable to U.S. '
vessels under U.S. law. The treaty and the' act made it
-illegil_for tank vessels"essels to clean their tanks near shore. and :

for other types of vessels to pump bilges or deballast bunker
tanks near shore. The,treaty and the law-are Updated-peri-
odically as needed. ..,,,,-

/°- A major 'piece of legislation was.pasSed in 1948. That
was the-Water Pollution Act of 1948, passed primarily to.deal
With pollution of sewage and industrial waste. It wasamended
several times in fallowing congressional sessions, but not
until 1966 was it anended.to *elude "oil." A major change in
the Federal Water Polluticonct was made' n 1970. The law
.prohibited discharging hacmful amounts 'of oil into U.S.
waters and required the rkporiing of any accidental discharge'

, ..--- .

to the U.S. Coast Guard.<, The 19.70 reqUirements covered the
regulation of transfer,operations, vessels, and terminals'.

0 Additionally, the laws required that anyone; who,discharged oil
was responsible for its-cleanup, -The laws were_sodefinitive
that the Oil Pollution Act.of'1924 was nullified.. -.' . ..

.

- Requirements for Tankerman Endorsement. There are-a ,

number of things that one must know in order co pass the'',
certification tests for ae-takermavendorsement. For examp14-

;

the ,prospective tankermad must knoi.p.the general arrangement f

,cargo tanks, suction and discharge pipelines and valves, car o

4
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pumps, and:eargahose. "you must know how to operate -them and
be trained Wham:fling thekinds and grades Of-liquid cargo
youwill--be required to andle. YOU'must know how' to use fire-

- extinguishing equipMent. Also, you.Must know the laws and
regulations concerning water pollution,. .

. ., .
Certification as a tankerman is a government - conferred

endorsement, and that certification is a.1)rivilege that can bet.
retracted by law. In other words-, ifyoU violate the laws
concerning pollution-4ontr-ol,'Or if through your neglect.you
cause an oil spill, subject to a.hearing4- you might have ..your
certificate revoked.- If you break the laws governing oil
pollution, you subject your company to a possible fine and you
could lose your job as well as your Cer,tificaton.

It is. also possible that 'there are local ordinanOes
pasSad by. states, towns, or other governing bodies.. For'this
reason, the seaman needs. to be aware of any local law in the
area where he f s work. -It is impossible to discuss such
laws in this on, of course; but at that timean the
future when yo" re ready to it ispermanent emplOYient, i is
important that you remember to ask'abou,-t laws that have been .

.

passed by various local governing bodies (Table 3.1).

._ - Oil-spills ads he reported to the Coast Guard. Indi-
ridual:companies may eve rules-about What--56)::do if a'Spill

-occuis,'and certainly uch rules should he';?tOliOwed. But if
.your company 'does not eve special rule4, upon calling the
Cdast'Guard-you,should tel them_your name,and the company
name; where the:spill cc red, what. type of Oil was spilled;
and approximately how much. The Coast Guard cailuse-such
informatibn to help determinecleanup protedureS, and:they.

P::.-4ill'need:to find alit from you about :the.weather, tide,..and.:

...:-44a conditions, as well as-the cause of the spill..: 'Still
another reason for reporting this inforMatiovis that it
cannot .be used in 4.7 -"-court. of 1404gainst'you later, :unless, of

course, you make'a false report. 'Though yout company.can be
fined.up,to $5,000 for each offense'for:the.spill, the company
is subject to-a fine of $10,000 for failure to report a spill.

--..._

..:4 .1',

.-. Polluomon;Preventien Regulations. A5011ution prevention
regUlations for. vessel and oil transferfacilities (Title 33,
Code of Federal Regulations;,Parts 1.54,.155, and 156), were.
:written:hythe Coast Guard: The: Coast:Guard 'based these
regulations upon the Federal Water.Pollution Control Act. The
primary purpose of:.the:Coast Guard developing theserdgulations
was to preVent -where possible, accidental oil spills. ',

1- PartA.54 .deals with; the large oil transfer.faalities
'eke to. transfer oil tO,.or.from a:vessel witii'a.tank capacity
of250harrels or more. Part 154 explains permit, equipment,
and operational reqUirements:'
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Table 3.1. A summary of pollution laws and fis. (Taken from
U.S. Coast Guard Booklet, Oil Pollution Control for
Tankermen.)

River and Harbor Act of 1899 prohibits discharge of

7 any tefilse matter into any navigable waters of the United States,
tributaries, or banks (if the refuse is likely to wash into

_the-waLfers). Violation of this act is z 'criminal action.' If

convicted, a violator may be fined no less than $500 or no more
than $2500, of be jailed for no less than 30 days or more than
one year. Conviction also may lead to revoking or suspending
the responsible-person's licenseor certificate, if the dis-
charge was done on purpose."

47

"The' Oil Pollution. Act of 1961 (as amended)." This act
prohibits the discharge of oil or oily mixture within the pro=.-
hibited zones. Prohibited zones are,generally areas within 50

;:-:-miles of shore, but may beextended to 100Pmiles. In this act,
"oily mixture" means a mixture of one hundred parts or more of
oil in one million parts of mixture. Penalties for violating
this part of the act are-the same:as the l'899 Act.

(Another part of this act requires keeping records of
4transfer of discharge of oil or oily. mixtures aboard tankers
over 150 gross tons. Fines from $500 to $1000, or 6 months in
prison, can be given' fo not keeping records or for entering
false or misleading entries.)..

"The Federalyater Pollution Control Act (as amended).."
This act will affebt most people involved with transfer and
transportation of oil. This law is the basis of regulations
dealing with, oil transfer between vessels and shore facilities.

5

. Section' 311 of the act concerns pil pollutioUNand lia-
'Unties. It states there will be no discharge of oil "into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States, adjoining
shorelines,.or into or upon the waters of the contlguous'zone."

'I-n th4s section, discharge means spilling, leaking, pumping,
dumping,,or putting into the waters of the contiguous zone."
accident or on purpose. According to-the'law, the person in a

charge of a vessel shall immediately notify the Coast Guard as
. soon as he knows of any oil Aischarged. This is a very Impor-
tant partof the law: As soon as,steps to stop the discharge
have beenstaken, the Coast Guard must be notified by.the fastest
method (telephone,or radio):. Failure to notify the Coast
Guard can lead-to,.upon conviction, a fine of.$10,000 or a year-
in jail, or both. Owner pr operator:may be libel'for payment of

cleanup:pests. .
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Part 155 deals with two basic areas: -(1) vessel design
and operation, and (2), oil transfer personnel, prOcedure,
equipment, .and records: The latter is the most importaht area
for tankerrien.- According to Part 155, there must be on each
vessel, oue (or in some cases more than ode) person designated
-Aas the,"person in charge."' On'the tank barge, only a certified
tankerman or licensed officer may be given the' title of
'person in charge.' It is' the responsibility of the person in
charge to makfcertain that the oil transfer procedures are
posted'on the vessel, and that those procedures are followed
carefully. Part of these regulations require that the trans-

-,

fer procedures must be posted where they can be easily seen or
are readily available. The proceduredthat must be posted,
under Title 33, Part 155, are risted-,:in7Table 3.2.

Table 3'..2..InforMation on oil transfer that mu ''be postecl,t
comply with Title 33, Part 155..' (Taken frog ICS.. COist
Guardbodklet; Oil Pollution Control for T

- .

l.' A drawing of the piping, including the location of all
valves, controls,, pumps, Vents; and overflows;

.

Z.-The number oUieople required for operatiOn and duties of
)7

each person;

.

''3. Procedure for operating the emergency shutdown system;

4. Any'' special proceduits fot:eitheroperation, containment
. of discharges on water, and reporting sudisCharges.

O.

<Z)

Part 156 of the regulation concerns the actual transfer'
operations and establishes many of ihel,rocdturesrequired to
be, posted on the vessel. The 'iegulations say "No person may
transfer oil.to or fraki40ressel unlese certain'dbligations
are met. The obligatiorii-4re listed in Table 3.3.

Part 156 also desFibes what is meant by proper.connec-
.

tions in oil transfer systems.. The regulations say that the.
material in joints must make a aght seal.' I4a couplIng is a
standard ANSI coupling,at-least .four_ bolts (one in emery o r

:hole) 'must be used. If 'it is not a standard ANSI 'Coupling; a
'bolt must beiased in each hole._ Bolts must be of the same
siz<in each coupling and be, evenly,tightened. Bolts must not
be strained or detexiorated. Unless authorized *by.tlie Cgat
Guard-no-quick-conect coupling may be .used.

r



Table 3.3. Conditions that must be met for compliancefwith
'- Title 33, Part 156. (Taken,froi U;S:,:Coast Guard-booklet,

Oil, Pollution Control for-Tankermen.)
";'.

1.

2. Hoses or arms are long 'enough to-alloW the vessel to
- move At its mooring without/strain on the hose or arm;

are supported so thatco4plings have no strain on

The vessel'ismanrings,are strong:enough to.hold in all
the expected weather'conditiong4

2

.

parts'Of- the transfer system-,,are lined up before be-
gi#sling the transfer; .

°-

All other parts are blanked or shut off..

The transfer system is connected to a fixed piping system
Onthe receiving end; .

7.. Overboard discharge:or.sea suction valves connected to
.c9

tj-,ehe angfer system .are sealed shut duringoil transfer;

e. : Transfer-hoses.are In good'sha0-e-07:no cutsl.slashe#,:or
'f'1-, - soft'spots;- -,

. nIt

9. Flange coupllngs,are.properly bolted4_,

10.. Discharge contalament:e4 ne-, such,As.oirip pans, are

41

in place; . ''

11. ,Scuppers and drains are plugged;.
,.g.

12. are available between the and

facility.
Q

!..

13. An 'emergency shutdown gystem Is available;
.:,--

-.
14. Enough people todo thejogArp on dutyk 0 :-.=.'- ,

,:_

15. The person in charge on, theOessel is able to sPlak,zo

1 nguage differencelo thlte-gust bP- ranslators.aVailable.)
to person in charge at t*,-facility; c(If there is fi

16. The pepon in charge on the vess and thkPerson in
...t_

charge at the facility held'a-*eting to discuss transfer_
operation before starting the transfer;

,17. -Both persons in charge agree to begin t tte ransfer before
di, it is startedir . --

. ?8 Both persons in charge- are present during the transfer;

.19.,equired lighting is availtble at night: 44k:*
. ,____,---- ..&-,_ -

.# . .
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_The -persons in charge must- complete a Declaiation ofry.!Inspection Certificate that saySYthe transfer operation will
meet the .requirements -of the regulations. The declaration
-must cont4in the name of the vessel and facility, the date,
the time.And the signatures and titles .of the persons in
charge.

The::, on in, ..charge must personally supervise critical
oPeragic* ucfi as connecting, disconnecting', or topping
off) 3444clie give--permission for flow to start in the trans-
fersystem and continually. available and nearby during the

'transfex;operat*mts. 'He.must. ensure that oil Ls not being
pumped faster titan the.°receiving facility can accommodate it,

',and the person in chatoge must shut down if oil-from an unknown
source is seed on the water:4

Technologicai-Advances; Discharge Containment, and
Cleanup. .!' In many:-parts of the world sinking and dispersing
agents are used a-a"clean u oil spills. Grains of send,
chalk, or. carbon meght ......be Seil to sink the oil to the 'bottom,
or chemicals might be,74e to°* erse the :oil or cause it to
dissolve 'ite0Ahe Maters, r than to float on-the surface..,.

TheSe ziiiethOds-re backwards, and:geAer:ali3i therere not allowed
; in the Unitelf:".,States, because,::IttiverSed:AE.stinken oil is more ,.harmful to s.elir life than .oil...,;.7 .:,;, -..... :tp,. Also,: this

procedure is not allowed ,bed ....the4surfaCe*,can be
,-,ce'i -'::,-0.;cleaned up.,4_wh4le sunken o 1 cannot. Additionally, .

some- of the dispersing chemiC si use.:.kito "clean up" are ossi-
bly-,more poisonoui than the:oil. (D4spersans may be- in 4
some cases whereFthe. dange'Of fire is serious. )° --4-

-$.
, jhe. in:nceased occptrenceS of oil spill& helped to lead to

7 :-°.phe techooldifical develOanent, in this,.t.otm.ery-, of some anti,-
`'!:-!.4:14533.ution devices that are quite sophiliticated. 'In the4ffer-

thath of. the Santa.Barbara spill, the Coast :Gi.Td.bgen to beek
ideas for such containment and cleanup devides. One specific,
:area that the Coast Guard wanted developed was, the concept*Of
a -lightweight high seas oil poi ution control barrier. Under.
the usual procedure,- several co. tracts Were made with firms
for concept development. The %.S. Coast Guard chose the-

: concept presented by the J :us-Nansville.:Products Corporation,
and along with several subcontractors, this ,group readied the
first prototmbarrier, one- that was 1-,-000- feet long, for .....,___
testing at sear off the coast of Nora Caroliiia at Morehead
City.

, `'
Under the direction of Mr. D.4 S. Bartoo and Drj). Jerome,:.

43.1gram, the project developed Il enough that the U.S. Coast
'guard _was. convinced of the" workability of ,he harrier -and
c o n t i l d , the construction. of 9,180 feet of barrier. Off-
shore'19 ices; Inc., receivedithey'contract and hired Mr.
Bar,v3o, who 'had left his job with the Johns -1 ansville' Products
Corporation, t6 supervisA, construction. , ,
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The barriers that are Furrently being produceAltie'de-
signed to be functional in five-foot seas and a one-knot
current, with sufficient strength for ten=foot seed and three -'

currents.
-r-At- ,

Offshore Devices, Inc., is producing a2:4-foot hig lexi-
hie curtain with rigid vertical struts on 6-Lfoot dente (Fig.
3.4). When dAployed,the barrier has a 21-indh freeboard on
a 27-inch draft. The.combination of rigid struts and flexible
curtain sections provides-outstandiiag

Another part of the U.S.
oil fram"Major open Ocean Sp
'tkimmet device to piCk' up.;
barrier. The Lcickheed

Coasttuard's-efforts to recover
''..ilevelOpment °if a

.
ie

e ,containWwithip the
pace Cob; InC.,OVel4ed

spOrtable system that wasthe-Clean Sweep (Fig. 3.5),.a

tested by the U.S. Codst'Guard-aiLMor.ehead City, N.C.-, by the
Bkvironmental PrOtectioniggenCy at;cLeonardo, N.J., and by

the producers in their native. California.

. Specificatibns for the skimmer device, like'that-for the
barrier, called fora effectilieness in seas with average waves
of five feet, random waves of ten feet, and two-knoticurrents
with wind_s to:' twenty knots. By-using an effective oil con-
tainmeMt barrier and ai.,rapid"oll-recovery device inSidethe
barrier, a.major'portioh of the,:spilleckoil can now be picked
up before it can damage beaches, marine life, and water craft.

The heart= of the recovery ,lAtt,,developed by Lockheed; is,'
a paddlewheel disc xlrumw,mounted--fosswise between four in7a
flafable pontoons that49rm a cd'tam4tan-and support the
aluminum hull. Within the hull,is.the diesel engine that'
poweris the disc drum, the Oil'tralasfer pumps, the- air pump to

1.
inflate'thelontoons, and.the electrical 'cOntroLsYstem.: For

.assured flotation; each idlatelopontoomhas a backup inner.\.
poutoonipat is inflated simultaneously. As the disc drum
-revolves in the. Oil-water mix,tioil adhereshto the discs (while

ey , the free water runs off) and is carried' past wipers that
.direct the oil to the hollow axle. Then the oil is pumped
from the machine to storage' Containers. Analyses have shown
that -more than 90 percent of the --ecovered material is oil.'

.

Another type of fighter is an. absorbent. A ,

good example of the absoibent ?roducts is.the Oi sotbent line
offeted'by 'the 3-M COmpariy. The absoiBent deli/ es are modern
technglogcal answers tothe.outaated abSorben such'as straw,.
and the like. These absorlAntvdeticea-have pr ved.to be more
than UsefuYin picking.up alter Spills in are 8f rough
water. Often soibents,ateudgdwith booms.. -:" 'I

. .

There are SI.X,Vay.....Criatra-bsoibent materia/t". might bet
deployed in anbil pickup mods

.1



One is the roll. Rolls, f sorbent are easily laid along
the Shoreline,and this is a ecommended use in open areas on
small'

AtOthel.way that sorbents can be used is the sweep, which
is an extended length 'of sorbent'incorporating a durable rope
to enclose the material. This is a recommended applicatiOn
for any size rainbow'sheen or other thin slick *needing control
as well as pickup.

A third type is the bulk, square. These squares are
placed directly.upon'the Spilled oil and then retrieved. Due
to their size, these bulk squares are the easiest' form to
reuse. This Is :.a type of sorbent recommended for small spills
in' ongested areas, shallow waters, and rocky shorelines.

The fourth type of sorbent is the particulate, which
comes in compacted bales- These bales can be broken into

s for manual placemai, or blo*ft ehrough a mulcher. This
'Jit.:type that is handy in open areaonf.large spills, where

eVA1 equipment is available.

Still another type is the pillow. Open me .bags of
pillow-shaped sorbentcan be deployed direct .over,large
quantities of light oil; but this method .4 _most effective in

3/4

small, .confined areas.

The sixth type of sorbent is the sorbent boom, which: its

a Sausage-shaped device linkegopmether by btalt-in connectors
form A barrier to confaitW-andtolthsorb it Recommended

or-containigett-of smallisplAtti: and for-removal of larger.
of this deviceCan also be used for long-

- term toriftrol- oCittermittentOgfrtient discharges.
%* _

-The'retrieval of the aforemer&oted-de c s can
care-of in several ways, depending upon the specific type of
devide employed. The' roll, for example, may *grappled and
pulled to a recovery point, as can the-sheet.

)The'sheet is
also retrievable by using a pitchfork. The.swiaep con be
pulled to the necessary recovery point by diesweep.rope.
particulate is picked up by oget impeller pumps or skimmers. - .

The boom is towed and lifted by linkage rop4-- and-containment
'mesh. ter retrieval,' these types of.,devices cap be reused.-
Oil s emoved by a wringer, squeeze roll, .6entrifuge, or
solve t. -'From 5G to 90 percent of the oil may be removed from
tie sorbent, depending upon the,effectivelless of the removal
proce #1.

Th' disposal of oil taken. out o
disposal of saturated-sorbetts, Presents
ultitate in sorbgnt disposaljs.diSsolvi

sorbent, or he
another'gro ern...The.

Howe when



dissolving is not possible, there can also b more:con-
ventional typep.of.disPosal, incineration or openf burning.

There are other innovations in the-anti-pollution fight.
Fig. One, is" the catamaran skimmer, such as the 58-foo-tMarco Class
3.7 III (Fig. 3.7), which belongs to the Marco PollutiOn%Control

Division of Seattle, Wash. The skimmer uses a'filteilbelt
system of removing oil from the surface of the water. Filter
belt material is" an open belled foam .;Chat is formed into a

continuous conveyer. Oil clings to the millions of tiny
strandS( while water floWs through freely. .Sorbents and oil

;Aoaked debris are carried up the beleand,separated from the
,reclaimed oil. Trash-is deposited into a trash bag, which,
when full, can be stOred'on the-aft deck of the vessel. A
-hydraulic deck cfan ables the skimmerro lift large debris
such as poles and tr s fram the water. *. -

The pneumatic vacuum system (Fig. 3.8), such as the one
Fig. ,produced under the trade nameWac-U-Max 01.9. Skimming Systems,
3.8 is also useful. These units-are designed for thevosompt

handling ofoll'spills andlor cleanup an-a tegulaelOremer-
gency basis. This system operates entirely on high pressure
aiT.and-requires:no electric power. ,The units remove. oil

under hazardous coiditions,,-and cad be adapted to perform other'

cle and flYid handling applications:- 'The vacuum is' '"

create y. a'venturi power'uni*Aapable of moving two gallons
Per second: Obdels are,available as compIete4Units, as -cover
units,io 7fitm%tandard 55 galIdn'or oil drudistk27.5 gallon
ianks, or special unite'for separating teusable Material frami
disposable materials.

'4 One device used'to separate oil from)water following
TFAg. recovery in ah oil '11 is Oke oil mop and Raidbeaux filt

'iice is capabie,of.processing an oily ,
tyre from eirher.shipboard orz,f30410docksidel The system is

caPabie of remomtng emulsified -dgl-fb3i, influent bilge water-,-
with resa s -thameet the EnvironmedEarProtection Agency and .

. Coast Gua standards.

.

0
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.71g. 3.5, (a,b) Clean Sweep; .Courtesy The LoCkheed Corp., AO Fig. 3.6 Clean Sweep 41 spill pickup caskarAm'boat.

\ Sunnyvale, Ch, (c) Clean Svenprinciple of operation:



a,

tv1=,

1 ass I I I as an opeti water skimmer sweeps '4_414 swath Akt 2 ,to 3 krtots.-
.. eAcA ' ^,

Fig. 3.7 Catamaran s lamet- -Marco Class 'Coutiesy\naino orp.'nuactie,

4

Fig. 3.8 Pneumatic vacuum system.
- . -

Fig. 3.9 Basic principle of the.Rainbeaux
Oil/water separator.
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- A boat crew..is:a- . ture. society in, itself. It has a.

hierarchy determined:by:, p .' add seniority:. .Privileges. are....

granted and enj oyed; I .:JROS ''is earned through hard work and
-,.-skill.

'... .
. . ,

.

.,=',.,.. ,
.

,

Harmony and order. muse be . Maidtained . and there axe. rules,
both Written. and unwritten, which must be follOWed. 'It is the

,.

unwritten rules ,-learned only through hard work and experience,
iihich can..cause a new hand untold grief and give him memories
Of incidents he would just as soon forget. -

0103 all man's characteristics that oontribute to his ship-;
, .

board sucqeSs or failure, the most important i'eattitude. This
section will contain some pc/livers to set your career off to a
;good start.

4.1 Applying for a Job.
,..?...,..,.-

- .-,

'. 47:,....: When you apply for a. job, -..lau..shOald visit: the company. s
, .

,-; :. perdonnel office, not' just send -an apcplicStion to the company
- ct. ,

clIt'.'=-_firi the mail.-1. The-fade-that i'yf 'take enough interest tv be
,ntesviewed personally mai/liake youlpkhfeiable to :.thd Comgany

oft. ovei.-soieone the personnel manager' has, 'never 'met.
-... 4.,'". - '

It is -best, when filiing,oUt the application form-, to be;
.., honest. ...Long-winded , '1,1ntrue. claims 'will. be. exposed as false

your. i,i. if . you . ever -once- falsify inf cirmation.

at-soon lgter. .And, in tile, others will b-egin to question
. .

*4`
., '011ihe application 50"Xm, be sure to list all of your

.1. marine -rela d experience.-andcredentials, such -as tickets,
. .

.license's, en sements, and education. .-i .-..z

-

O

When visiting the opmimny. office, you should y particular
jrattention to your pexoRal.L40pearande: bo not w tar dirty;
torn,; or wrinkled tlOthina. The job applicant should make sure
"'that bid-Shoes' are shined 14 that he is ne ly. groomed. And, ,

if.'7434. 1.2:4.re. a,,ssmOter.,'it is good manners. t .. al* EgrMission
beforei.'yOurlight.Upin a-company office. Though commati7opinion l'.=
S'thit- seamen-are gtb.A.lberi thy aXe ashore, that is nO4 '''''''''

s sc--o:, and it is ceitil not 'the. correct way to .get 'a:.
... .4. .

etti..:`v. -,' . , ,

,

If, ypti seeking` to ex' sfer from one company,to. another
y; yo haul& not be.1 bboot aw unf rly you were treated,

otherly.e-4 0thtr *tp-npan ged7; or the. like. No 7.,,

#



Matter how firmly you may be convinced of such facts, you will
find that most company people know each other well, and they

may even be good fr .iends. Running down someone else, or another
company, will reflect unfavorably upon you, the applicant. If

you have gripes about a past employer, or if an incident
occurred that reflects unfavorably upon you, wait until you are
asked about it andLthen'explain the circumstances fully and
honestly. The high turnover rate of personnel in the marine
industry may mean that the captain you are running down has
previously worked long and well for the company to which you

are applying.

You should always ask questions about wages, work schedules,
travel arrangements, and insurance. The company interviewer

will do his best to explain all the important factors of your
employment with his company.

Most men are afraid to ask questions, however, the perti-

nent question is evidence of your sincere desire to work for

the company. Such things as asking how many boats the company
operates or commenting on the fact that you have seen one of

the company's newer vessels will be looked upon as evidence of

your interest. Personnel men have pride in their company, and
it is rare that they can resist telling an applicant about the

company's vessels and operations. Remember, many personnel men

are former captains who would just as soon be behind the wheel

of the boats.

Usually you will not, be told immediately-whether you have

the job or not. Most per'sonnel officers will take time to

consider your application and to discuss your prospects with

peers or immediate supervisors. Do not feel put out if you

hear that old line: "We'll let you know if something comes

up." You may have some competition for a particular openi4,
but other openings will occur and if you have made a favorable

impression, you will be called.

In your initial job search you should apply at a number of

companies'. Do not just sit *id wait to hear from one particular

employer. The phone may not\ring for a month, if ever. After

making an application, if you really desire to work for one

particular company, call and\check on the prospects of employment

from time to time. You should keep in touch, thus ke ing in

the personnel officer's memory.

4.2 Reporting to Work

When you have been notified that you have been hired for a

Fig. job you should do several things. First, you should find out

4.2 when and where you are to report.- Next, begin to prepare to go

to work.
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Preparations will soon become so routine that, as time
goes.on, they will become second nature. But iet is good for
the novice to ktep some pointers in mind.

You should trave lightly, packing only those belongings
that you are sure to eed. Even by taking such precautions, it
is still probable that you will pack about half as much the
second, time you go out. A good many vessels have washing
machines and dryers, so all you really need is three or four
changes of clothing. You should not forget such personal items
as the toothbrush, razor and blades, comb, and other grooming
items. ;After all, your face can get pretty itchy,jour mouth
can get stale, and your body odor might lose you a few friends.
And, it is better not to fall into the habit of borrowing from
others.

There are other things that you will probably need. One
of them is a good pocket knife. And, in bad weather, though
most companies provide slicker-suits and other foul-weather
gear, it is .probably best that ou bring a lightweight.jacket
anyway. In colder months you s ould make sure to pack heavy
clothing.- Parkas, for example, re excellent for containing
body heat and providing head cov rage. A duffel bag is about
the best container for the seams 's gear. HoWever, if yOu can
get by with one.suitcase or a small athletic bag, these also
Serve well. Additionally, you may wish to mark all personal
items with identifying tags.

UndOubtedly there will be lags aboard the vessel and some
free time. Bring Something to read, not only to improve the
mind, but.to help you keep your mind off friends and_family
ashore. Be careful of what you bring--some books and magazines
may make you all the more eager to reach shore.

Before leaving for work be sure that everything ashore is
shipshape and will run smoothly while you are away. If you
live alone, you should see that all the doors are locked at
tour house or apartment, and that someone knows where you are
going and-when you will'be back.

It is also important, if possible, to get a good night's
sleep before going to work. Showing up for work disabled by a
hangover will not be tolerated for long by your shipmates.
Mast men will find that the evening before leaving for a hitch
is not a good time to visit friends or relatives--though,
again, if you are .singfe, it will be difficult not to see your
girlfriend. Most men find themselves a little ill-at-ease and
somewhat on edge as they realize that they will shortly be
leaving, for a period of time, those things to which they have
become accustomed ashore. Such uneasiness places a strain on

the family as well as upon the seaman.
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It is better to spend the evening at home, or
going out, to get in,early. Get your,packing done
day, if that is possible, to avoid the last minute
Fumbling around and looking for things.at the last
mean that you will'forget something important.

443 On Board

if you are
early.in the
rush. '

minute may

If you have not previously been.introduced to the crews,
the first thing you should do on boarding your new vessel is to
introduce yourself to everyone.

Once you'are aboard someone will tell you where to stow
your gear. As soon as you get to.your cabin; you should,change
into work clothes and report to the mate or the captain, one of
whom will tell you what the routine is. If, by some chance,
the mate or his captain iS not around, ,then you should pitch
in at whatever job the rest of the-deck.gang is.doing.

As scion as you get'off watch you should unpack your gear
,Fig. and stow it. Be sure to put everything away so that it will

not slide around the cabin. If you are sharingsa cabin with a
shipmate, don't spread your gear all over the room so that he
does not have room for his gear. Eventually, your roommate
will say something about your habits, and you will have created
ill -will unnecessarily.

Also, if sharing a room, you should take the top bunk.
Taking the top bunk is a courtesy thatyou owe to a senior man
aboard. 'Though getting in and out the top bunk may present you
with some inconvenience, remember that the rest of the crew has
had its share of that kind of inconvenience also: Seniority
will earn you such privileges as time passes.

At mealtime you should not be the first to sit down. You
Fig. should let one or, -two others be first. By taking your time in

4.4 getting seated you avoid several things. For one, you do not
get tagged with a reputation for being the first to get to the
table. And, if other members of the crew have certain places
at the table, where they are accustomed to sitting, you avoid a
possible, problem. The captain, for example, probably prefers a
seat at the end of the table so that he can get up and get to
the wheelhouse quickly in case of a problem.

You should not fill your plate tO\overflowing the first

time_around. When you see that everyone else has helped them
selves, you can then go back for seconds when your first helping
is gone. Remember, there may be one or two persons on watch

who have yet to eat: Be certain to leave them something at

chow-time.

At your earliest convenience you should check to make sure

that you have a life-preserver in your quarters. Walk through
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the boat noting fire-stations and life-saving equipment. It'

will not do for you, in case of emergency, to run around look-
ing for a piece of emergency equipment.

Personal. Cleanliness. It will be difficult to maintain
yourself in a clean and presentable manner at all times. While
you are working this is not necessary, or expected, of course.
But, when you knock off for the day, or prepare for bed or a
meal, you should clean yourself up as well as circumstances
permit.

No one enjoys sitting next. to someone who smells like a,
garbage can. You should shower, as a minimum, once a.day.
And, you should shave daily. When you finish washing up, clean
the sink. Anddon't leave all the dirt on the towel.

Work clothes deserve some attention also.' Do not wear
your jeans so long that when you take them off they.can stand
up in the corner by themselves.

Although cleaning tasks may be assigned on_a different
basis, it is the responsibility of those who occupy a room to
keep it clean. If two men share a room, each should share a
part of the burden of keeping it clean. Empty the wastebasket
frequently and make up your bunk-when you get out of it. If

your cabin has an adjoining bathroom, it should be cleaned
regularly.

Performance on the Job. Many of the men contemplating
going to work in the marine industry wonder just what their job
will entail. The answer is simple. A man does what he is told
to do and as much more as he can accomplish..

In most instances you willjsimply be told to do something.'
The means by which you accomplish the job will; for the most
part, be left up to you. This means that responsibility for
determining the best way of going about the job rests with. you.
Do not waste .the captain's time by asking where "this" or
"that".is, or how you should go about doing a job. The captain
probably does not know where "this" or "that" is any more than
you do. Go look fpr it, or ask another member of the deck
gang.

There will be some tasks with which you are totally un-
familiar: In such instances as these; it is up to the captain
or the mate to get you started and to give you some pointers
on how to accomplish the job. If they make no offer to assist
or teach you, you. should ask questions, You will find-that
older, more experienced men,a±e-pherally eager to answer your
questions about the best way to do something. They feel good
that someone has taken the-time to come to them for assistance.
Your interest should not extend only to the job at handqvut to

,8l
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Fig.
4.5

other jobs'Which you see someone else doing, and which you can
reasonably expect to be called upon :to perform in the futdre.

Doing Your Share. The minimum requirement for. any work
that a man undertakes is to do at last hiS,,share of the work.
Do not let someone else carry your share of the load. It has
leen said that for the first few weeks of a man's employment
aboard a vessel, he is a "passenger:: In other words, he does
not yet know the ropes, and of necessity othersare carrying
more than their usual burden while he is broken in.

It will-be up to you to learn as fast as you can and to
. pitch in and help out wherever you can. You'should never
forget that while, you are learning, one or two others, maybk
even the entire crew, is being inconvenienced While they put.
forth their best, effort to get'you started. Do not feel guilty
about this; someone did the same for all of the other crew
members, and A maniOannot start off being a_toR.notch_profes-
sional seaman in his first few days onf the job. Just remember
that you should work as hard as you can and show that. you are
trying.

Never worry abOut how much, or how little, the other man
.is doing. You should primarily concern yourself with you. You
are being paid a wage to work. 'Concentrate on -doing the job to
which you are assigned, and remember to try to do your job
thbroughly and with a minimum waste of time.

The captain and the mate will- invariably know the men on
the boat and they will'see who is or who is not pulling his
share of the load. Just because another man may not be,working
as hard as you does not grant you permission to automatically
do as little as he is doing. The excuse, "but'Sohn Smith was
not doing his work either," sounds very weak indeed when you
are called on the carpet.

At times-others may be assigned an easier job than you are
assigned. Y¢u should not gripe to yourself about this. A job

is a job. You have yours and they have theirs. No one is
treating you unfairly by having you do the work for which yap
are being Raid. Both the easy and diffi&ilt jobs must be done
and you will undoubtedly havesiyour share of the easy ones.

Always atteml5pt to do more than you might consider your
portion of the work. In making that extra effort you know that
you are pulling your weight. And, by the way, the captain will
quickly notice your effort too.

Be thorough with every task that you undertake. Never
succumb to the temptation to do a hit and miss job. Sometimes

it is very easy to take shortcuts and still end up with-results
that look 'as if you have done a thorough job. Do the job and
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do it right. Remember, the'boat is your homefor'the duration
of_the hitch and you owe it to yourself and to your shipmates
to do-your part in keeping the ship clean and sanitary.

You should,never complain. aboht the work that you are
given. You are on trial- in the .eyes of the 9,1der hands, and
you have to prove that you can stand up. Atetimes you may be
assigned some dirty and backbreaking work just to see how well
you-follow orders and what kind'of worker you are. If you do
the work and-do not complain, you will more than likely find
that things will.ease up eventually.

The Company. There is a tendency among seamen to spend .

their. coffee breaks pr other free time commiserating with each
other about the difficulties of their jobs. During such sessions,
The Company invariably comes into the conversation. ,

The CoMpany for which you work is never perfect and the .

office personnel are hindered by not being out on the boats and
thus observing situations in which you are involved on a first-
hand basis. Be-cause of this you will find that you can, with
some justification, find faults with some of The Company's
policies and practices.

AlthoUgh it is all right to discuss and identify these
problems with yoUr peers, you should. not 'dwell unnecessarily
upon such situations. It is the captain's job to make construc-
tive suggestions to Company Management about some of the policies- -
that need to be changed. You might be surprised to learn that
The Company has no alternative but to follow certain policies
if they wish to comply with regulations or to keep their boats
employed.

The more the crew complains to each other about The Company,
the more imagined injustices.swell out of proportion. Pretty
goon everyone is looking for an example of mistreatment so that
.they can join the conversation, and it is'not long before
everyone finds fault with The Company. You will be surprised
at times how fast this poor attitude can permeate the atmosphere
of a boat. Instead of doing a top notch job, the crew loses
respect for The Company and the boat and dislike of The
Management becomes the justification for doing a poor job.

You should always have pride in The Company for which you
work. Similarly, you should have pride in fhe boat on which
you are employed. If you have.ideas for the improvement of
certain rules and policies, you should.make the suggestions
openly to the captain and-then to the office personnel. You
will more than likely find that your Company is really not that
much different from other companies. As a matter-of fact,
those who complain the loudest about The Company to the other'
crew members are usually the last to seek employment elsewhere.
They simply enjoy complaining.
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If you are really disgruntled about yourtreatMent.by the
i/ homeoffice, the fairest thing for you to do is to seek employ-,

ments with another company.

*
In the Wheelhouse. You.will find that part of your duties

Fig. will entail work in the wheelhouse. Also, at night while you

4.6 are on watch you may find yourself in the wheelhouse at the
wheel or just helping keep lookout.

0"

Fig.
4.7

Keep out, of the captain's chair! Some vessels have this
chair specially placed and secured for the skipper's use.
Donk make the captail:ask yon'to get,out of the chair so-that
he can use it. The elspperrs judgment on the handling of the
vessel is much more$.04yeloped than yours. ;While yot may be

-simply-looking out*Ongh the window, he is constantly evalu-
ating the situations leneedsaccess to the radar,.radio,-and
ai'gdOd clear "range.- "of vision. -He-bears the reipOnaibility for

r'.the vessel and he crew. His desire, for use of the chair
-doesn't-,center upon his .wish to take a load off his feet. If

you'had his responsibilities you would besurprised at how
uncomfortable that chair could.become at times.

When they have-company in thewheelhouse same skifpers
4 like to talk. On the other-hand Some discOurage_idie chatter

in the wheelhouse. ,,Beware.of rambling on non -stomp about your

past loves and experiences. Such non-stop talkintgets Tiresome:.

--to thelistener.after awhile, Every boat has ohe man who is

known as !!.old dysentery mouth," and people dread sharing a watch
witfi him becadse he makes their ears sore. Talk may disrupt

the skipper's concentration during-touchy.maneUvers.

In the wheelhoUse don't sit or stand so that you block the
only port looking ilia certain diction. Be careful when

smoking. A flaring match or lighter.at night can destroy night
vision-for a number of minutes.

Don't camp in-the wheelhouse-14hether it be during the day

or at night. Your brilliant conversation doesn't abso ve you

from your duties elsewhere.

Ond of-the oldest unwritten rules is that th 4deckhand on
watch keeps the old'man'supplied with coffee dui ng the watch.
Don't forget this appreciated and important duty.

Relations with the Rest of the Crew. While you:areon the
boat the situation is quite a bit different from-being among a.

group of men ashore. -Ashore; if you have a personality conflict

with someone, you can avoid them. You don't have that choice

aboard a boat. You are constantly thrust into the company of
others, and constant cooperation is required to live and work

in harmony.
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Everyone's point of view is valuab ], -e. You can cling

tenaciously to yours in any conversation, but some. give and
take is'required- Don't be a'know-it-all. Listen ularteougly '
to the-other an when he is speaking. .'If you:hear. someone else
getting carried away in hir4rgument,:his voice rising, and his
face `flushing with the heat-of the argument, get.Up
()Inside for a walk on deck,orreadatook. Accept differences
of opihion and don't get too. involved arguing.abOut-politics. or
religion.

4

Avoid that deck of, cards. 'AnY.nuiber of decks have been s,

thrown, overboard by skippers who sere 'tired of Seeing-,thecrew
:clustered around the table all.ihe time to :all hoursof the day.,
and night.' If you dO play cards, leave th,e money in your
pOcket. ..Gambling can swiftly destroy friendships and cause a.
lot of trouble.

Respect the nextilia,n'9.privaty. Never enteZ an occupied
room without knocking. AlwaysZask permisSion before. entering
someone else"i'room if they aie-not-in the room: If something

m4sPlaced'or stolen you will be suspect no matter
4.' how much the other persOnmay'tellyou that you'are not. .

When other members of the "Crew are Off watch. and trying to
sleep, don't make noisenear:their-quarters.'. What seems toyou
to be a normal conversational Voice may be unnecessarily

. You will findyourS01 imitating in voice, walk, and
performance-of:sduties the more-colorful members of.the crew.
-.Therd is noharm:in this if you pick a good example to follow.
However, beware of-imitating-a.goof-off who considers it clever
to see hOW much work he can avoid. Merely being in this man's

°' :company can pueyon in a bad light.
,

Watch your language in companyespecial4ly at the galley
table. Foul language once acquired is hard to lose. While an
occasional word finds its proper place in some situations,
constant cursing and swearing are tiresome to hear. No one
expects you to speak like a preacher, but beware of going
overboard.in the other direction. If you, pick up this type of
/anguage, leave it on the boat when you get off.

Beware of offending the cook, especially by snide remarks
at the table about his cooking. That meal took a lot of work
to prepare-even if you don't like the dishes-being Served.
Clean up your dishes after you eat and also tidy up your place
at the table. If you come in early for chow, pitch in putting
the dishes and food on the table. Your courtesy-will be
appreciated, and an occasional compliment on the food won't

'hurt you either. Beware of complimenting a dish you really -111,

don't care for. You may find yourself being served that dish
more often than you like in the future.
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.Letterwriting. When you have spent a couple of days away
from home on your first-trip you will be seized by an irresist-
ible Urge to write. home. The contents of this letter are
nearly the same no matter who writes it, and.half of these
letters are never put in the mail once they.arevritten. You
may-write about how hard your 'job is, how.much you miss 3701A
faMily or girlfriend, and hoW much you love them. Hold off-on
writing this letter for a couple of days':until your objectivity
returns. Inspired.by'homesickness, it will only distress -your
family and convince yout girlfriend that you will marry her
within the-month. Imagine how uncomfortable you'll feel when
you get off the.boat and Meet that girlfriend. From the
contents of your last letter she is convinced that at any
minuteyou're going'to jumi:Out in front of the nearest truck
to prove your undying love for her. A, certain amount of
homesickness is natural but 'wait until it passes before you .do
anything.you maylater-regret%

The'Old Man. Boat captains come in a variety of shapes
and temperaments. Their most cammon'bharacteristic is the
ability and confidence to make decisions and the willingness
to accept the consequences of thbse decisions. Their skill-

and reputation.are put on the linevery day. The Old Man hgs
Climbed up the same ladder you are now climbing and it's
nearly imposible to.pull the wool over his eyes. ,At times it
may seem to the novice that the skipper has a personal grudge-
against him, and it's true that some skippers can be quarrel-
some and cantankerous. Chalk it up to the strain of the job.
Learn -as much as you can from him no matter what bds,dispo-.
sition. Most captains are eager ro.share the knowledge that
they have learned the hard way, and they take a per-sonal
interest in your progress. If the .skipper has to -tell you.

more than once to get something done, you should feel pretty
enaparrassed.. One word from liim should be sufficient. If you

find the skipper on deck doing-something that is your respon-
sibility, he may be politely telling you to do a better job.
Go out on deck and offer to take over and relieve him of the
chore. Never knock off Or relax while the Oldman is sti11.
working. Pitch in and give him a hand unless he-declinds Your-
help.

-
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Fig. 4.2 Most companies furnish transportation
to the vessel.

ir2151IM 14--4111
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Fig. 4.4 Etiquette is important at .the galley
'table.

Fig. 4.5 Regardless of the job, always do
more than your "share." .

Fig. 4.1 Employment
application. (a) Front;
(b) bac...

Ael

,
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Fig. 4.3 The crew's quarters. Courtesy of The Photo Mart.
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Fig. 4.6 On watch in the wheelhouse.

Coffee time.
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5.1

5. SEAMANSHIP

Seamanship is an art that a sailor, deckhand, or any sea-
faring individual must master to perform tasks on vessels in
keeping with the highest traditions'of mariners.

Generally, seamanship can be divided-into three cate-
gories: (1) marlinspike seamanship, (2).deck seamanship, and
(3) boat seamanship. In'this section, the basics in,eactrof
the three categories will be explained.

- %
5.1 Marlinspike Seamanship.

The nautical term thatis given-to the art of.handling and
working with all kinds of fiber and wire rope is marlinspike
seamanship. This art includes. knotting, Splicing,.worMing,..
parceling, serving, and fancywork.

. .
.

Line Construction.. A seaman refers to fiber rope as
"fine." Line is:constructed in the manner illustratedin
Figure 5.1. First,. the fibers from ,various plants, depending.
upon the type of line, are twisted clockwise to form yarns.
The yarns are then twisted counterclockwise-to -make strands.
Strands are then'rwisted clockwise again to form- line. Line
thatis twisted together is referted to, as: cable -laid -line.
One-can readily see that cable-laidlinawould inCreasathek
strength. of.the line, and at the same time,give'it more
elasticity (stretching- power).

.

, .
.

Line is measured in circumference and:designated by
. .

ifferent:names according to-the size of the circumference.
Table 5.1 illustrates the designation of line.'

Practically all line is rightthand laid, which means that
when one looks down the line; it 4iralsina right -hand
(clockwise)' direction. Cable7lai:Cline7Spirals in thebppo4te
direction'(counterdlOckwise).

.

--,

,,,:' :,1
Types of Lite. Fiber line is manufacti4a from natural,

and .artificial fibera. Under the.natural fibnt one finds',
Manila, which is strongest of -.the natural fib4send therefore
themost expensive. Manila line is made from the.abaca or _wild
banana plant, which is raised primarily in the PI;i4i .ine

fuIslands. Hemp is another'fit'er-that is use4,to cone :p.i.. line.
It is obtained from the hemp plant and a rule JVAil1.1y,
mixed with other fibers such as sisal or-manila, to: flfrigiired

.

or'composite lines. .-Sisal, which.is acquired from fe-Csiaal',. ;..c.;i
plants that are raised in Java; East Africa, the $ahames, ana :w,_:._,
also Mexico, is the easiest-fiber to identify. .It extremely
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Tab1e. 5.1_ Designation of Line.

Circumference :Designation

smaller

3/4" .6. thread

1" 9 -,thread .

1 Ow 12 thread

1 1/4" 15 thread

1 1/2" 'thread21 .

line

3" line

4" ,-. line

5n Hawser

6 " - Hawser

larger. Hawser
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Fig.
5.2

light colored, almost white. The mostcommonly used of all the
fiber lines is the small white line that is made from the
'cotton or flax plant. One would use the cotton lines aboard
ship for lead lines, signal halyards, heaving lines, clothes
lines, etc.

Nylon is the most frequently used line in the mineral.and
oil industry, despite the fact that nylon is an.artificial
.fiber. Nylon offers several advantages. First, it has strength
that is approximately twice that of manila life of the same
size. Nylon .is much lighter and more flexible, making it less

,bulky at the same time. .The nylon line is easier to handle and
stow, it resists rot, decay, and marine-fungus growth. The
most important and main quality of nylon is its ability to
stretch, absorb shoCks, and then to resume its normal length
when the strain is removed. But the unique physical.properties.
of nylon can be hazardous. For instance, when nylon-is
stretched 40 percent, it is apt to patt (break). 'Upon its ,
parting, the stretch incurred by -the nylon under strain. is
recovered Immediately, and the snapback could be fatal to any
man standing in the direct line of pull.

Polyethylene is another artificial fiber line that is
widely -used, in the mineral and oil industry. It has the
ability to resist moisture and chemicals, which is the primary
cause for most deterioration of various type lines.- The main
disadvantage of itis_that when...strain is placed on it, there
is no noticeable stretch and therefore no fair warningtb the
seaman before polyethylene parts..

Making Up Line: To-coil.a.line, circles of line are
liTkC'ed one on top of the other, in a predetermined desired
circumference. Coiling is done in the same direction toward
which the line is laid,

. In other words, right-hand laid line
should be coiled in a clockwise direetion,:left-hand laid 'ine

'should be coiled in a' counterclockwise direction.

. In flemishing a line the coils are formed alongside each
Fig. other, with the end of the line in the middle. Then after all
5.3 the line has been used, the bitter, end in the middle is rotated

in the direction that it was coiled in order to tighten the
-entire amount of line, making it flat and uniform in appearance.

Another kind of line make-up is known-as-faking. Faking
is done by starting with the bitter end and placing the line
side,by side in long extended bights. The length_is determined
by the space available for faking, onto. the necessary required
length toward which you are working. The method of faking in
making up a line is used when the line-has to run free, i.e.,
"i messenger."

Caring for Line. If proper care of line is taken, it will
deteriorate only from old age and not moisture and chemicals,
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which will cut down on cost and could possibly save lives. The

first item in caring for line is to open a new coil of line

Fig. properly. Upon being assigned to open a new coil of line, you

5:4 should inspect the coil and try to locate a tag that is attached

to one end of the coil. Read and follow the directions on the

tag. The card might say, for example, "this end up." Put that

end up, and then cut all lines that.hold the burlap around the
coil, reach into the center, and pull the end. ,After you have
pulled out a few feet of the line, and for some reason you
notice that kinks are appearing, stop!. 'Bop lace what line you

have already pulled out and simply end -for -end your coil. Turn

the coil so that the other side is up.. Then reach into the

center of the coil again and pull the bitter end, and you
-should have no more-problmns.

r

All line should be stowed in a dry place. Coils of line
should always be.stowed uncovered on shelves or platforms,

clear of the deck. Never allow gear to accumulate on coils;

besides being a poor practice; it will prevent evaporation of

moisture from the coils.

Any running rigging with fiber rope, or any secured lines,
i.e., mooring lines or boatfalls, must be watched and slackened .

in wet weather. Remember, all line will shrink when damp and

stretch when dry. All line should be checked periodically for

deterioration: untwist the line and look inside. If the inner

Parts of the strands look-dull and-gray instead-of yellow-
white, the line should be surveyed (discarded). The inner

parts of the strands should have a clean yellowish-white look.

Line that has been overworked or overstrained will develop
bristles on its surface. These bristles appear because many of

the fibers have been worn, broken, or displaced. Any line that

is used for handling cargo or personnel should be checked

periodically, and if signs of deterioration are noted, immedi-
ate replacement should be made.

Nylon line, being made from artificial fibers, has to be
cared for.in a different way. Nylon line, to start with, does

not come in coils as do other types of line. It is obtained from

the manufacturer on reels. To remove it from the reel, you
should choose one of the following two ways: (1) Place the

reel in a position to roll as a wheel. You would then insert a
piece of pipe or pry bar through the very middle of the reel so
that you have at least one foot of axle protruding on each side
of the reel. Then secure a line of sufficient size on each end
of the axle and, raising one end of the reel at a time, secure
the opposite end of each line to an overhead or strongback,
just to make sure that the reel of nylon will rotate clear of
the deck. After this procedure is followed, you may grab the
bitter end of nylon from the reel and pull steadily. Do not

try to go too fast because you will end up with what is called

in fishing, a back lash. (2) .The preceding method of slinging
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the reel up is by fa; the best way. But you may find yourself
in a situation where you do not have an overhead or strongback.
Do not panic. Jest lay the reel down as you did in the previous
method. Instead,of raising the reel up, just roll the reel
down the deck. 'This way will take longer but it will enable
you to get the nylon from the reel without kinks. Kinks in the
line have a tendency to cause the line to unlay and especially
weaken the line in the area where the kink is.

Breaking Strength of Line. A seaman depends upon'certain
7we1I:-esiabr1islied formulas to9tell him what size line is 'tequireA
in.eadh situation.

The breaking strength of a line indicates at what stress
(or weight) the line will part. Often this information is
supplied by the manufacturer. In the absence of this infor-
mation, the mariner can use the formula for manila line: -

where

BS = 900 C2

BS = the breaking strength of the'line in pounds
C = the circumference of the line

Nylon line is approximately three times as strong as
manila line so multiply the end product by three to find break-.
ing strength for nylon line of the same circumference.

For instance, the breaking strength for a 1" circumference
line is 900 pounds. The bregrig strength of a 1" circumference
nylon line is approximately 0 pounds (3 x 900).

At times a lihe is called upon to carry a far greater load
than was originally planned. Also, line deteriorates through
normal wear and tear and exposure to the elements. For these
reasons, a prudent seaman never uses a line that just meets the
demands he will make upon it. Line is selected in accordance
with a safety factor. For instance, all line used with life-
saving gear carries a minimum safety factor of six. This means
that should the line ordinarily be expected to carry a load of
100 pounds, a line with a breaking strength of 6 x 100 pounds
would be used.

The relationship between breaking strength and safety

t
factor is expressed by the formula:.

where

BS = SF x SWL,

BS = breaking strength
SF = safety factor

SWL = safe working load
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The safe working load represents the load that will normally
be placed on the line.

"Example: A seaman wishes to use a 14pe to lift a load of

200 pounds. He wishes to use a safety factor of three. What

breaking strength should-the line have?

Answer: (a).BS = SF x SWL (b) BS = 3 x 200 (c) BS = 600

Knots, Bends,. and Hitches in Line. You should now be

ready to-put all that you hme learned into action by actually
using line to tie knots, bends, and hitdhes. Knowing how to

tie knots is not the sole answer to the art of knotting. Each
knot'has 4 special characteristic .-the't makes it especially
applicable to certain tasks. For example, to bend two lines of

equal size together, what knot would you use? If you did not

pick the,sqilareknot, you are in error.,,

Knots are used to form eyes or to seture a line around an

Fig. object such as A. package. So in reality, the line is bent to

C5.5 . itself. Bends are lased to secure lines together. Hitches are

a,b used to bend a line to, or around, an object, such'as a ring;

'spar, stanchion, etc. You, the seaman, will now be given the
name of the most sommoMly used knots and when they are func-

tional.

The bowline, with its _variations, is one of the most

useful-of kifots. Its ohrefuse is to form an eye in the bitter

end-of a line. It is also use secure a line in'a padeye

or other ring or around st.. chion o other object. In °

addition, the bowline can e sed to b nd two lines together by

tying an eye within an ey-. Spanish bowline is a variation. of

the bowline. The Spanish bowline can e used if u need two

eyes in a single line. Pr ly it s used a substitute-

for the boatswain's chair. y. eve two ye , a 'seaman may

place a leg in each eye and th- e lo"Wered over the side of a

vessel or lifted aloft to perform rious job in sitting

position. Another knot derived from e bo ine is the French

bowline, and it can be used for lowering personnel or lifting
personnel aloft as the Spanish bowline can. The difference in

the two is that you can render one of the eyes around in,the

French bowline and the other automatically becomes smaller,
whereas the eyes in the Spanish bowline are permanent and
cannot be rendered around to reduce the size of either. A
"bowline on a bight" is used in a length of line when a single
eye is needed in'the standing part of the line. This knot is

especially handy when you are securing for, sea, because a line

that is run around an object can have a bowline on a bight

placed in it to receive a turnbuckle to make your lashing taut.

To be initiated into the seafarer's fraternity you need to

know'the dragging bowline, or else be dubbed a "worm." When

asked to tie the dragging bowline,, simply look serious and
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nonchalantly tie a plain bowline, then place it on the deck-and
proceed to walk, still holding onto the bitter end of the line,
dragging.the bowline. -

The square knot or reef knot is used to bend two lines of
equal size together. As there is a,knot used strictly for
bending two lines together, the question arises, what knot is
used to secure two lines together of unequal size? You would
use a stiule or double becket bend. The stopper hitch, some-
times called the 'rolling hitch, is a handy knot when' you, are-
engaged iii salvage work; or anytime you are using lines under
strain in conjunction with fairleads that have to be removed
to secure the lines to bitts or cleats. Let us assume that,you
are mooring a vessel alongside a pier and the current is run-
ning in the oppositedirection to which you are mooring. In
this situation;=you would undoubtedly run out a line to the
pier as soon as you could. Then, having the bitter end secured
to the pier, you would fairlead the standing part to a source
of power in order to facilitate taking a strain. After you
have-acquired your desired position, you then would wan-to
slack your line, remove it from your source of power, and make
it fast to a cleat or bitts. Tying a stopper hitch' on the line
withthe strain, you can do all this-without losing your
position.

Roustabouts off-loading supply boats can make use of the
timber hitch knot. It can.be used, to lift to s, spars, planks,
or comparatively rough-surfaced material: Do not attempt to
use the timber hitch to lift pipe or you-will be acquainted
.with a too frequently used term in the Gulf: "Pack your bag 41,r.

and go to the house." You.have beenrun off because you-have
just lost a load of pipe; pipe, being smoott surfaced, slipped
and fell from the timber hitch.

Sometimes you may run into a situation where you have a
piece of line to use, but the piece you have in your posses-
sion is entirely too long. Do not fret--use the sheepshank and
your problem is solved.

Splicing. Also important in learning marlinspike sea-,
manship is to learn the art of splicing. To loop any line
permanently to form an eye in thebitter end, you will have to
eye-splice.

The eye-splice is done after you have estimated the length
of the line you will need to unlay for your complete splice.

Fig. This precautionary estimation will keep the seaman from finish-

5.6 ing short, or having to waste a lot of line by cutting it off.
After unlaying the line as necessary, you splice them into the
standing part of the line. This is done by tucking the unlaid
strands from the end into the standing part. An ordinary eye-
splice should have three tucks. Start by entering the unlaid
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ends into the standing part, then make two more complete
rounds. With large lines you must whip the ends of the strands
'before you start, otherwise the strands will frazzle out and
becope troublesome (Fig. 5.6).

.

With any line up ato two inches, s.a rule, you can open .

, the strands in the standing part with pur fingers. But for
larger lines, the fid must be used as the tool to allow you to
place the bitter end into the standing part without any trouble.

Fig.
5.7

Short splice lines are those spliced together when a
slight enlargement of the original diameter of line is unim-
portant.' To short splice, seize the ends together so that each
strand is one bitter end and will lie along a corresponding
strand in the other.

With large lines you will have to' pit on a temporary
seizing where they join. The seizing keeps them from suddenly
coming apart. You may do that with small lines also until you
get the knack of holding them together while, you tuck. Once
you have 'seizing on, you simply, tuck over and under as you
ended your.eye-splice, with three tucks on either side of the
seizing (Fig. 5.7). '

- A seaman uses the LoLgi splice when he needs to splice two
lines together and still retain the line in its original size.
You might have to render the.line ttrough a block and if the

Fig. "line is.increased in.size, it would not pass.through the
5.8 swallow. To make this splice, unlay the line about fifteen .

turns: Seize"the strands together, the same as in the short'
splice, leaving -one strand out of the seizing. Then, unlay
that strand and replace it'with the opposite stall:. While you
lay in this"strand,give it a sort of backward t and it
will lay in place better. When you reach the end of the' strand,
take both strands and simply tie an overhand knot in it, making
sure that your .overhand knot goes in the same direction as the.
lay of your line. You may now select another-pair of strands ''
and repeat your previous action. When you have tied yOur
overhand knot in this manner, you go to your last pair of ends,
near your seizing, and just move it one inch or so in either
direction and tie your third overhand knot. ,Now that you have

Fig. three overhand knots'and two bitter ends at each, take one
5.9 bitter end at the time"and go over, and under, tucking each

strand, You then Cut the excess line away and, place a tempo.-
raTy whipping around each to prevent them from pulling out.

Using the Line to Secure You are required to learn these
knots, bends, and hitches to use them when necessary, You may-
rest assured that a man who goes to sea will find frequent use
for these knots, bends, and hitches, in securing his ..gear for
sea. Exactly how your gear may be secured depends on the gear
and the places of stowage, but by observing the following tips
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(Table 5.2), and by. sing a little common sense, you should.be
able to do a fair job of securing gear for sea.

Table 5.2. Rul of thumb for securing gear.

.1.' Use good line strong enough to hold the gear. Make certain
the line is in good condition. .--__ , t

2. Belay objects from at least two points, which, preferably,
are near to the object.

All.objects must be.lashed tight against something solid,
such as a bulkhead.

4. Makethelashings taut so that the object will not "work"
with the pitch and roll of the ship Frequently check
all lashings and re-tighten'as necessary.

5. Use chafing gear on sharp_corners and rough surfaces.

6. Never make fast your lashings to electric cables or small,
lightly secured pipes, lagged.pipes, door and hatch dogs
or binges-,'electric motors, lifeline stanchions, or-any,
thing not sOlidly'secUred.

-
Never blodk-accessto vents, fire plugs, switcheS, valves,
or doors and hatches:

8. NEVER UNDERESTIMATE IffE.FORtE OF THE SEA-. Secure every-
tithing properly.the first time and be safe!

. .Wire Rope Construction.' Part of marlinspike seamanship is
Fig to understand wirerope construction and usage. The basic unit
5.10 *f.wire rope construction is the individual wire:- It is con-

structed of .steel, bronze, plow steel, or other metal in various
sizes. Individual wires are laid-together to form strands..
The strands are then laid uparound..a central core, which may
be only a sin:gle wire,.a single strand of-wire; or hem line, to
form the wire rope. The core has three purposes: (1), .It

gives 'the .wire more flexibility, (2) it cushions the strand'S
when the wire is under strain, and (3) it-holds part of :d
lubricant for continuing lubrication.. Wire rope is either.
Preformed or non-preformed. Preformed means that before they
are layed up each strand is shaped to conform to the curvature.
of the finished wire rope'. The main advantage of the
preformed method- of fabricating wireis'that in this method, if..
parted for some unforseen reason, the wire rope will not unlay
to any great extent. The non-preformed wire rope is layed.on
the outside of a core and is twisted to its desired curvature
.in one step; and this -type of wire, if cut or parted, will
unlay with force.
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All wire rope is measured by its diameter and is desig-

Fig. nated by the number of str.inds per rope and the number, of -wires

5.11 per strand. For example, 6 x 37 means six strands are used to
make up the tire rope, with thirty-seven individual wires per
strand.

Types. Wire rope is fabricated in several grades of steel,
fortexample, improved plow steel, plow steel, mild plow steel,

and cost steel. Other grades of metal for.special purpose wire
rope inc,lude iron, bronze, and even stainless steel. These

metals, being the basic metals of wire rope construction, may
be, plain or galvanized,, but galvanizing makes the wire rope

stiffer and reduces the strength by as much as 10 percent.
Make sure you consider this when selecting wire to lift a load

A great weight (see Table 5.3).
a

Table 5.3. The uses of wire rope.

Job Performance

6 x 7 Used for permanent rigging
such as shrouds and stays

6 x 19 Used mostly on derricks and
dredges for extreme heavy
hoisting, for the topping
lifts of booms, standing
rigging, guys, and boat
slings

6 x 19 For lifelines, wheel ropes,

cbrtonzeY radio antennas, and antenna
dawnlead's

6 x 37 Used for cranes and
similar machinery,
steering gears, boat'falls,

. towing hawsers,.bridles,
and various running-rigging

Strangest of_all
dire ropes

Where either non-
corrosive or non-
magnetic properties
are desirable

Flexible dhd suit-
able in more cases
than any other
designated sizes

Flexible wire rope, called springlay, is often used for

wires that require a good deal of handling, such as mooring

lines. Flexible wire rope is composed partly of wire and

partly of fiber line: Therefore, it has substantially less

strength than all steel wire of corresponding size. Springlay,

incidentally, is always galvanized.
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Care Of Wire Rope. The care of wire rope is important.
All exposed wire, whether galvanized or not, must be slushed
(covered with some surface coating) for protection against the
elements. For standing rigging (wire rope not subject to'
wear), weather aprotection is the main concern. Linseed oil,
white lead, and tallow are the preservatives you should use.
Wire rope for running-rigging, various winches, boatfalls,
etc., must be slushed with a mixture of graphite and grease.
This mixture will provide.the wire with lubrication as well as
protection from the weather. Right-laid wire rope, like right-
laid line, should be taken clockwise around catheads-or capstans
to avoid kinking. You should always avoid kinks in any make up
of your wire rope.' Aheavy strain on a wire with a kink would
be disastrous. It would part and you would lose your load.
Wire that has had a long usage will wear; the outer parts of the
strands will begin to flatten out, and you will find a decrease

',in the original diateter. The wire will develop a large amount
of fishhooks also.

,
. . Handling-Wire Rope. When handling wire rope the seaman

Fig. should always wear gloves. Make sure that the gloves fit
'5.12 because occasionally you will incur a fishhook that will in- '

flict a painful hand injury if the wire rope 'slides through
your unprotected hand. Wire direct'from.the manufacturer,
whether on a reel or a coil, must be unwound- -never picked up
in bights. If you 'picked up the wire in bights, you would

Fig. end up with something resembling a bed spring. 'the outside end

5.13 always is run out first. -If your wire is_on reels you can and
should do the same things you do with nylon to get it off the

reel. f

. Breaking Strength of Wire Rope. The relationship between
b eaking strength, safety factor, and safe working ldad holds
t ue for wire also and is expressed by the formula:

BS = SF x SWL

However, the breakigg strength of wire rope is computed by
means of the formula, BS IP= 25d2. Xhe breaking strength of wire
rope in tons is equal to,twenty-five times the diameter of the
rope squared. As an example, a one-inch diameter wire rope
would have a breaking strength of twenty-five tons.

'5.2 Deck Seamanship

Deck seamanship is the rigging, operation, and maintenance
of the ship's equipment located either on the deck Or aloft. A
person versed in deck seamanship must know the purpose of
everything topside, how it is rigged out for operations, how it
is operated properly and safely, how it is rigged in and secured
for sea, and how it is kept in proper working order.
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Rigging. Every outside area of a vessel, from jackstaff
to flagstaff, and from truck to waterline,. must be easily
.accessible to a deck seaman. Rigging in general is a large _

phase of deck seamanship.

The vessel's rigging proper, consists of the lines or wires
that support the masts, stacks, yards, etc. All of these are
standing rigging.- Next are those that are used in hoisting and
lowering weights or in positioning and operating the vessel's
movable deck gear, which is called running rigging. The process

of setting up an apparatus containing rigging is called "rigging."
%

In other words, rigging cargo gear, rigging stages, etc.

Blocks and-Tackles. Blocks and tackles, or just.tackle, is
and important element in almost any type of running- rigging.

A block is-defined as an'enpased-roller revolving on,a

Rin. The parts of a dingle ab7 wood she151,.block are shown

Fig. in Figure 5.14. -By an "encased" oiler is meant the_sheave.

5.14 The sheave is encased in the shell of the block. A pin passes

through the sheave and holds it inside the block. Many differ-

ent types of bearings may be used to make the sheave revolve

smoothly on the pin. Bearings; or bushings, may be'plain or
iron bushings, bronzed bushings, roller bushings, self-lubri-
cating iron or bronze bushings, and sealed roller or ball .

bearings. Blocks may be fitted on the pin, or it may be
necessary to remove the pins for periodic lubrication. Sheaves

also may be found with fittings on the sheave hubs where thebe
-Are accessible for lubrication. Blocks may be metal or wood

shelled. Snatch blocks areblocks on which one of .the cheeks
of the block may be opened to allow placing a line or cable on
the sheave without reeving'the bitter end through. the, block.
Whenever a snatch-block is in use on deck, people should keep
clear of the Work'ioing on. The seaman should make sure that
the Wire has a-gabd fairlead through the block and that as the
strain is placed on the wire, the snatch block leads clear.

och.

Threading a line through a block is known as reeving the
line'through the block. The seaman must exercise caution to
select the proper size block for use with the.line hei intends

to reeve through it. With natural fiber line suchQas manila,
the length of the shell of the block should be three times the
0.rcumference of the line. The minimum diameter of the.sheave
khouldbe twice the circumference of the line in inches. When
wire rope is being reeved through the block, the diameter of
the sheave should be 'not less than 20 times the diameter of the

wire./

)When blocks are being used as a fairlead to a drum or
gypsyhead, they should be-placed in such a position that the
fall or hawser leads at right angles to theaxis of the drum
and at mid-length of the drum. The block should be placed at
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such a distance from,the winch:that-the rope will not ride over
an adjacent turn at any time, upon being wound.in during hoist-
ing or heaving. Also, it should be placed,so that the wire. .

will not rub on the cheek of the block:

A tackle is a system of ropes and blocks used to multiply
power or to change the direction of pull on'a weight. The
ropes used in a tackle are called falls. The end of the fall
connected to one of the blocks is called the standing part, and
the other end of the fall is called the hauling part.

Fig. Figure 5.15 shows several different tackles. :Through
5.15 the years each has developed its own tpecific name according-to

how many blocks are used or according to how many sheaves are
in each bloCk.. Each tackle has amechanic,a1 advantage except
the single whip. The single whip offers no-bethanical'advantagei
but it serves to change the direction of hauling. -Mechanical 00
advantage means how much stronger, the tackle'Mikes-the man or
winch pulling on, the hauling part. The mechanical advantage of
a tackle can be determined as the number of parts of line at .

the moving black. For examplemfif a man wereusinga-gun tackle
to lift a 200 -pound eight, his pull would be increased by two
times. To find out h w much force the man would haVe"to exert
to lift the weight,,w simply divide the weig 200 pOunds, by
2. This equals. 100 pounds. The.man would have ert 100
Rounds of force to lift theweight. Ih solving iheproblem
above we purposely did not discuss friction. Althoughevery
attempt 4s made to reduce the.friction Of the sheaves in the
blocks on they/pins, friction'is present andadds to'the
amount of force-that the man must exert to lift the weight. 'A '

formula'has been. developed to take frictiOn into aount when'
determaning the amount of force required tcs'lift a Weight with
a given tackle. This formula is:

F
W + (W x'.1 x number of sheaved)

.MA.

F = forCe
W== weight
Number of sheaves ,:.otal.number of s eaves in the tackle .

MA = mechanical advligtage

Previously, we calculated that a man uld have exert a
pull or force of 100 pounds to lift a 200 p. t without
friction. Let us rework the problem using the correct formula
and take friction into account.

F =
200 +(200 x .1 x 2)

2

200 40 = 240
F =

+
= 120. pounds

2 2
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Work the example problems below:

1.' A winch will be used to lift a 400., pound Weight with.a
luff. How much pull or force must the winch be: capable of
providing? *

2. A double luff tackle will be used to' lift- a 400-;pound
weight. How much force must be' exerted on the hauling- }'fart of

the line to lift the weight?

3:- A man is.using a three fold Pu hese to lift a 644
pound weight. How-ukch force must the exert?

). . . , . .

4. A gun tackle is being used torlift a 122 poUnd weight.
How much force must be exerted to lif t-. the weight? 3' -,.

_
- .

Answers: -(1) 173.3 pounds (2) .120c-Pounds (3) 171.7
pounds. (4) 73.2 pounds . _

.

1
If tackles with an evennumbei of sheaves are set up :so-

that thehauling_Part 'oflthe falls leads from the moving blocic
Fig. the mechanical advantage- of the tackle is increased by one.
5.16 = Shot:711 in Figure 5...16 :is a gun tackle that has been rove to

maximum, advantage. You will' remember that 'the, regular mechani-.
cal advantage of a gun tackle-is two.. However, by counting the

'number of parts of line at the -moVing block in _Figure 5.15, you.
can see that the mechanical advantage -is now three.

An example of :how to calculate force. when Using- a tackle
'rove to macimbm'adyentage is as follS1:7s,,'

wishes to lift a 725-poundweight using a .two -fold
Pur_Chase rove to- maximum adv*Itage.; - How. much force must he.

apply to lift the weightZ,

+ (W'x' ..1x no. of sheaves)
MA

F -
725 + (725 x .4)

5

F = 203 pounds

,

Work the following prObl=ms on .tackles rcive%to maximum

advantage:

1. Two men:wish to -use a gun tackle rove_ to, maximum
advantage to a, 266 pound weight. How much Will each have to
pull?

2. A winch with a pullOf 100 pounds ,is going to be used
to lift -a 400 pound ,weight by means of two-fold purchase rove

'to maximum advantage. Can the winch lift the weight?

-

1-02
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Answers: (1)'53.2 pounds 'of force -(2) 112 pounds of
force, therefore, no..

Fig. Anchors. A vessel's anchors are used not only: to hold her.
N5.17 in, position when the propulsion engines are shut &Sian, but also

to aidvin maneuvering the vessel.

Aithors are usually made of cast steel. The fittings and
the shanks of housing anchors are made of forged steel. They
vary in weight from 30 to .30,000 pounds anetheir weight,
serial number, andthe date of'manufacture are stamped into the
crown or shank. Edges of the anchors areDSmoothed to Prevent
damage to the vessel's hull when hoisting. ,

A vessel may carry various types of anchors. Their'names
are:Nierived from the position or use of.the anchor, regardless
of 1.1e tne (see Table 5.4).

Table 5.4. Anchoi types and definitions.

Bower Anchor

Streath Anchor

The anchor carried on the bow and 'used for
all anchoring.

A medium weight anchor for miscellaneous use.
Named stream anchor because it is carried
at the stern of'some vessels and is fre-
quently..required to anchor in rivers and
other confined waters.

Stern Anchor An anchor carried on the stern regardless of
weight or purpose.

Kedges or Anchors not usually Over one ton in weight.
Warping These are used to move a ship ahead a small
Anchors distance at a time by taking.one of the

anchors out in a small.boat, letting it go,
and then heaving the ship up to it. When
this is done to change the heading of the
Ship, it is called Warping.

;-

Xn anchor windlass is the engine used hoist a bower
Fig. anchor in on the vessel. .There are two types of windlasses,
5.18 the vertical shaft type, which is used on most combat ships,

and the horizontal shaft type, which is used on most merchant
vessels and vessels used in.the mineral and oil industry.

On the vertical shaft windlass, the brake handwheel,
engine control, capstan head,-and wildcat are the only parts
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above the deck. All the remaining machinery is located,below
decks, in the anchor windlass room., The capstan head, a part
of the shaft, is used with the wildcat; disengaged, for heaving
in on lines. The Wildcat, just below the capstan head, con-
tains teeth that engage the links of the anchor chain. The

wildcat may be engaged. to or disengaged' from the shaft by
turning the locking handwheel in the windlass room. There is a

friction brake that may be set up,by the brake handwheel to
prevent the wildcat from rotating when it is disengaged.

The horizontal shaft windlass has all machinery above the
deck. there are two wildcats on the shaft. One is on each end
to facilitate the use of both the starboard and port anchor.
Each wildcat may be locked to the shaft or unlocked so as to
rotate independently of the shaft.. The locking head on the
windlasq is-engaged or disengaged by means of a thrust cam:
The thrust cam ia.shifted by a quarter turn with an iron bar,
which fits. into a slot on the cam.

'Letting go the anchor-ona supply boat is accomplished by
the followingstep-bY=step prOcedure:

1) DeterMine the :depth of the water..

Obtain power on the anchor windlass.

Release the hand brake.

4?' Engage the wildcat; heave around on the chain uStil

all strain is off the stopper

5) Release all stoppers. Axast heavin 'on the chain and
tighten .91z hand brake.

9' At this point, depending-upon
the anchor may - either be walked out or
is received from the wheelhouse.

7) If .the anchor is to be walked
leased and the chain paid out by using
the windlass motor.

the depth of the water,_
dr6Pped when a'. signal

out, the brake is re-
the wildcat engaged to

8) If the anchor is to be dropped, the wildcat is disen-
gaged so that it will free-wheel when the hand brake is released.
At the words "let go," the hand brake is released and the
anchor'let go. The chain will go rattling out with a roar,
unW../ the instant of slackening speed indicates that the anchor
has ,hit the'bottom. At' this instant the man at the hand brake

. should-stir; braking to keep from piling chain upon the anchor.

Keep' the wheel se informed once the anchor is down. It

important that the idge.know at all times how ranch chain
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is out and which way it is tending. As each mark passes the
windlass, the-word is passed V15 fathoms on deck, 30 fathoms on
deck, etc." 'Once the chain has stopped running out, word is
passed from the forecastle deck that "so and so fathoms are at
the water edge." Word is passed repeatedly as to which way the
chain tends, as,.tending forward (aft); and the amount of
tension on it, as,46 strain, slight strain, moderate strain,
etc. Word mustbegtven instantly if the chain gets across the
stem. A strain on'it then must be particularly avoided, other-
wise bending damage to the chain and especially:to the detach-

, able links may result. e

Once the desired scope ;s out, vessels generally set up
one or more chain stoppers and ride to them, with brake set and
the wildcat disengaged.

Line Handing Geai: lignae handling gear on modern vessels
is used in mooring the vessel and in towing other vessels.
Such gear has eliminated -a lot of sweat and backbreaking toil
from the seaman's daily routine.

The capstan is a special, type of deck machinery used
primarily as an aid in handling mooring lines or wires. The
large mooring lines are heavy, and, when working with them,
most of the lines are over the side, adding-to the difficulty.
The essential feature of the capstan is the vertical spool-
shaped drum fitted with pawls. Whelps or ridges on the drum
are provided to keep the lines from slipping, especially' when
wet. Capstans are powered by electricity. Capstans may be
located any place on thedeck of a ship, depending, upon its
type and size. As stated in the section on the anchor wind-
lass, a capstan head may be attached to a vertical shaft:anchW
windlass. This dual purpose machine is found quite frequentlA
aboard ships and is always lo ed on the forecastle. Not to
be confused with this, however i the separate'piece of deck
machinery described above.

Winches consist of a rugged bedplate and side frames upon
which are mounted-a horizontal drum shaft, drums, and/or gypsy
heads, reduction gearing, and the motor.or engine that drives
the winch, The operating controls may or may not be mounted
upon the same base, but ordinarily they would be situated where
the operator also could operate the brake lever.

The various types of winches include the drum winch. -Drum
Fig. winches are those with drums on which rope is wound for raising,
5.19 lowering, or pulligg loads. Depending upon their purpose, the

drum winches may have from one to four drums.

Another kind of winch is the gypsy winch. These gypsy
winches are also called warping or snaking winches. They have
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one or two horizontally mounted gypsyheads around which `;several
turns of rope can be taken in order to pull or hoist a load.
Some gypsies are provided with raised portions called whelps,
which reduce the rope's tendency to slip.

A third kind of winch is the combination winch. These are
simply drum winches with shafts extended far enough to take
'gypsy drum wine' heads on either side or both sides.

Drum winches may be powered by any number of means.
Electric drives consist of a motor, either alternating or
direct current, which actuates a drive shaft through reduction
gearing. The. AC drives normally have one speed, but for
special applications, a second speed may be added. The DC
drives can be built with an infinite number of speeds, but
normally only three to five in each direction are provided.
When a winch with wide speed gage, fine control, and smooth
acceleration is required for installation inan AC powered
ship, an electric-hydraulic winch is sometimes used. Drive
equipment comprises a constant speed electric motor that drives
a variable displacement pump and a hydraulic motor, that,
through reduction gears, drives the shaft of the winch. A
manual control regulates the stroke of the pump and its output
and thereby determines the speed of the motor. Steam winches.
-provide smooth acceleration and a wide range of speed. They

are normally powered by double-cylinder steam engines, the
pistons of which drive crankshafts and, through gearing, the
drum and drilie shaft. Speed and direction are controlled by
means of a lever operating a reverse ,valve. In some winches
compound gearing allows-for two different loads with the same
amount of power. Air winches,'like steam winches, provide
smooth acceleration and a wide range of speed. The drive
consists of an air motor that actuates the drive shaft through
reduction gearing. In gasoline and diesel engine powered
winches the prime'mover is the engine. The, engine actuates the
shaft through a torque converter and reduction gearing. The
torque converter provides for an infinite number of speeds.
Speed also can be controlled by increasing or decreasing the
revolutions of the engine. Usually these winches are designed
as a unit with the engine and winch mounted on the same bed
plate. Frequently they are portable. Hand winches ordinarily
consist of a single drum mounted horizontally on a shaft, a
hand brake, reduction gearing, pawl and ratchet, and a hand-
wheel or handcrank. They may be single.or two speed units.

General operating instructions for winches are given in
Table 5.5.

Mooring the Vessel. A vessel is moored when she is made
fast to a mooring-buoy, when she is swinging on a bight of
chain between two anchors, or when she is secured alongside a
pier or another ship by lines.
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Table 5.5. General operating instructions for winches.

1. Inspect the area around the winch making sure that there is
a safe place for the winchman to stand.. If.the deck is
slippery, lay down some dunnage on which the winchman can
stand.

2. Inspect all rigging, making certain that the rigging is not
fouled or loose onthe drums. A loose wire on the drum may
cause the winch to reverse itself by allowing the wire to
bind and wind back in the wrong direction.

3. Inspect your equipment. Check the action of pawls, brakes,,
and clutches, making certain they are engaged. See that
the clutch levers are locked in place. Note the amount of
play in the brake pedal and make certain that there is not
too much slack.

4. Test the winch. Energize the winch motor, disengage the
pawl and lock it out. Release the parking brake and run .
the winch in both directions. With no load on the wire,
have a an overhaul the wire when paying out or taking in
on it.

.5. To change speed gear, do three things: (a) engage the pawl
and drum parking brake, 4b) unlock gear shift.lever and
move the lever to a neutral pOsition, and (c) slowly rotate
the shaft in the hoist direction. Move the gear lever in
the desired direction. When the gears engage, relqk the
lever. When ready.; in all respects, disengage the dog, lock
-it out, release the brake, and continue operations..

6. To use the gypsy heads, do three things: (a) set the drum
parking brake and engage the pawl in the ratchet, (b).dis-
engage the drum from the shaft, or shift the speed clutch
to neutral and lock the lever in place; (c) move the con-
trol lever in the desired direcItionremembering when se-
curing a winch to lock the parking brake to prevent the
wire from Unspooling from the drum, and to engage the pawl

in the ratchet. Secure the power. Winches in constant

operation should be lubricated about every four hours.
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Mooring lines hold a ship alongside a pier. The bow and
stern lines are usually longer than the others and run directly

Fig. from, the bow and stern,,respectively. Prior to mooring, all

5.20 lines should be faked down so as to make them free for running
near the chock through which they pass. Your bow line
and forward springs prevent the ship from drifting astern.
With steerway on, both these lines, if secured, tend to breast
the ship in. The stern line and after springs prevent the ship
from drifting away from the pier. When mooring lines are used
for handling the ship in coming alongside, it is.very important
that they be gotten out as soon as possible, and that the
orders from the person in charge be promptly and accurately
obeyed. In these orders, the lines are referred to by numbers.
The forward number being number one and the next going aft
being number two, and so on. You maybe told to hold, check,
or keep slack in any of them; hold one, keep slack in two,
check three, etc. When a line is checked it is payed out a
little at a time. As the strain on it becomts more intense,
you should check a line rather thanlet it part even without
orders. You should watch your line carefully, foresee the faet
that the strain is about to become dangerous, and inform the
person in charge. Warning of 'a dangerous strain is given by

the creaking of the line.

Fig.

5.21

Deck fittings are used in the mooring process. These deck
fittings include the cleat, bitts, chocks,' and the bollard on
the pier.

The cleat is a device consisting mainly of a
pair of projecting horns and is used for belaying a line or
wire. Bitts are cylindrical objects made of cast iron or
steel. As a rule they are arranged in pairs. Each pair is
mounted on .a separate footing,.which in turn is welded or
bolted to the deck. Usually there is a set of bitts forward
and one aft of each chock, used mainly for belaying mooring
lines.

A chock is a heavy fitting with smooth surfaces through
which mooring lines are led. Mooring lines are run from bitts
on deck .through chocks to bollards on the pier when a ship is

mooring.

The bollard is a strong cylindrical upright on a pier.
The eye or the bight of a ship's mooring line is thrown around
the bollard.
1

5.3 Boat Seamanship

-Ship Maintenance.. Once on board, the deckhand spends a
great deal of his time chipping, sealing, painting, soogeeing,
washing down, or doing other maintenance jobs and any other job
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aboard the ship. The fight to keep the vessel clean and to
keep corrosion down is a continuous shipboard chore.

Oargo boats alongside rigs and platforms frequently get
splattered with cement, mud, oil, and other materials. It is

usually left up to the crew to scrub down the vessel. Salt-
water spray leaves a heavy coating of salt deposits on the hull
and superstructure that must be washed off with a deck-washdown
hose, "milk-can" brushes, and powdered or liquid detergent.
Inside paittwork is cleaned by the method known as soogee.
That is, the object is washed with a heavy soap and.water
solution, and then wiped clean and dry with soft clean rags.

All bright work should be polished daily. A few minutes
each day keeps the brass in shape, but if neglected it will
corrode and require much more work to clean.

Painting helps reduce barnacles and other foulants, which
reduce speed and use up more fuel. Most of the newer vessels
have the hull and superstructure coated with some.form of
inorganic zinc. This coating process takes place at the ship-
yard during construction. The coating process has greatly
reduced the maintenance of the vessels. A primer coat or two
is applied over the coating of inorganic zinc, depending upon
the desired thickness (in milligrams). After the primer coat
sets, the top coats are applied. As paint is scuffed or
scratched, the metal is exposed and rust begins. The area
where rust forms must be cleaned down to the bare metal, then

Fig. the protective coatings applied again. The tools, paint, and
5.22 gear required to do this are on each boat or can be checked out

from the port captain. Some of the hand-tools used to scale
rust are chipping hammers, needle guns, grinders, and sanders.

There is a brush for almost every purpose, so be certain
that you use the right brush and keep it in the best condition.
Table 5.6 lists the various brushes and the general usage of
the most frequently,employed brushes in the painting of boats
in the mineral and oil industry.

The two most useful brushes are the flat brush and the
oval sash and trim brush. A skillful painter using a flat
brush can paint almAt anything aboard ship. Flat brushes are
wide and thick and carry large quantities of paint to provide a
maximum of brushing action. Sash brushes are hand or paint-
ing small items and those, hard to get at places'a for cutting
in.

Most of the paints and protective coatings used on the
exterior surfaces are epoxy and other synthetic bases. One
must be certain to follow the directions for each type of paint
(see Table 5.7).

or'
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Tab .6. Types of brushes and their uses.

Flat paint brush
40"

Oval sash and Prim brush

Fitch brush

Oval varnish brush

Flat varnish brush

French-bristle varnish brush

Lettering brush

Lettering brush

Painter's dusters

Large surfaces

Small surfaces

Small surfaces

Rough work

Medium work

High-grade work

Small surfaces

\Large work

Cleaning work

Table 5.7. Common paint spraying defects.

Defect Appearance

Orange peel Pebble texture;
resembles orange
peel

Runs Dropping effect

Sags

Pinholes

Blushing

Peeling

Bleeding

Dropping effect

Bubbles after dry;
leaves holes

ReseMbles a powder-
ing of paint

Falling off

_
Color-discolor-

.ation

Cause

Improper thinner

Using material that is
too thin

Using too much material

Presence of water or
excessive thinner

Moisture on the surface
that is being sprayed;
or too much moisture in
the air

Improper cleaning of
the surface'

Occurs when the color
of a previous eoat dis-
colors the finish coat
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Sandblasting )is used for big paint and rust-removing jobs.
From:tiMe'totime, the rust and corrosion catches up due to

..lack of work on the:crew's'part, or due to circumstances
broUght about-bY.the nature of-the work the,:vesselhas been

Thevessel is thedbrought to the point anka sand-
blasting.rii'isstE. up. The boat's crew may be. used to blast
the hull and deck. The proieCtive coatings are then applied
and the vessel is dressed out .in'a new topcoat.

Oiling and greasing.protect parts of the vessel''S,gear.
that'cannot)D.e painted.,, All moving parts of gear and equiPMent
Should be greased or oiled at regular.intervalg or when need is
revealed by-thO.parts'freezing.or not'otherwisejunctioning'as'.
theyshoUld An example of',00 moving parts are dogs and
hinges .on watertight.doOrs and l'ItcheS. Theohaiwbinders.ilSed
to secure cargo:. should.. kept oiled and greased iothat they
may be. used when needed. /till deck Machinery'such as wincheS
and anchor. Windlasses-should be oiled.

Occasionally, the deckhaild should get an-Oil..tan and
grease gun and make a tour of the weather decks and oil or
grease all gear,:machinery, and apparatus that must be free to
dove, if it:,:iStOHfunction properly. Saltwater corrosion and
.neglect will often combine to reveal sloppy seamanship.

The general cleanliness of the vessel and its working
areas is file responsibility of the deckhand, and-it is often
referred to as housekeeping.

The seaman must keep hiS personal bunk-neat, and.he is-
.

responsible for emptying his Own waste basket and ashtrays.
There are provided, for the convenience of the seaman, con-
tainers inwhich the seaman can place matches; cigarettes, and
used paper'towels. -The seaman is asked to keep ashei and _

cigarette butts from reaching the deck.`-Decks should be swept
and swabbed downand polished and buffed where the deck-coating
requiieg. I
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Fig. 5.1 The construction of line.;

r

Fig. 5.1 Flemished line.,
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Fig. 5.3 Line faked down..
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Fig. 5.4 Correct method of remotrinfnatural

fiber line from coil.
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5.6 Steps in making an eye splice.
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Fig. 5.7 Steps in slaking a short splice.
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Fig. 5.8 Steps in making .a long splice.

2

WIND TURNS TOWARD
THE END "0"

NOTE: USE TWINE DOUBLED.
- IT ISTHOwN,SINGLE HERE

FOR CL EARNESS ONL Y

4

3

THROUGH THE MIDDLE
OF A STRAND AGAIN

irfift

RIGHT THROUGH THE
MIDDLE OF A STRAND

/

I
NEEDLE COMES OUT
SETwEEN TWO STRANDS
IN !SAO:

5

FOLLOW THE GROOVE BACK BACK AGAIN AND
PICK. UP ANOTHERAND PICK UP A STRAND

6

LAST ONE COMES
OUT THROUGH THE
MIDDLE OF A STRAND

Fig. 5.9 Steps in putting a permanent whipping on a line.

Fig. 5.11 Measuring wire rope.
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Fig. 5.12 Steps in asking the Liverpool eye splice.
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Steps in Making the Liverpool Eye Splice

1, Prior to making an eye splice in Will you 913t have certain tools

available, including a vice, marlinspike, and seizing wire. In figure

5.12 a thimble has also been placed inside the bight,

2. Seize the thimble in the eye as shown at "b" in figure 5.12a. The

rope should also be seized about one and one-half feet from its end. This

eni seizing is sham at, "a".

3.. Unlay all of the strands of the end of the rope back to the seizing.

Then, seize the end of each strand.

4. Insert a marlinspike under three strands of the standing part of

the. rope and tuck strand 1 as shown in figurt5.12a,

3. With rdav the spike and again insert it, this time picking up two

strands'of the standing part. Then tuck strand 2 as shown in figure

5.12b. Letter "h" represents the core of the rope. 01i,

6. Remove the marlinspike and reinsert it, thislime picking up one

strand, and tuck strand as sire in figure 5.12c.

7, In figure 5.12d the splice has kg turned completely over to ore

clearly explain the retaining steps r Therefore, strands 1, 2, and 3 now

appear in back of the standing part(of the rope.

8. Insert the spike under the n4 strand t4 the left of the strand

under which strand 3 was tucked, Tack strand 4 in alongside the spike.

Figure 5.12d. .

9# Now lift the next strand of the rope (figure' 5.12e) and tuck strand

5 in alongside the spike. Follow the same procedure in tucking strand

6 (figure5.12i).

10, After all of the strands have been tucked,,tht1 work is contimed by

starting again with strand 1 and tucking it 'under ,the' next strand of

the rope,

11, The Liverpool splice is also hoe as the .'spiral splice because ae

you continue tucking, the strands, that you ale doing is tucking the

strands spool and around the. strands in the standing part which they

were previously tucked under.



CORRECT
USE Or will wort airs

. .

Fig. 5.13 Correct use of vire, rope clips.

1. Hook.

2. Inner strap or. thimble,-
'3. Outer strap
4: Pin
5. Swallows
6. Cheeks or shell
7. Sheaves
8. Breech
9. Becket.

10. Thimble

Fig. 5.14 Nnienclaeure of .a block.

SINGLE WHIP
UtOCK GUN TACKLE

TWOFOLD PURCHASE

DOUBLE LUFF TACKLE
THREE- FOLD PURCHASE

Fig. 5.15 Types of tackles.
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Fig. 5.17 Supply boat
anchor in haysepipe.

a 1

\ ,

Fig. 5.18 Anchor windlass. .

Fig. 5.19 Towing winch.

'AFTER'
QUARTER
SPRING

STERN I. VE

Fig. 5.20 Nomenclature
of mooring lines.

a) RENT SCRAPER

b) CHIPPING HAMMER

e NEEDLE GUN
SOMME BRUSH

U),WIRE BRUSH

1

Fig. 5.21 Deck fittings.

Fig.

()ELECTRIC GRINDER 17) DECK BRUSH

5.22 Deck maintenance tools.
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6. U.S. MARINE LAW AND REGULATIONS

6.1 Introduction

Rules governing the rights and duties of vessel, owner,
crew, shipped, and passengers were developed long before re-

corded history. One of the oldest known body of laws concerns
admiralty the law of ships, seamen, the sea, and the trans-
actions concerned with them. Marine insurance is one field of,

admiralty. It is also the oldest form of insurance. In the

United States, the Constitution showed concern for maritime
matters before the federal governmenm was established. gave

federal courts jurisdiction "in all cases,of.admiralty and
maritime jurisdiction" in Article III, Section 2. This, together

with the Commerce Clause, gives the federal government authority
to regulate, the maritime industry.

The general welfare and national security of the. United
States is closely tied to the health and security of the mari-
time industry. Practically all of our overseas trade is con-

ducted by vessels. A great deal of our domestic trad_moves at
low cost on our rivers and other waterways. The escalating
requirements for energy, with diminishing supplies, has caused
mineral exploration and exploitation to move off the coast and
into deeper and deeper water. This activity has caused an
explosion in demand for vessels to service the offshore indus-
try. The crew boats, supply boats, tow boats, research vessels,
and other specialized vessels of the,"oil patch" are subject to
laws and regulations written, in most cases, long ago for deep

sea vessels.

The laws governing marine operations are found throughout
U.S. statutes and in numerous international treaties. However,

the most Important for our purposes are: U.S. Code, Title 14
Coast Guard; Title 33--Navigation in Navigable Waters; and Title

46--Shipping. These laws either state definite requirements or
give some government agency the authority to establish and
enforce regulations. The regulations issued on the authority Of
the law have the same effect as law. Regulations are found in

111,.
the Code of Federal Regulations, which is divided into titles.
The following titles concern us:

Title 19 --Customs
Title 33 --Navigation and Navigable Waters
Title 46 --Shipping
Title 47 --Radio

Marine legislation is extensive. A Supreme Court Justice,
after interpreting a section of admiralty, stated that it was a
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"maze of legislation.". This is the case:- Most marine legit-.
lation resulted from casualties or other,fncidents. There has
been no comprehensive effort to. take conflictilg,and often
.ambiguous (unclear)_language and unifit by codefying it into a
single,simple body of law. '-

To Understand how marine law cameabout, it is necessary to
have some appreciation for its origin. In 1875,,Congress under-
took to compile or combine-all laws that had been passed by the
federal government up to that time. The marine laWs 2115effect-
up to 1870 were cothbined as Title 52 of the Revised'Statutes
4990-5500. The revised statutes are effective in and of them-
selvei. ,All laws ,since that time are properly cited, for

, exathple,. as "Public Law 93-102. The number of the_public law
is in two phases. A typical number would -be 95-1P2, meaning.-
the 102d law passed by the 93d Congress. However, in an
to make the laws easier tofind, though it is an-unofficial
version, every new law is placed 'in what is known as the U.S.
Code. Certain sections of the U.S. Code, known as Titles, haVe.

_
been_enacted into positive law. -- .However, none of the sections
dealing with marine. matters have been so acted upon. Reference
to all laws in this chapter will be given as USC (the United
States Code). When a. law is passed, it first comes out in the
official journal of the Congress.'of the United States, The
Congressional Record.

Marine laws are among the many laws that do not state ,

explicit requirements but rather delegate authority to
some federal agency. The federal agency most often given
authority in marine matters is the U.S. Coast Guard. When the
Coast Guard issnes regulations, implementing the provisions of
the law, they are put in the Code of Federal. Regulations,
commonly known as CFR. Before becoming effective, the regu-
lations must be published in anOther publication known as the
Federal Register. Thus, often your first knowledge of what the
regylations are will be contained in the Federal Register, which
is published each working day. Often the regulations in printed
form in the CFR will not come-out for several months. The most
extensive coverage of law and:marine regulations that you, .

training as a vessel operator,.will need to concern yourself
with, is, Title 46, CFR, dealing with shipping. .Chapter T of

this Title is administered by the US Coast Guard and concerns
all the'vessel inspection laws on everything fromthe equipment,
drills, and such on the vessels themselves, to the licensing and
manning of the'vessel, pollution, and operations,. In this
section, we will be primarily concerned with the requirements of
Title 46, Chapter I, issued by the US Coast Guard, which is
divided into numerous tub-chapters as follows:-

SubChapter Area

A Procedures Applicable to the Public .
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Fig.

6.1 .,

Licensing and Certification:

C Uninspected Vessels

D Tank Vessels

E LoadLines
F Engineering

Documentation and Measurement

'H Passenger;VeSsels.

:1 ,Cargo and Miscellaneous Vessels

J Electiical Regulations

K Investigation and Suspension Proceedings

L. Overtime for Coast Guard'Employees

M Shipment of Bulk Grain Cargoes
Dangerous, Cargo

0 Bulk Dangerous Cargo
P Manning

Specifications
R Nautical School Ships

S Numbering of Undocumented Vessels
yassenger Vessels under 100 Tons -

U Vessels

V SpecialTurpose Vessels

6.2 Sub-Chapter T: Regulations

. .

Rules and regulations for all small passenger vessels

under 100 gross tons are in Title 0 Code of Federal Regulations,,

Chapter I Coast, Guard, Sub-Chapter T, Rules and Regulations -fora'

Small Passenger Vessels, reprinted in Coast Guard Publication

323.

Sub-Chapter T is unique and will be used for the basis of

this study of rules and regulations because it is the only sub-

Eig. chapter that contains complete regulations dealing with that

6.2 ciass of vessels (small passenger, under 100 gross tons).
Parts 175, General Provisions, through 181, Fire Protection

Equipment, are contained in the other sub-chapters dealing with

,different.types of vessels. However, unlike the other sub-
,chapters, Sub-chapter T he's Parc 182 (madhineti installations);

Part 183 (electrical sysIem installations); Part 186.(manning);

and Part 187. (licensing). These four general areas of the
regulations are contained in separate sub-chapters for. other
vessels (cargo vessels, large passenger vessels, oceanographic:
vessels, mobile drilling units, and tankers) and will be.dis-

:cussed later in this section.

6.3 Part 175: General Provisions

6.3a. Inspected Vessels. Table 175.05-1(a) is used to

Fig. determine under what sub-chapter of the regulations a vessel is

6.3 insiected. A quick look at this table will give an appreciation

a-E of the complexity of the laws that govern marine'Inspection.
Column 1 gives the four methods of propulsion recognized by the

law. Column 2'then gives the.size or other limitations estab-
lished within the propulsion type.
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Virtually all of the vessels within the scope of this teA
are motor (including diesel) propelled. Column 2 then gives
three size distinctions, breaking at 15 gross tons and 300
gross tons.

Columns 3 through 8 then break down the vessels by their
operation.. The heading of the column tells under what sub-
chapter a vessel is inspected. Be-sure when using this table,
to check the footnotes for the column You will
note that Column 4 covers vessel -inspected under either Sub-
chapter H, Passenger Vessels., or Sub-chapter T, Small Passenger
Vessels.. Footnote 4 (referenced in Column 4) reads: 'Sub-
chapter H of this chapter covers only those vessels of 100
grosi tons or more."

. Thus the table tells us that a vessel carrying more than
'six paSsengers,. vessels carrying more than twelve passengers on
. an international voyage,...and_any_vessei_over-65---feet -in- length

carrying any passengers, except docUmented cargo or tank vesse
'carrying up to sixteen persons in addition to the crew, are
inspected under Sub-chapter T .if under.100 gross tons or Sub-
chapter H if 100 gross tons or more. :31

You will note that a tug or towboat under 300 gross tons
falls under Column 6 and therefore is only subject to Sub -
chapter C, Uninspected Vessels, and is not regularly inspected,
but it may be boarded for checking in compliance with Sub-
chapter-C. ,

P

6.3b S (Small) and L (Large) Boats. Because of the
ambiguity and the miscellaneous way the laws governing vessel
inspection grew up, there is distinction made in these regula-
tions whether or not the vessel'is 65 feet in length. Vessels
under 65 feet in length-and under 100 gross tons are called "S"
vessels, whereas /those more than 65 feet in length and less
than 100 gross tons are "L" vessels.

6.3c Gross Tonnage Criterion. Gross tonnage is used as .

the basic criteria*, to determine whether or not a.vesSe should
meet certain requirements as to stability and such, however,:
when the:Coast Guard Commandant determines that the gross
registered tonnage is not a valid criteria for::the invocation
of safety,requirements:i-he is required. to notify the person in
charge of the vessel as to whatdetermination will be used and
what regulAion will be AppliCableto that passenger vessel.

6.3d Load Lines. All vessels more than in length
constructed since July 21, 1968, and:that will be habitually
.engaged An international'voyages are subject to load7line
classification because the United-States 'is signatory to. the
load-line treaty.Because of,:this international treaty :tie
vessel is required to have a load-line if she-is more than 79
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,feet in length, although she may not be subject to'Sub-chapter
'T or may be. inspected under any other sub-phpters, except C,.
Uninspected Vessels.

. .

6.3e Definitions.. Certain words have specific definitions
in each sub - chapter,. Normally in the general provisions portion
of-any suli--dhapter you will find a list of special definitions
to be,used just within that.sub-chapter. The .following are used
similarly in all sub - chapters:

APPROVED means approved by the Coast Guard Commandant,
unless otherwise stated.

COASTWISE' means not more than 20 nautical miles offshore in
any ocean, the Gulfia Mexico, the Caiibbean Sea, or the Gulf of
Alaska.

COMMANDANT- means Commandant of the Coast Guard.

COAST GUARD DISTRICT COMMANDER means any c inh der assigned
as the commander'of one of the .geographical Coast Guard Districts.

HEADQUARTERS-meansCpast Guard Headquarters-.

LENGTH in 811,behapter T means the length measured from end
to end over the deck, excluding sheer of that deck.

MARINE INSPECTOR is any officer assigned by the officer in
charge of-marine inspections.

OCEAN is any route more than 20 nautical miles Offshore of
any ocean, Gulf OfMexico7;,'the Caribbean Sea, or the GUlf of
Alaska:

OFFICER IN CHARGE OF MARINE INSPECTION (OCMI), is the
officer assigned: to conduct the duties of marine inspection for
that particularjnspection zone.

PASSENGER is any person other than the master or members of
the crOc.,

PASSENGERS.FOR HIRE means the carriage of any person or
persons by a vessel for valuable consideration.

.

POWERHOUSE CONTROL means the operator of the vessel may
start and stop the engines and control the direction of the
vessel and speed of-the propeller from the princ114 station
from which the veSsel is steered.

SAILING_VESSEL means a vessel with no mechanical means of
propulsion.. . °
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AUXILIARY SAILING VESSELS are capable of being propelled by-
, mechanical means or sail.

For other terms it is always best to check the definition
section of any particular sub-chapter to see if those terms have
specific meanings.

6.3f Equivalents. Where the regulations require a specific
piece or type of equipment the substitution of another piece of
equipment that is deemed to be an equivalent is allowed. How-
ever, such substitution must be specifically approved by the
Comnandant.

.6.3g Administrative Procedure. The regulations require
written application for inspection to be made to the proper
OCMI. However, in New Orleans this is normally done by calling
the dispatcher who will send an inspector or make arrangements,
to send inspectors at a certain.time and place. Upon that
inspector's arrival, the inspector will give an application to
the owner or his representative who then will fill it out and
fulfill this particular part of the requirement. This forM is
CG 3752, Application for,Inspection. If during the course of
inspection the marine inspector notices any deficiencies or
problems with the vessel he will point these out and discuss all
requirements with the owner or his representative. Reis then.
required to issue or pass to the owner a list of all such re-
quirements that have not been complied with. This is-normally
accomplished by the issuance of What is called an 835, Merchant .

. Marine Inspection Requirements. The 835 should contain a de-
tailed statement of the deficiency. It will normally state the
location of the regulation requiring repairs and will give a
time limit for the repairs of equipment to be made.

6.3h Special Consideration. The OCMI is allowed to devi-
ate from the regulations in'the areas of 4onstruction,,arrange--
ment, watertight, .integrity, lifesaving equipment, fire-protection'

Machinery insulation, electrical installation, and
all vessel control and miscellaneous systems and equipment, when
in his opinion special circumstances or,arrangements warrant-'
such departure from the regulations. As:already stated, he may
inctease and go beyond the stated regulations when he feels that
it is necessary for the safety of life and property.

6.3i Adoption of Standards and Specifications. Certain
portions of industrial standards or specifications may be incor-
porated in their entirety. The most common of these are certain
American Bureau of Shipping Rules and also the American Boat and
Yacht Council and the Yacht Safety Bureau Standards. This adds
these standards and specifications to the regulations that'were
specifically mentioned in another sub-chapter.

6.3j Sub-Chapter Q. At numerous points throughout the
regulations specifid equipment is mentioned. This is particularly'
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true in the area,of lifesaVing and fire-fighting gear where sub-
chapter Q specifications are listed. Sub-chapter Q of Title 46

'1,CFR deals specifically with certain detailed marine equipment
such as life preiervers, life rafts, etc., and 'Sets Coast Guard
specifications for this equipment.

All equipment manufactured under these specifications and
for Coes; Guard approval must be given specific approval by the

° f!, Commandant. Notification regarding approval is published in
the Federal Register and in the Coast Guard publication CG 190,
Equipment List.' Before buying equipment you should check the
Equipment List to be sure that the specific piece of equipment
is listed there, otherwise it may be rejected because it is not
the approved type.

6.3k Appeals. It must be remembered that the inspector is
no more than the eyes and ears of the OCMI who holds all the
authority for rejection or approval of a specific vessel and the
issuance or refusal to issue the Certificate ofInspection.
Whenever any person directly interested in any decision of the
OCMI feels aggravated or discriminated against, the decision or
action may be appealed--first to the District Coast Guard Com-
mander-and, if satisfaction is not received there, to the'
Commandant.

IntheseapPeal procedures, application for re-examination
of the case by the District Commander or by the Commandant must
be made within thirty days of the decision .or action appealed.
:Naturally, if satisfaction is..not obtained by or through the
Commandant, the next recourse is to go into Federal Courts.

6.4 Part 17&: Inspection and Certification

Fig. When a vessel is required to be inspected, she must have on
6.4 ..board at all times, as-evidence of the compliance with the

inspection requirements, a Certificate of Inspection:

eitea. When Required. An L vessel (one over 65 feet in
length).must be in compliance with that certificate at all
times. An -S vessel. (65 feet and'under) when carrying more than
6 passengers on board or if over 15 grOss:tons and having freight
on board,. must be in compliance with the certificate.' However,
an S. vessel in any other operation will be subject to the rules
and laws governing the type of operation id...which she is cur -
rently engaged, The Certificate of Insprection, Coast Guard!Form--
CG.3753, iSeVidence that the vessel is complying with these
regulations..'- -After inspection has been conductedand passed
this certificate is issued. Hover, due to the normal six-Week'
delay between the,completion of the inspection 94 the.issuance_
of the Certificate of Inspection, the inspector often issues a

Fig. Temporarytertificate of Inspection, CG 54,.which is not as
.6:5 detailed inits description:of-the vessel. A temporary certificate
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'is valid kor-a limited period of time but must be carried on
board and displayed'in the same manner as the regular certifi-

,

cate.

6.4b Description. The certificate of inspection will
describe the vessel, the route which she may travel, minimum
manning requiiements, the lifesaving equipment carried, minimum
fire-extinguishing equipment, the life preservers required to be
carried, maximum number of passengers, and the maximum number of
persons who may be carried including the owner'and operator, and

such conditions of operations as may be determined by the OCMI.

'6.4c Validity and Routes. A certificate of inspection
issued to an S vessel is valid for a period of three years. A
certificate issued'to an L vessel is valid for a period ofone-

year. A certificate may be revoked, suspended, or withdrawn by
the OCMI at any time for non-compliance with the regufations.

The area of operation for that vessewill be desCribed on
'.the certificate under such major headings as Ocean; Coastwise;
Great Lakes; Lakes, Bays, and Sounds; or Rivers, in order of the
degree of danger. The OCMI may further limit-the route allowed

to operate.

A certificate will normally carry only the higher classi-

fication of routes allowed. This includes all waters below

their certified route. For exampie, a vessel with a certificate
for Lakes, Bays, and Sounds is also allowed to run Rivers.

You will -find many vessels with certificates issued as
"Oceans,-Gulf of Mexico, not more than 100 miles off land"
operating from South Louisiana. This designation is necessary
because 'Ocean'.begins twenty miles yff land. But because the
Gulf is relatively calm, the OCMI has determined through experi-
"ence that the vessel designated is completely -safe for operation
in rhe Gulf of 'Mexico up to 100 miles'offshore. The OCMI limits
the vessel's operations to the Gulf of Mexico.

6.4d Passengers. The maximum number of passengers per- -

matted is determined by the OCMI having jhiisdiction over that
particular vessel. The regulations allow three criteria for

determining the number of passengers: the "length of rail"
criterion, permits one passenger for each 30 inches of rail space
available to passengers_at the vessel side and across the trans-
som; the "deck area" criterion allows:one passenger for.each 10

square feet of deck area available fon the passenger's general

use, excluding certain spaces; the "fixed seating" criterion
allows one passenger gor each 18 inches of width of fixed

seating provided.

The number of passengers may be further limited by the

stability or subdivision considerations and any other consider-
ation the OCMI may deem necessary. In New Orleans.it is general
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policy that crewboats operating offshore use only the fixed
seating criterion. However, for inside waters and relatively
uotected waters like lakes, bay -s7.,,and sounds, length of rail or
deck area'may be allowed. Offshore'toats must use.the fixed
seating criterion.

.6.4e Amendments and Special Permits. A certificate
Fig. changing or amending a vali&certificate of inspection may be
6:6 issued by the OCNI at any time. This Certificate of Inspection

Amendment; Form CG 858;;MAYbe issued to authorize equipment
changeS or. a:Change in the character of theveSsel or passengers.
or freight.allo'ed,.or other similar change as specified on the
certificate of inspection. .This Certificate of.Inspection
AiendMent forms a part ofthe,certifitate of inspection and
,should bekept posted under'glass along with the Certificate. of

e

of

special' certificates or permits should be mentioned
here. If a vessel's certificate has been removed or has expired
or is about to expire, the OCNI may issue.a_Permito Proceed.
This.is properly, called. to Proceed to Another Port for

'Repair, CG 948. The purpoSe of.this permit is to allow a one.-
way_trip from one destination to another port tballow:fOr...
certain things to be.Aone. This permit. will statenpanits face
the conditions under which it is" issued and whetherOr not -the
vessel is. permitted to 'Carry freight or passengers during this
trip. If the certificafeis currently valid, the Certificate of
Inspection will be forwarded to*the destination port where the'.
OCNI will return the-certificate to the vessel upon completion,

. .

of repairs.

6.4f Inspection for Certification. An inspection for
certification is a prerequitite for A Certificate-Of.Inspection
and will only be done upon written application. The initial
inspection for certification is done when the first certificate
of:inspection is issued; if the vessel has surrendered its
Certificate of Inspection it may be 'Placed under inspection
again. In the case of a vessel being newly con'Structed or
converted, the initial inspection will normally consist of's
series of inspections during construction or conversion at the
shipyard where tiiis is being done. Subsequent inspections to
.receive a new certificate will normally be as complete an
inspection as is necessary to ensure that the vessel's
structure, piping, main and auxiliary machinery, electrical
installation, and lifesaving,;fire-fighting, and other eqtiip- '

ment is in satisfactory condition and is fit for service. This
inspection does:not require that the vessel be-drydocked.

Re-inspection is the term used to designate an inspection
:done between inspections for certification. Generally speaking,.
'4e can think of them as being an inspection done at least every.,
.year. Thus for a vessel whose certificate is issued only every-'
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three year there are two re-inspections between the periods
lihen a certi icate is issued.; An L vessel whose new certifi-
cate is issue each year is not subject tore - inspections. A
re-inspectian ot checks the vessel to verify 'that she is

safe. If suspi ious or extenuating circumstances are found,

the.re-inspectio can be as complete as an inspection,for
certification, bu it is normally not that complete.

..6.4g Dry docking., Because the condition of a vessel'
Fig. hull cannot be determined when afloat, if the inspection f
6.7- certification or re-inspectimi-As done at such times, th

regulations- also require that a.vessel be inspected and,given a
dry docking or hauling-out periodically. Sub-chapter T boat
regulations require that a, vessel. operating in salt water be
dry-docked for inspection at least every 18 months. On the _

other extreme, a vessel operating_exClusiv4T in fresh water
must be dry-docked for inspection at least every 5 years.
Vessels that operate in salt water less than half: the time in a
12-month period may extend this dry docking period to 36
months.

Most vessel owners take the opportunity to call for ill,/

spection anytime they dry dock. Thus the next government
required dry docking will extend from the date of the last dry-:

.
docking.. Although you may have dry-docked 10 months ago,*if-
you put, in for repairs, you should call an inspeCtor and have
another'dry dock inspection-. Then the next required dry dock-
ing would extend from that day's date, rather than falling due
8-months from then. Regulations require you to dry dock-
periodically, an as you must do it now, it is best to get
credit for'the dry docking at the same time

BasiCally a-dry docking inspects all parts of the,vessel'
hull-that could not be examinedhen'the vessel is af/oat, such, _
,.:the underwater hull and all appendages, propeller, shaft,
sternPbearingS, rudder, thru-hull fillings, and sea valve
strainers. The:Inspector mar require drillings of the hull if
he feels that the hull may be sufficiently worn or deterior7
ated. Sea.chest or sea valve strainers may be requiredto be
Opened for-internal examination.

6.4n,. Repairs and Alterations. Anytime a vessel has major
repairs art::alterations the.00MI should be notified so aninspec-
tion maylie made. Plans or drawing's of:the alterations may be
required because theSe things may change the safety factor,
particularly the stability of the- vessel: Repairs in kind,
that is,,Hreplacing parts as they were before, do not require
plans, however,the inspector should be p;esent to verify that
the vessel was repaired tb.its previous condition.

6.4i Material Inspections. Vessels are inspected for
compliance with the standards of Sub-hapter T and additional
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"standards may be set beyond-this sub-chapter by the OCMI In
application of inspection standards,.consideration shall be .

given to the area of operation or:other operational restrictions
on the vessel- Published standar& of recognized classification
societies such as ABS and Lloyds and other recognized safety
associations such as the National Fire Protection Association
may be uSe&as a guide, as long as these standards do not
Conflict with regulations.

Generally speaking the inspection will include a complete
check of all portions of the hull available for inspection, all
engineering systems; electrical systems; lifesaving equipment,.
fire extinguishing equipment, and all pressure vessels,, steering
apparatus, miscellaneous control systems, and. equipment, and a
sanitary inspection. Nothing in the regulations liMits the
marine inspector from making such test inspections as he deems
.necessary. The provisions, of SOLAS 60 (Safety of Life at Sea
Convention) will be-covered in Sec. 6.22c..

6.5 Part 177: Construction and Arrangement

The owner of a vessel is required to submit plans and
other information prior, to the initial inspection of a 'new
vessel to the OCMI for the zone where the. vessel is being.
built. The OCMI may accept specifications, sketches, photo-.
graphs, line-drawings, and written descriptions,in lieu of
plans normally required. He can alSo accept a designtand con-.
struction of a vessel that is of a type personally'knOwnto him
to be approved 'or to have a proven record of safe operation in
similar serVice upon similar waters. Plan approyal (for vessels
under 'Sub- chapter T) is issued by the OCMI. H44ever, if it iSA.
aivessel of less than 65,feet in length carrying more than.150
-passengers, and all vessels over 65 feet, the builder or owner
must submit plans for the approval of the Commandant, and two
copies of each of the folioWing: lines and offset, curves of
form, capacity of tanks--including'size and location in the
vessel (in addition'to the. normal plan approval conducted by
the OCMI). Additional calculation and data shall be submitted
as necessary to determine the stability of the vessel. Plans
need not be submitted for a sister vessel proVided the owner of
the plans. authorized their use in the new construction.

6.5a Hull Structure. In general, compliance with the
standards established by recognized classification societies
will be considered satisfactory evidence of the structural
adequacy of a vessel. For this purpose, Lloyd's Rule for the
Construction and Classification of Composite and Steel Yachts
is acceptable. The relatively new ABS Rules for vessels under
61. meters (200 feet) in length have some weight; although their
newness makes them less valid than Lloyd's Rule.

Any vessel that is proven to have satisfactory scantlings
and has performed satisfactorily fora period of five years in
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a similar type.-OperatiOn for which a new vessel is designed. may

be given consideration and approval by the OCMI. Sub-chapter T
boats carrying more than 150 passengers must be constructed to
the fire standards of Subchapter H (Passenger Vessels). The
general construction of the vessel shall besuch:as to minimize
fire. hazards, as far as is reasonable and practical. ,Newer
vessels whose hulls, structural bulkheads, deck, or masthouse
made:of fibrous glass reinforced plastic, carrying 150 passen-
gers or fewer, must be, constructed with.fire-retardant resins.
Internal-combustion engines, exhauSts, boilers, galley-uptakes,
and similar sources of ignition. or heat 'nust.be kept clear of
and suitably insulated from any .woodwork' or other combustible
:matter.. Paint; lamp.,, oil lockers and such compartments. must be
constructed of metal ..or lined with metal.

. 6.5b Means of Escape. All spaces normally.accessibig for
passengers or.where the:orew may normally be quartered must be
provided with at leasttko means, of escape, one of whichmOst
be independent of watertight doOrs. There are minor_excepctions

to this rule.

6.5c Ventilation other than Machinery Spaces. All e
/

t-

closed spaces must be properly vented or ventilated -.. Where
such openings would en anger the vessel under'adverseweather
conditions, a means mu6t be provided td close these yenta:
Proper ventilation fo4crew and passenger quarters must b
suitable for the purpose of the space.

6.5d Crew and Passenger Accommodations. Vessels with
crew who live aboard must be of reasonable size and construc-
tion for the facilities and services of the vessel.

Where seating is-used to determine the maximum. number of
paSsengers, seats must be .spaced so as to ,provide fot.' easy
'escape incase oflire or,otherldanger,- Unless it can be shown
that estape_over the side can be made readily at.the_windows or
other openings, aisles 15 feet Or lesS in length must be at
least 24 inches Wide,

o
and' longer than 15 feet must be at'

least 30 inches wIde. DiStance from seat front to-seat front
not be less than 30`itches where the seats are. in rows.

:14here.a vessel is, operating on runs,lOnger than 30-minutes,
toilet and wash basins:must be provided- fOr. the useof the
passengers. On work boats;:presuming-only men are carried, 49
and fewer passengers-7one toilet, no.wasil basins; more. than 49
passengers--two toilets atd.one*ash basin must be made avail-_
able for the passengers 'Regulations do provide specifications
and limits for bunks for passenger:use, hoWever, very few boats
in the workboat industry.will have.sleeping facilities for the
paSsengers.

Main aisles leading-to the exit from all passenger spaces
must have at least 74 inches clear head room, and all aisles



must be kept clear of obstructions. Covered metal trash con-
tainers must be provided and the space so maintained as to
minimize flre.and:safety hazards and to preserve sanitary
conditions.

6.5e Rails and Guards. Rails or similar protection must
be provided along the edges of the weather_deck. Where limited
space makes deck rails impractical, hand grabs may be substi-
tuted, as, for example, around the deckhouse.- All rails,
except as .noted below,muSthe at least 36 inches high and. must
consist of evenly-spaced courses not more than 12 inches apart.

If the vessel's normal operation requires the discharge of
personnel in a seaway, these rails.may be wholly or partially..
,omitted or reduced in height to not'lessthan'30 inches, in
which case center rails or other suitable hand holds may be
substituted.. For vesSels.subject-to the 1966 International
Convention for Load Lines, the minimum height of these rails is

1/2 inches with the opening below-the loWest couise'not more
than 9 inches and at least 15 inches apart above that. However,
the.00M1 can allow-an exemption or exception to this rule fit
would interfere with the operation of the vesseL Storm rails
or hand grabs must be installed in all passageways, decksides,
and similar places where passengers or crew might normally have
accessSuitable covers, guards, or rails must be installed in
the way'af all exposed _and hazardous placei.and.around gears,
and machinery. .

6.6 Part 178: Watertight Integrity and Subdivision

To discuss watertight integrity and subdivision, we must
first define of establish certain hull types and other minor
definitions. The regulations-in several instances mention the
bulkhead deck, the uppermost deck to which all transverse
watertight bulkheads extend vertically. Something is considered
watertight within this part when it is so constructed as to
-effeatively res4ptgthe passage of water, except a slight seepage,
when sUbjected tO,,&,oSe test vith-water pressure at 30 pounds
per square inch through a ], inch. hose. A deck *or bulkhead is
weathertight when it is so constructed 'as to effectively resist
the passage, of. water to any appreciable degree under o nuous
exposure to driving rain or high spray. The vast majority
vessels used in oil and mineral and towing industries are wha
is known as flush deck vessels. A vessel has a-flush deck, or

considered flush deck, when there is a continuous weather
deck located at the uppermost sheer line of the hull. In Wier
words, the deck extends from the stem all the way to the'
transom and it is.unbroken by .any depression that could collect
water. Many of the vessels in the scope of this book's coverage
are flush deck, so our discussion-of watertight integrity and
stibdivn will be limited to those rules applying to flush
deck vesseli, You should, however, be aware of the other types.
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A vessel has a cockpit when there is an osed recess in. .

the weather deck of the vessel extending not more than one-half
the length of. the vessel. A cockpit that is morethan one-half
the length of the vessel is considered to be a well deck. A
recess is considered to be exposed unless it'is completely
enclosed by superstructure that is seaworthy for the vessel's
operating area. A vegsel has a well deck when there is a
weather deck fitted with solid bulwark around it that would
stop the drainage of solidwater over the side. Many supply
boats and-tugs are well decked. If the freeboard to this deck
measured to the load waterline ip less than 10 inches, the
vessel will be considered -an open boat for the purposes of
subdivision, stability, and drainage requirements. The best
example of. this:type vessel is a Coast Guard 30 foot or 40 foot
utility boat. An open boat is a vessel not protected from the.
entry of water into the hull. such as a typical skiff. A vessel
is on exposed waters when it is more than 20 miles from the
mouth Of the harbor of safe refuge, This is not to be confused
with coastwise, which is-within 20 miles of land. Exposed
waters also include any waters-where the OCMI determines that.
local sea-conditions or weather are such as to create a special
hazard.

Partially protected waters lie within 20 miles of the
mouth of a harbor of safe refuge. Protected waters, in general,
are waters of rivers, harbors, and sheltered lakes. There are
no requirements for vessels less than 40 feet in length to have
any bulkheads, if they carry fewer than 49 passengers. Vessels
between 40 feet and 65 feet carrying fewer than 49 passengers
must have a collision bulkhead if operating on oceans or coast-
wise.. Vessels less than 65 feet in length carrying less than
49 passengers anywhere other than oceans and coastwise, are not
required to have any bulkheads. S vessels (under 65 feet in
length) carrying more than 49 passengers but not more than 150
passengers must have a collision bulkhead'and may have suffi-
cient air tankage or buoyancy to maintain a fully loaded vessel
afloat with positive stability in a flooded condition. Instead

. of the air tankage or internal buoyancy, these vessels may be
fitted with the one compartment subdivision required-by vessels
carrying more. than 150 passengers or L vessels that require a
collision bulkhead and one compartment subdivision, meaning that
the fully loaded vessel will remain afloat with positive stability'
with any one main compartment completely flooded.

When a collision bulkhead is required it must be not less
than 5 percent more than 15 percent of the waterline length aft
of the stem. The collision bulkhead must be of substantial

. construction so'that it will remain watertight with a head of
water to the top of the bulkhead, which must extend to the
weather deck. The collision bulkhead must never be fitted with
a watertight door. An exception tO this is the vessel not
requiring one compartment subdivision--there may be an opening
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not more than 12 inches between the top of the bulkhead and the

underside of the weather'deck if the remaining bulkhead is at
least 36 inches deep. The location of watertight bulkheads is

a matter of design. However, as an operator-you should be,
aware of certain characteristics that must be maintained in a

watertight bulkhead. The number of penetrations must be kept
to a minimum, and they must be.'kept as high and as far inboard

as is practical. This isia design characteristic; however, the

regulation currently requires that satisfactory means must be

provided for making such penetrations watertight. Therefore,

electrical cables and such that pass through these bulkheads
must be fitted with - packing glands properly maintained to keep
them watertight. Additionally, sluice valves, which drain an
area simply by opening, are not permitted in watertight bulk-

heads.

6.6a Hatches and Coamings. The weather deck on flush-.
-deckVesselsmust beliatertight and have no obstruction to'
overboard drainage except that'the weather deck may have solid
bulwarks in the forWard one-third of the vessel, provided such
bulwarka,do.ndt form an enclosed space on all sides, ancFpro-:
vided that the foredeck has sufficient sheer to ensure drainage
aft. All hatches'exposed to the weather must be of. watertight!'

construction. Hatches in watertight trunks that are 12 inches
or more above. the weather deck and hatches in cabin taps may

weathertight. As another exception, vessels operating
protected waters (meaning lakes, bays,'and'sounds,;,and:rivers)
may have hatches weathertight. Covers for all hatche*on
weather decks, trunks, or cabin trunks must be fitted with
securing devices such as hinges and hasp-type arrangements; or

such other devices to prevent their coming adrift. 'These-
securing devices for. spaces leading-to living quarters' or
passenger accommodations must be of such a type that den,be

opened from either side, such as Wedge-and-dog. Openings in
deckhouses or companionways that give access into the hull -must
have permanent watertight coamings'at least 6 inches high.if
operating-on exposed or. partially protected waters or:at least.
3 inches high on protected waters: This requirement is why you
must always step upewhen going through a watertight door into
the hurl of the vessel or into the superstructure from the

weather,4eck.-

6.6h Hull Penetrations and Shell Connections. The number

of openings in a vessel's side from the weather deck must be
kept toa minimum. Port lights that open, are allowed in a,
vessel's side under certain very special specified. Conditions.

All inlets.and.discharge through the vessel's hull, that are

belOw-the,vessel's loaded, waterline or within 6 inches of:the
vessel's waterline must be-gitted with the shutoff -valve on the

interior OT.such'huil penetration. This shutoff valve must be.
eastiy4ccessible for closing to prevent flooding-in the. event'

of- piping failure. Engine exhausts that are led through.the
,hull are not required to have such means of closure.' Cast iron
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hull ectionS or valves are not permitted. Cocks using
cotte s lacking a satisfactory or positive means of prevent -
ing th -plug from becoming loose or removing the plug from the
body when it is-being operated are prohibited and may not be
used. These shutoff valves must be located as close aspossible
to the hUll in the way of intake or discharge piping and must
be readily accessible: If not.readily accessible, a positive
means'of closing these. ,Valves fram the weather deck will be
'required, and such remote closing features must be labeled for
identity-together with the direction of closing.

6.7 'Part 179: Stability

Parth179,:-Stability, applies to all L vessels (over 65
feet),.all.S veSsels (under 65 feet) carrying more than 49
passengers, and other vesselS whose stability is questioned by
the OCMI; or where increased passengers beyond the normal'
criterion are.allowed. .

,

The above classes of vessels require a stability test
requested by the owner, builder, or repreAentative under the

\Fig. supervision of the Coast Guard. No Certificate of Inspection
'6.8 will be issued until. satisfactory results are obtained fromthe

stability tests. .The OCMI may permit the-waiver of.astability .

test where.a sister vessel has previously been ascertained to .

be in compliance with these reciuirements, 'provided, of- course,
. that the vessel currently being constructed will operate in no

more severe service or at no deeper draft than that for which_____
the sister vessel was originally tested.

. .

The Commandant may dispense with the stability test where
it can be proved to his satisfaction that the vessel's.stability
can be determined without's-test. The procedure fdr-the.conduct-
ing of a'Stability'test is beyond the scope of this book, and:
furthermore.,-Y.Ou as an operator will seldom if ever have occasion.
to witness or be a-part of a stability test.

r a stability test has been conducted and the stability
letter issued, the vessel must not be altered or converted in
any manner that would adversely affect 'the stabilityz.-"The OCMI
must be notified in writing prior to the removal or relOcating
of any ballast or making any-alteration that will increase the
lateral surface area of the vessel, its draft, or changes in
its vertical distribution of passenger spaces or weights on
board. Every vessel subject to this part of,the regulations
must be issued a stability letter, which must be posted in the
pilot h6use or kept on board the vessel in the custody of the
operator when posting is impossible. The stability letter will
indicate the conditions.of operation under WhiCh the vessel
will have satisfactory stability. Operating outside these
conditions will bring the stability of the vessel below.

acceptable limits.
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6.8 Part 180: Lifesaving Equipment

All lifesaving equipment aboard vessels subject to Sub-
chapter T must be of an approved type. Notification of . approval
of certain equipment can be found in Coast Guard Publication
CG 190, Equipment -List. The specifications for lifesaving
equipment to obtain this approval is found in Se-chapter Q,
which deals with-ipecifications. Certain eqiiipment thatis not
required, but that is carried on the vesgel, ma'Y be allowed on
the vessel if the Commandant, after suitable investigation,
determines that it improves the safety of those-On board.
Special water-safety buoyant devices like work vests:, in-order

-to be, approved, must be constructed in accordance-witILSub-
chapter Q. Such equipment may be carried as excesslegnipment
but mUst_not,be computed in determining fulfillment of the
requirements of the regulations. 5.

By primary lifesaving equipment on Sub-chapter T boats, we
are talking about life floats, buoyant. apparaius,.lifeboats,
rescue boats, and fife rafts. Primary lifesayIng equipment
does not include personal flotation devices such as life preser-
vers and ring buoys. Sub-chapter T basically requires life
floats or buoyant apparatus. The basic distinction between,
these- two pieces of equipment is that the life float has a net
inside that supports the people using it, whereas the buoyant
apparatus must be hung onto, around the sides. -Additionally,

life floats must be equipped with two paddles..

6.8a Primary Lifesaving Equipment. Requirements. Vessels'
Fig. in ocean and coastwise service must have sufficient life floats
6.9 for all persons on board. Ifin coastwise service, buoyant
a-e apparatus may be used in lieu of life floats. If the vessel's

route is restricted to within 20 miles froth a harbor of safe
refuge, this requirement is reduced to sufficient equipment for
50 percent of all persons on board. Vessels operating not more
than one mile from land may be: operated with reduced equipMent
as specified by the OCMI. All life floats and buoyant apparatus
must be white or international orange.

Vessels in river service musthave sufficient life floats
for at least 10 percent of all the:persons on board; however,
if operating not more than one mile from land,, they are not
required to have any.

Lifeboats or approved rigid life crafts maybe substituted
for life floats and buoyant apparatus but must be equipped and
stowed as required'by the °GMT.. Suitable dingys, dories,
skiffs, etc., may be substituted under.the conditions set by
the OCMI. Approved inflatable life rafts may be substituted-
for-any portion of the primary lifesaving equipment.

6.8b Rescue Boat. When the OCMI deems that the vessel's
design and operating characteristics are such that the vessel
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will provide .a satisfactory rescue plafform, no rescite.--13oat

will be required/ If the vessel ifge.4:will not acaOmmodate

itself to rescue work, and it is .more .t.han.65 feet in length,
it shall be provided with a suitable rescue'boat as determined
by the OCMI.

6.8c Equipment for Primary Lifesaving Equipment.. All
buoyant apparatus must be equipped with a lifeline that is
secured aroUndthe sides in bights of not more than 3 foot
intervals and made of either floating-material or with a seine
float in each bight. This lifeline must have the size and -'

strength of-not less than 3/8 inch diameter manila line An
approved water light mustcbe attachedby-a lanyard of 3/8.inch
manila line, or its equivalent, at least 18-feet 10ength.
EaCh unit must haire*a.painter of 2 inch citanpference 'line at
least 24 feet long. Life floats, in addition,to the equipment
requ,ired of buoyant apparatus, must have'two paddles.each
lashed alonetheir sides.

6.8d Stowage. All primary lifesaving equipment must be-
stowed-in such a manner as 'to'be easily-launched. Any equipment
exceeding 400 pounds must be stowed so that it will not reciuire
lifting for launching.such.as 'on inclined skids. TrimarY
lifesaving equipment must not be secured to-the vessel except
by lashing that may,be' easily slipped or by an approved hydiaulic

/lease. .

, 6.8e ,Markings. All primary lifisaving equipment must be
Marked with the vessel's name and the number of persons allowed
on each life float or buoyant apparatus in letters and numbers

at least 1 1/2 inches high. Lifeboats and life rafts must be
'similarly marked with letters at least 2 inches high. Inflat-

able life rafts must be marked by the manufacturer, and no other
marking' is required.

6.8f Life Preservers. All life preservers must be of an

approved type. Kapok and fibrous glass life preservers must

have plastic covered pad inserts. Cork and balsa wood life
preservers are acceptable provided they were manufactured prior

-to July 1, 1965, and have been on the boat since that time.

You must havea life preserver for all persons carried.
In addition, unless the vessel carries adults only, life pre-
servers for children must.be provided equal to at least 10

percent of:the total persons carried. Vessels on an inter-
national voyage must carry 5 percent more life preservers than

the numbeeof pe s carrie , if they have more than twelve

passengers. fe preservers st be distributed throughout the

upper part of the vessel in pl ces convenient to- persons on

board and must be placed in containers so that they will float

free if practical. Life preservers. for childrenmust be stored

separately. All life preservers must be marked'with the vessel!s
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name. If :they are stored in a.place that is note. ~readily visible
to:'.passingers, the container in which they are stored must be
marked with the .words "Life Preservers" k letters at least 1
inch high.

6.8g. Ring Buoys. All vessels under 65 feet musthave at
least one ring buoy of at least 24 inches diameter. All vessels
65 feet or over must be fitted with at least three ring buoys -
-of 24 inches. A vessel that is allowed to operate At night
must have at least one of the ring life buoys with an approved
water light attached. In addition, one ring life-buoy must
have, a line at least-60,feet in length attached tai.t. ,The
ring life buoy with thewaeer...-light must be located-ox stored
at the location nearest the pilothOuse. Vessels'engai4d in-
offshore petroleum oper`iiions are not permitted to carry water
lights that utilize, an'open flame: Ring buoys used On a vessel
on an international voyage must be orange in color.

6.8h .Pyrotechnic`Distress. Signals. All distress signals:
must be of an approved type, and their-service is limited,to -a-
period of three years from the date of manufacture, which, will
$e found stamped on, the distress signal. Every vessel must
haVe at least six hand-held red flare Ddistress signals and Six
hand-held orange smoke distress signalS; or twelve combination
flare and smoke distress signals., '.TA'kde..distress signals must
be stored,in a portable watertight container.

6.9 Part 181: Fire Protection Equipment

Generally speaking, all equiPment for-firefighting _must be.
of an approved type. Equipment that is installeetiut that
not required by these regulations must-likewise be'of an 'approved

type unless the Commandant, after investigation and tests,
determines that such equipment, although not approved, materially
-improves the safety of!ithe vessel.

6.9a Power Fire Pumps. All vessels over 65 feet -kal
length and all vessels'Under 65 feet used as a ferrr,Ort'carrying"
more than 49 ssengers must be equipped with a power-driven
fire pump.

The S vessel fire Pump must b -priming and of such a
size as to discharge an effective s., -m from a hose connected
to the highest outlet.

The fire pump required on a vessel over. 65 feet must have
50 gallons per minute capacity, with a pressure of not less
than 60 pounds per squire inch at the pump outlet. The pump
outlet must be fittea!Wh a pressure gage.

The pump may be driven off of one of the main propulsion
engines in a twin engine installation. On a single engine
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vessel, the pump must be'driven off .a source of power inde-

pendent ofthe propulsion engine. This fire pump may also be
connected-to the bilge system so that it can serve as a fire

pump or a:'.biige.pump.

6.9b Hand Fire Pump. All vessels mustphave a hand-
operated portable fire pump having .a capacity of at least 5

gallons per minute. This pump must be equipped with suction
and discharge hoses suitable for use in fire-fighting and may
also serve as a bilge pup.

6.9c Fire-Main System, All piping; valves, and fittings
-La the fire-maia system must be in accordance- with good marine
practice and suitable for the purposes intended. There must
be a sufficiennumber of hydrants so that any part of the
vessel may be. reached with an effective stream of water from
a. single length of hose.' Vessels over 65 feet must have.a'
Minimum of two fire hydrants. One length of fire hose must be
provided and located at each-fire hydrant required. All
fittings on the fire hose must be'brass, copper, or other

".. corrosion-resistant material,

6.9d Fire Hose. VeSselsunder 65 feet in length may use
commercial fire hOse or good grade commercial garden-hose of
not less .than 5/8 inch:Inside'diameter. ThiS4arden hose

6.10 shall be at least 25 feet long and not more than 50 feet in
length.' Where 1 '1/2inCh fire hose is used It must be good
grade and prOViSion must be made for storage wIthout'kinking._
This firehoSeMuSt be fitted. with a, good grade. bronze or
equivalent metal nozzle having at least a 1/2 inch solid
stream orafice or 'an: approved combination nozzle. Vessels

, over 65' feet must Use 1 1/2.-inch firehose of 50 foot lengths.

6:9e Fixed Fire Extinguishing_Systems. Fixed ca
.dioxide fire extinguisher s stems:mutt be installed on Ll

vessels using gasoline or o er fuel having a flash point of
110°F or lower. Fixed fire extinguisher systems must also be.
installed in spaces,iuch as paint, and oil rooms and similar

.;

lhazardous places on all vessels so equipped, and in. cargo
spaces that are inaccessible during. A voyage and where com-
bustible cargo is stowed. In the engine room this system is
used to protect all spaces Containing gasoline, machinery, and
fuel tanks.

This fixed carbon dioxide system must be approved and
installed to the satisfaction of the OCMI. If the space to be
protected is of such asize that one portable or semi-portable
extinguisher could-completely flood the space with carbon
dioxide gas, such extinguishers may be used if they are.j.n-
stallea in a fixed position outside the space, if the appli-
cator.is in a fixed position so as to protect the spacewand
if the controls for the unit are outside the location fO be _

protected. ;
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6.9f Ferries and other Vessels Carrying Vehicles..
.Ferries and other yes'sels carrying vehicles are required to
have a manual sprinklingsystem-in the vehicular spau. These
requirements are contain in the applicable regulations in
Part 36 of Sub-chapter , Passenger Vessels.

- 6.9g Portable Fire Extinguishers. The number, type, and
location ofq3ortable fire extinguishers required on each
vessel is determined by the OCMI. All-portable fire extin-
guishers must be of an approved type. In determining the
portable fire extinguisher requirements, the OCMI is guided by
Table 181.30-1(a); however, regulations allow him complete
discretion in deterMining the exact extinguishers required.

The Coas d classifies portable extinguishers by a
'letter and a umera . The letter tells the class of fire:
Class A fire is .a fi e in such things as wood, paper, or
similar material; a c ass B fire is a fire in petroleum or
combustible'liquid; a Class C fire is' a fire in electrical
equipment. .The number tells the size. .Where a B-1 extinguisher
is required, ,this could be a 1 1/4 gallon foam, or. lt 4 pound
CO2;-or a 2-Pound dry chemical extinguisher. Where a B-2 is

!required, this could be a 1/2 gallon. foam; or a 15 pound
CO2; or, a 10 pound dry. chemical. -Some extinguishers are not
suitable for use on electrical (Class 0 fires.

6.9h Fire Axe. All vessels over 65 feet4n length must
be equipped with one. fire -axe located in or near' the pilothouse.

6.10 Part 182: Machinery Installation.
1,
, . .

.

9 Sub=chapter T contains requirements feor the machinery
ins-tallation on T boats, in'a separate part unlike Cther sub-
cheirters. However, if the vessel under 100 gross tons is
powered by steam or_electrical systems'far its main'Propul-

jorsion'units, you must then.go to Sub-chapter F ( ine Engi-
neering) for steam installations, and Sub-cha r J (Electiiail
Engineering)-for electrical installations. Also, any propelling
machinery.of an unuSuaLtype for "all passenger vessels is
given special consideration and i subject to requirements as
determined by the OCMI. :These usual types of propulsion
include, but 'are not limited to, gas turbine, outboard, air

.

screws, and; hydraulic jet engines.

6.10a Main Propulsion. Main propulsion machinery must
beof a suitable type and design for the proposed propulsion
requirements"&-the hull in which it is installed and must be
capable of operating at Constant marine load under such
requirements without exceeding its design limitationS.

r

6.10b Auxiliary Machinery. Only auxiliary machinery of
the-internal cambustion piston type is covered by Part 182.

.
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Steam or gas turbide'auxiliary chinery is covered by Sub-
chapter F and requirements set y the OCMI. Auxiliary boilers'
and heating boilers likewise are covered by Sub-chapter .F,
except that heating boilers must be tested or examined only
every three years. Al]. unfired pressure vessels (such as air
tanks) must be Coast Guatd approved'and installed to the satis-
faction of the OCMI. The requirements for design, construction,
and testing of such approved unfired pressure vessels are
likewise found in Sub-chapter F.

6.10c Gasoline Machinery. There is a'misconception among
many people that gasoline-powered, boats are not allowed in the
:offshore extractive and towing-industries. -This is not true 411;:

for Sub-chapter Tboats; Part 182'sets down very rigid require-,
ments for their use.'

6.10d Machinery Using Diesel Ybel. This sub-part of the
regulations deals with main propulsion and internal combustion,
piston type auxiliary machinery that uses diesel fuel or other
fuel having a flash point of over 110°F.

All spark-producing devices such as generators and starting
motors must be as high above the bilgesas practical.- Gageq to .

'4. indicate engine cooling water discharge tempeiatute%;and lubri-
cating oil prAssure-must lieprovided fbi.all prnitlsion engines.
TheSe%$ages Must be located at the statio 'from which the
NesSel'is- priMarily'steered.

),4t:

6.10e Eng±me Cooling. Air-cooled propulsion end auxiliary
engines may be intalled, but as they'are extremely rare they /
will not bedbvered here. Auxiliary engines with self-contairied

fuel systglis may air cooled when they are installed on open

decks.

Water is far and away, the most common engine coolant. The
regulations require a water cooled 'engine to have the trigine:-
head, block, and-exbaust manifold water-jacketed and the_Cooling
water pump ta4be opeeated anytime the main engine is operated.
This is normally accomplished by driving the cooling water pump
directly off the engine. Air cooled radiators are not allowed
on the main-propulsion engine cooling system. A closed fresh
water system uti4zing keel coolers or heat exchangers is the
Most canton method oficooling. Where a heat exchanger is used,
a suitable hulIstrainer must be installed in the circulating '

water intake line.-

6.10f Exhaust Cooling. Engine exhaust pipes are normally
water cooled by, injecting water into the exhaust immediately
aft of the exhaust manifold. This water may be obtained from
the engine-cooling water system or a separate engine-driven

pump. Any section of the .exhaust piping between the point of
cooling water injection and the engine manifold must be either
water-jacketed or effectively insulated. The exhaust pipes on



air-cooled engines do not have to be water 'cooled but must be
suitably insulated'. Suitable insulation is also required on
dry pipe'verticalexhaust. Horizontal dry exhaust pipes are
permitted only if,they do not pass through living or berthing
quarters, terminate above the deepest load waterline, are
suitably protected to preVent the entry of cold water from
rough or boarding seas, and are constructed of corrosion-
resistant material at the hull penetration. A warning device
must be installed if exhaust.cooling is separate from the
engine cooling system.

6.10g Exhaust Pipe Installation. Exhaust piping must be
gastight throughout and properly:supported by non-combustp/e
hangers or hlOcks. Exhaust piping must be led to the Atmos-

.\ phere with a number of bends or elboWS andso arranged as to
J not allow backflow of water to reach the engine exhaust ports

under normal conditions. A section of flexible metallic hose
may be used. Non- metallic hose specially adapted to resist the
action of oil, acid, and heat may be used provided its wall
thickness is sufficient to prevbnt collaps#g or panting.
Exhaust piping'passing through watertight bulkheads must make
provision for the integrity, of the bnlkhead.by the use of a
non-combustible packing'used in a bulkhead penetration gland.
Water-cooled exhaust-pipes may be welded to steel bulkheads if
airangeMents forrelieving of stress;are,provided. Non-water-
tight bulkheads must have a suitable'packing gland or a minimum
clearance of 2 inches.,

:t

Vertical'exhaust systemslmast be provided with'perk.
-arrestors thatmUst'be supported by suitable steel hangers and
.lagged with fire-resistant material.. A minimum clearance.of 9
'inches smust..;1:)e maintained between.thisarrestor and' any woodWOrk.

. ProtelP04170.4ngs.or guarlds:must surround exhaust pipes where
theteis*dallger,of perSOniaI,injury: The exhaust pipe must be

Exhaust installations with
pressures Weic8eSeeWl5:ppunds,per;equare inch or running
thraisih:liVing'-br:wo0027e.sRaWmnsteet the requirements-of
Siab74Chap.terfF,':'

6:10h- Fuel Tanks.. Fuel tanks built into. the hullare
allowed'On'steel, aluminum, and fibrous glass vessels, if.built.
and installed to the satisfaction of the 0011 who May use the

. standards of, a recognized classification society to determine
the structural strength of'these tanks. A neJ.intzal fuel
tank must` ;_be subjected to a hydrostatic test of 5 ands per
square inch, or the 'Maximum head (pressure) thatmay be applied
to that.fank, whichever is the greater. Fuel tanks that are.
built independent of the hull must be built of materials and
construction as contained innub-chaptep T.

Consideration will be given to other materials than those .
given that provide equivalent safety, if they meet the testing,
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requirements of the Yacht SafetY Bureau. Fuel tanks are not
,allowed to have flanged4pop edges' that may trap and hold mois-

ture. Allopenings-for fill pipes, ventpipes, and fluid .level
gages must be'on the top surface of the tank: Tanks must have

-no openings in the 'bottom sides or ends except the fuel supply

piping and an opening fitted, with a threaded plug or cap that

..may be on the bottom of the tank for cleaning purposes. All-

tank joints must be welded; rkieted.fuel tanks 'are not allowed.
Nozzles, flanges, or 'other fittings for pipe connections must
be welded or braised-taehe tanks. Tank openings for pipe
connections .must be properlyieinforced where necessary for, the

strength of .the tank. Liquid level indicating gages must lie, of
hea-resistant material, adequately protected from mechanical:"
damage and provided with tank Connectionsthat_ifill :aUtamati-
Cally close in the event of rapture or, failure of the gage or

gage lines. All tanks exceedkng 30 inches in arty horizontal
connection must be fitted with vertical baffle plates. These

baffle plates must be of the same material, and nbt les§ than
the minimum thickness required in'the tank walls and must be ..

welded or braised. Limber holesin the bottom and air holes in
the top"of all baffles are required. Galvanized iron or steel

on the interior is not allowed. Galvanizing, painting; or'
other suitable coating must be used to protect the outside of
:these tanks. Fuel tanks must be located inside of or as
as practical ,to the engine provided they are installed'so.a.t.pa

'permit examination, testing, or removal. for Cleaning withoii?

disturbing the hull structure. They must be installed So they
are adequately supported and braced against movement and must

be insulated from contact between metal surfaces with a non-
abrasive-non-absorbant'material.. Wood 'is commonly ,used for

such bracing ancrsupport. Fuel tanks.musi.be electrically'
bonded to the common ground of the vessel. Cylindrical tank
should have the longitudinal seams as near the top of the'tank,

as possible. Prior to being installed in a vessel,-tanks*must
be tested to withstand the pressure of 5 pounds per square inch

or 1 1/2 times the maxium-head to:Whichit may be subjected in
service, whichever is greater. This is only true where the

tanks are vented to the atmosphere. A stand pipe of 11 1/2.
feet,attached to the tank filled with water will accomplish the
5 pounds per square inch test. ,W*er pressure that results in
permanent deformation§ of the tank but does.not result in

leakage is nat cause for rejection off the--:tank. After instal-
lation tanks must be tested once again taa'head equal to at
least that tawhich-it may be subjected in: service. The:-fuel

may be used-for this test rather than water.

6.10i Fill and Sounding ipes. Fill pipes must be not
less than 1 1/2 inches nominal pipe:size and so arranged.that
overflow of liquid or vapor,will discharge overboard, although
with today's pollution regulations there is some question as to'

the propriety of this regulation. The intent is that the
overflow will not escape into the vessel's hull but should be
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caught on deck. Sounding pipes to determine the level. of fuel
may be omitted where soundings, can be taken throUgh:theluel
pipe, or where marine fuel gages are installed. If sounding
pipes are used,-their openings must be at least as high as the
opening of the fill,i)ipezkid they.mUst be kept closed at all
times exceptduring,S66ndings. Fill 'and soundingpipes should
run as 'straight as possible, terminate on the weather deck,
and be Suitably marked for identification. Where a flexible

pi* section is necessary, tubing.or:hose having a high
resistance to petrOleue-:or salt water, oils, heat, and vi-

\bration maybe used; however, such hose must overlap the
etallic pipe ends at least'1.1/2.times the pipe diameter and

must be secured at each end with clamps of corrosion - resistant
fliaterial: Flexible sections must be accessible and as near
the upper end'Of the filling pipe as practical, and, if non-
conductive, electricity must be_ electrically bonded acro4
the flexible section for' protection against static spark-When
filling.

. 6.10j Diesel-Fuel Tank Vents. Each tank must have a

Fig., vent that will be connected to the tank at its highest point.
6.12. -The minimum net cross-sectional area'of the vent pipe must be

at least the cross sectional area of 5/8 inch outside-diameter
tubing if the fill pipe terminates at the top of the tank; not
(less than.-the cross-sectional area of 3/4 inch tubing if the.
'ill pipe extpds into the tank, and not less than the'cross-
sectional area of the fill piPe if provision is madeto fill
the tank under pressure. The discharge of the vent must -

terminate on the hull exterior as high above the watertine as
practical and away from any hull openings'or in goosenecks'as
high above the weather deck as practical. The discharge ends
of these vent pipes must be fitted with removable flame
screens or flame arrestors that must consis of a single
screen of corrosion-resistdnt wire of at le t 30,x 30.tesh
and be fixed so that it hasa net -open area at least equal to
the cross-sectional area of the vent pipe.

6.10k -Fuel Supply Line. Fuel supply lines must be of
,:copper, nickel-copper, or copper=nickel,°and have ::a minimum wall

materialS; that provide equivalent
xible hose is alloWed if it is fitted
s and has a high resistance to salt

petr ..nd vibration. Flexible hosei-if used,
easily seen and accessibl4eand it

"41:1st not :watertight bulkheade. Tubing connections
end 'i

.

''g- t,be'drawn or-forged metal of the flared type,
:except - a reless fittings of the non-bitetype may be used
whaYit '!0.-9reel, nickel-copper, or copper-nickel. Tubing

faring. Cocks are prohibited from use

e..ta
Apt those of the solid bottom' type with tapered

14gStid?unticins-nonnets. The.fuel line must be connected to the
uer!'tWc.,;at or near the bottom, be accessible, protected from

d."-711-441241:taI injury, and ,efficiently secured,against excessive

°
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movement and vibration.. Fuel-lines that pass through bulkheads
must be protected by close fitting ferrules or stuffing boxes.
Shutoff valves must be provided at the tank and at thengine.
The shutoff valve at the tank must be operable from outside the
tank compartment, preferably from the weather deck. A loop of

tubineor a short length of flexible hose must'be installed in
the fuel supply line at or near the engine to allow for vibra-
tion.' A fuel filter or strainer-Must bOrovided. Drip pans
and flame screens may be required underluel strainers if not
mounted on the engine. All accessories and the fuel line must

be independently supported. Water traps with valves for remov-
ing water or-Other impurities are permitted if they-are provided
with plugs or caps to prevent fuel leakage,

6.102 Ventilation of Diesel Machinery Spaces. Spaces

containing machinery' must be fitted vi.0 adequgte drip-proof
ventilators, trunks, louvers, or other-suitable devices to
grovide sufficient air for proper operation in.the main and
auxiliary engines. A minimum of two ducts must be provided.
One must extend to a point nTr the bottom' of the compartthent,
so installed that the ordinary collection ofwater in the bilge
will not trap the duct. Where forced ventilation is used, the
duct extending near the bottath must be the exhaust. Total

inlet and outlet area muStb.* at least one square inch for each
foot of beam of the vessel., These minimum areas are increased
where the ducts also supply air for engines. The ducts must be
of rigid permanent construction of fireproof material and be
reasonably gas tight fromend to end. They must-extend as
directly as possible and be prorierlY. fastened and supported.
Ducts in a natural ventilation system must be fitted,Fith cowls
or scoops and have a free area not less than twice tilt requied

duct area ;. Where the cowls or scobps are screened, the mouth
area must be increased to compensate for the area of the screen

wire. Daipers must'not be fitted in supply duets. Cowis or
O'coopS.must 'be kept open at all times except whe- the safety

'of the vessel is involved. Supply and exhaust openings must
not be located where the natural flow of air is restricted or
adjacent to possible source's 6167 vapor such as vents, fill

lines, and sounding pipes, no shall they be iodated where
exhaust from the engine could be taken into the-supply ducts--
remember carbon monoxide.

6.10m Ventilation of Compartments Containing Fuel Tanks.
Enclosed compartments or spaces containing fuel tanks and no
machinery must have a gooseneck vent-of not less than 2 1/2
i.n.4hes diameter.

6

.
r,..

... Vent openings must be-located free froth possible" sources

;.3f vapor ignitiOn. In small compartments this vent may be

..--.-.,reduced-to 14112 inches. Compartments with other ventilatibn.
- -

..-.-need.nat 'bairn such vents. .

.
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6.10n Bilge and Ballast Systems. All vessels must be
provided with a method to drain any watertight compartment
other than a small buoyancy compartment. Sluice valves are
not permitted in watertight bulkheads. Vesgels 26 feet long
and over must have individual bilge lines and individual
suctions for e4ch watertight compartment, except spaces for--
ward of the 'collision bulkhead if this ,space may be'pumped out
with the use of a hand portable bilge pump that is on board:

The bilge lire' on vessels under 65 feet long must-be at
.

leasrl inch nominal pipe size; vessels over 65 feet must he,
at least 1 112 inches. Bilge suctions must, be fitted with
strainers with.an,open area not, less than. three times the area
o4,,.4e bilge pipe.- The:bilge .suctior lines must le'ad to a-
ce)bral control poiut,or:m4nifole, EaCh-line must have estop

veat this point and in-Addition ..,stauld have a-check valve
gzksome accessible pointA,ii*he.-biageAlne. A stop .ch9k

s7,-iA1Ve.is allowed. .If.,,,Ae--144eline is fitted forwara4f the
bulkhea4ethe,bilgeline must be fitted with a

screw-do wLvalvelOcat0-an the forward side of the collision
bulkhead that_meyZ:hesiSerated from above the weather' deck; or

ugea.2-sere'w4own/valve without a reach rod on the aft.
7-2Zside:.at the44.7lision hulkhead, if it-'ig.readily accessible
'andeea 1 zernial opeiating conditions.

_5he followinealge pumps must :be provided:

Vessels over 65 feet:. .fixed power pumps with a
capacity of 50 gallons per minute each;

y,

Vessels under 65 feet carrying. more than 49 passengers
and'all small ferry 'vessels: one fixed power pump
of 25 gallons per minute capacity and one portable
hand pump of 5 gallons per minute capacity;

Vessels under 65,feet but over 26 feet: one fixed pump,
either haild'oradwer, with a capacity of 10 gallons
per minute...and one portable hand pump with a capacity
of 5 gallons per minute;

Vessels under 26 feet: only,a portable hand pump of 5
gallons per minute capacity.

The fixed power pump required may be dri*U:aff the main- I

engine. It must be permanently connected to th'e>ilge manifold
or central control, point,,itind it may also ;be: connected' to the
fire main. If of'suffici&t,capacity, the bilge pump may also
serve.as the fire pump. The,emps/must be self-priming. Where
two fixed power pumps are re;g4iree, each shall be driven from
different sources of power. 'there a fixed hand,bilge pump is
required it shall be permanently cannected ta the bilge main
and may also beon the fire main. The portable hand pump must

t
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have a suitable hose on the suction and discharge end. This

pump may also serve as a portable fire pump, if of sufficient

capacity.
_

6.10o Ballast Systems. Ballast systems must meet the

requirements of the OCMI. Ballast piping'isnot'allowed in
wooden vessels where the hull compartment is used for ballast.
If carriage of liquid ballast is necessary, independent tanks
must be provided.

6.10p Steering Apparatus. Vessels must have an acceptable
steering system. Vessels in ocean and coastwise service must
have an auxiliary steering system located above the weather
deck. A hand tiller is acceptable for this purpose. On twin
screw vessels the twin screws e.ie considered as the alternate
meansie steering and therefore another system, is not necessary.-
Vesse/Wthat are not fitted with and tiller as a
normal means of steering do not require an-alternate method.

.

6.10q Segregation of Spaces. Machinery.and file]. tank

spaces should be separated from acComodationand*passenger
spaces by watertight and vapor -tight bulkheads: Where segre-
gation can be obtained by means of watertight'and vaportight--
engine boxes, thes is acceptable.

6.10r '-Non- Metallic FilAng:MAterials.,:When.rigid, non-.
metallic, basically plastic material is permitted and used,
the following restiictionsapply:: penetration of watertighty.
decks and bulkheads byWgidpleStic is prohibited except
where such penetration'' io accomplished by an acceptable
metallic fitting and there'is a metallic shutoff valve in-
stalled in this metallic penetration.

This valve must be operable from above the bulkhead deck.
If two Valves'are.installed, one:on-either side of the bulkhead,
thevalves 'need not. be remotely operated, provided immediate
access to both is possible. Where both plastic and metallic .

pipes are.used in the bulkhead penetration, and the two
materialS exist entirely on opposite 'sides of the khead,:,

the required shutoff. valve must be on the metallic part of the.
system and may be loCallyoperated,'provided'you
it. Protection from mechanical damage shall. be special,.,),

considered. Through-hull fittings and CUtoff'yalves mu be
of metal, except in non-metallic hulls where materialS with
the same:strength-and degree. of.safety and heat.resitancy as
-afforded by the hull are acceptable: All such non - metallic

piping sYstemS must be approved by the OCMI. Non-metallic
piping must not be used in fuel systems except where specifi-
cally-permitted:in this part.. The piping in vital systems of
S vessels, ferry'vessels,.those carrying more than-49 passen-
gers, and vessels.tver '65 feet long, must comply with Sub:7
chapter F.
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Rigid non-metallic materials are acceptable-in bilge,
,-ballast, and machinery .(except fuel) connections to piping
systems on Al other vessels. Rigid non-metallic materials
are acceptable for use in non -vital piping syst6ms.

6..11 Part 183: Electrical Installation

Part 183 deals with electrical installation of vessels
under 100 gross tons; however, electrical equipment and circuits
that are a necessary part of any system vital to the-safe navi-_
gation of the vessel,,such as a vessel using electrical propul-
sion, or steering systems, will be given special consideration
by the OCMI, and the requirements of Sub-chapter J,(Electrical
Engineering) ,will normally be used.

-

. The regulations, contained under this part are for'the most
:part in accord with the established codes and recognized marine
-Standards anda3ractices, Certaindf,theSe are: Electrical
Engineering-Regulations CG 25q;-Sub-chapter J;'1'..flieRatommended
Practices for Electrical Installations on Shipiii45ard;'tb.TAPti,
tute of.Electrical andllectronics-Engineers, Inc.; Theliatibnal
ElectriCal Code by-the National Fire ProteCtidn Association;
and Standards issued-by the.tndercliteis Labdratory. The
electrical installations for'T'boata are divided into two
sections.: One deals with systeMs of less than 50 volts and the
Other large section with systems operating 50 volts-and more:

6.11a SYStems.under 50 Volts. All generators, motors,
and other*major power equipmentmudt have a nameplate that will
indicate the manufacturer, its rating in volts and amperes or
volts-and watts;-and, when intended for gronndi the ground -

ing-polarity mustbe indicated. Do not paint over n eplates,
to.

Generatorsand motors must be placed-in a dry', ac-ssiblei
44a ventilated location, and they must not be in low o pocketed-_= ::(

positions. 'They must be mounted as high as practical above the
bilges. All generatorS must be suitably protected from over-
current by-circuit breakers, fuses, or by an oVercurrent relay.

Vessels longer'than 65 feet, if both required power bilge
pumps are electrically driven, must have two generators. .0ne
of these generators must be driven by,Means other than either
of the main-propulsion engineS, if twin engines are-installed.

Switch boards. Switch boards must be placed in a'dry,
Fig. accessible, and adequately ventilated location, and if possible,
6:14 Outside the engine compartment. All uninsulated current-

carrying parts must be mounted on non-absorbant, non-combustible
high. dielectric (electricity insulating) materials. Dead-front
type switch boards must be used wherever they are accessible-to
the passengers. All ungroundedconductors of current supplying
lights, motors, or appliances mnst be equipped witha circuit

2 +
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breaker or,switch and fuses:at the point of attachment to the
pamersourCe. Swlichesi' if not moUnted.on.fheswitChboard,
must be.cif the. enclosed type. Iftbe.aforage battery is not in
the same Compartment:as the main switchboard,,it mustbelfUsed

to.the.battery.

Batteries. Batteries must be in well-ventilated areas in
order to dissipate the dangerous gases released. Batteries -
must not be located in the same compartment witka gasoline
engine or tank, but if It is impossible-to put them elsewhere,
they should be suitably protected so that sparks"-will_not-be
caused by something accidentally dropping across theterminals.
BatterieS must be located as high above- -'theyb' .ge'as, practical --

and secured against shifting. They must'have at least 10
inches headroom. Battery terminals must be of the soldered lUg
type. Temporary battery clamps are not permitted. Acid
batteries must be located in a tray of lead or other,suitable
material resistant to the-action of the electrolite. Alkaline
'batteries using metal containers must be' mounted on suitable
insulating support and.prevented from making,7,,Eontact with other

fig. metal that may result in a short circuit, flattery charger,
intended for connection to a commercial supply voltage, must
employ a transformer of the insulating type, and must include
an ammeter that isreadily visible. Where a. resistor is used
to drop the voltage for charging the battery,. it must be mounted
in a suitably ventilated,non-combustible enclosure.

Radio-telephone equipment. Each radio must be fed through
a separate circuit from the main distribution panel. --The

supply cable to the radio-phone installation must be of suffic-
ient size to carry the current under any condition of normal
operations. Circuit breakers must be the manually resettype
designed lor inverse time refainstantaneous short ciicuit
protection, 4iicV.they must be capable of.repeatedlyopening the
circuit on which it,is used withoutdamage to the circuit
breaker.

6.15

Accessories. All accessories such as switches,
sockets-must be standard National Electric Lode type
load to be catried. All ilghts, receptacles, and swi
-exposed ,to the weather must be watertight and, onves
operating in salt water, they must also, be corrosion

, .
.
Cable size. The size of cable to be used for any particular

circuits is primarily edesign characteristic but is based upon
the ampe?age that- will be-cOducted by that orable. However, no
conductotsmallgr than NO.214 American Wire Gage must be used
except -fOr:,Shortftxture leads or intercommunication wiring.
Other tafiresicare..provided for the designer,, that take into

account trie le4gth of caba-that is going to be run, the type
of insulation needed on ttwoable, and other tables stating the
type of that'may'be used

y G, ,
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Fig.

6.16
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*

'

Wirtng installation ----All wiring must run as high as

prags444f:Oove-the bilges-and, Where subject to damage; it
muet-11Pfatected in accordance with'the National Electric
Code, in metal raceways, conduit, or metallic tubing-.-!Joints
and splices must be mechanically secure and made only2'irir5bnc-
tion boxes.- Splices in lighting or power wiring mierbe made .

with either an insulated pressure wire connector (listed by the
Underwriters Laboratory), or thoroughly soldered, then .taped
first With rubber and next with friction tape, or the soldered
joint must be_otherise=profected so as to give an insulation
equivalent.to"that-onithe conductor.- Where the ends of stranded
conductors are to lie"--clamped_ori..tlie" terminal screws, they must

-be formed And'salaered unless_fid with pressure terminal'
conductors listed by Underwriters Laboratory: Conductors must
be protected from all over-current by suitable circuit breakers,
fuses, or other protective devices. Conductors supplying
motors ormotor-operated appliances must be protected by a
separate over-current device, that is set .t. motor current.

:.This device must be rated or set at not more than 125 percent
more than the full-load current rating of the motor. On metal
:vessels the-enclosures and frames of all electrical equipment
must be permanently grounded to the metal hull of the-vessel,by
the use of mounting bolts or any other means. On wooden --

hulls, all non-current carrying enclosures br frames'of major
electrical equipment must be connected to a.common grOUnd, then
run to a ground plate on. the vessel's hull. For grounded
systems, the negative polarity of the supply source should be
grounded. For grounded systems, the use of hull return is not
recommend!flexcept for the engine starting, system.

6-.11b Systems of More Than 50 Volts. Each major generator
and motor must have a nameplate of corrosion-resistant material
with the.following,information: .Name of manufacturer, manufac-
turer's:type of frame designation, output in kW or watts or the
horsepower rating, kind of rating (continuous, intermittant),
rpm at:.raied load, amps at rated. load,.voltage, frequency if
AC, number of phases if. AC, type of winding (for airect current
motors). If the 'vessel is over 65 feet and both of the required
fixed Power bilge pumps.areelectrically.driven, the vessel
must have two generators, one of which is driven by a means
other than a main propulsion engine. Generators and motors on
systems of more than 50 Volts must also be mounted ai_high'as
possible above.the.bilges and cannot be located in lovrar
pocketed positions. Iflocated'below deck,- generators and
motors must' be put in as dry a place as practical. Motors for
use in locations exposed to the weather must be of a watertight
construction or enclosed in a watertight housing. The motor
,enclosure or housing must be provided with a check-valve for
drainage ora.tapered-hole'(which may be secured). at the
'lowest point Of the frame. Generators and motors for use in
the machinery.spaces-wilf generally be designed for ambient
temperatures of 50°C (122°F). Generators and motors for other
locations, or for theenginerbom_iiHit-can be substantiated.
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that temperatures.remain below.40°C, may be rated at ambient

temperature of 40°C. Generators-and motors:designed for 40°C
ambient operating temperature may be-used in locations where
50°C ambient temperatures will be obtained, if they .are deraied
to 80 percent of their full-load rating and theoverdurrent
device is reduced accordingly. If this is. done, the generator

or motor must carry an addition nameplate specifying this

fact: A.."voltmeter and an ammeter st be provided for use on ,

each generator. In an alternating cur nt system, a means for
measuring the frequency must be provided, including all addl-
tional.control equipment. and instruments. necessary.

.Equipment protection and enclosure. All electrical equip-
ment must be drip-proof, meaning that it is so constructed that
its successful operation will not be interfered with by falling
moisture or dirt, and rotating or uninsulated parts,oannot be
inadvertently touched. Equipment mounted on a hinged door must
be so constructed that no person will be exposed tp-live electric
components by acci8ental contact when. the door is opened and
the current is energized. A sign must:be.placed inany.cabinet,
panel, or box containing more than one-sburce.of poWer-in'
excess of 24 volts. ,Distribution panel boards must be safety
type. The main distribution 'Panel--meaning that device to
which the generator. leads are connected - -must be either drip--.
proof, procted,. or fitted. with drip hoods and non - conducting
handrails'and a non-rconducting mat or grating on the' deck, in
front of and at the rear of.the panel. Adequate working space

:must be provided around the main distribution panel, meaning at
least 24 inches.in the front and,18 inches in the rear, if
accessible from the'rear. This main distribution panel must be
in a dry, accessible, and adequately ventilated 3..Ocation and,'
if possible, outsidethe engine room. All uninsulated current
carrying parts must be mounted on non-abSorbant, mon-combustible
high dielectric insulating material. The main distribution
panels must.be the dead -front type where voltage to ground is
in excess of 150V AC:, or 250V DC. .'

Wiring methods and materials. Wiring methods and. materials
on systems of more than 50Vwill not be covered. On systp7q
With voltages in this range, you should not attempt to jury rig
wiring; get a proper marine electrician to handle this work.
However, you should be aware that the enclosures of all equip-
ment must be permanently grounded.and that any diSconnection of
ground'Wire will subject ybu to possible serious injury. All
marine lighting-fixtures that.youtmight re- install should be
Underwriters.Laboratory."Marine Type" and carry such a label:.

,.A separate circuit. is required. for all` radio- telephone instal-
-,lations. .

Your vessel was designed with proper disconnect switches
and over-current protection. You should never install larger
fusei; larger circuit breakers, or the like, without having the
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complete system checked by .a marine electrician. ,The purpose
of circuit b-reakers acid fuses is to provide protection for' the
equipment, and over-fusing_ihis protection removes it

Electrical heating and cooking. Electric spaceheaters:for
rooms and compartments. must have thermal cutoffs to prevent
overheating and must be so constructed and installed as to
prevent hanging flammable objects on the heaters. All
electric cookiftg equipment, attachments, and devices must be of
rugged construction, designed to permit safe cleaning, mainte-
nance, and repair. 'Many a-boat has burned to the waterline
because of grease collecting in and around stoves or cooking
equipment. All doors on these'stoves must have heavy-duty
hinges and locking devices, and the entire unit must be. well
.mounted. Elec rangesmust have sea rails with suitable
barriers to res st accidental cook7pot movement.

Shore power-. A cpnveniehtly'located watertight shore
'power conractiOn boxor=receptacle and the calae connecting
this box receptacle'to the main distribution Lanel must `be/
permanently. installed. The cable must have a disconnect means
located at or near the main distribution panel.

6.12 Part 184: Vessel Control and Miscellaneous.
Systems and Equipment

6.12a booking and Heating. Liquified petroleum gas and
gasoline for any purpose such as cooking, heating, or lighting
is, prohibited on all vessels covered by Part 184. _

q.

6.12b Mooring Equipment. Anichors, cables, and hausers
must b e fitted as required by the OCMI for that size vessel and
the water along which it operates.

6.12c Navigational Lights, Shapes, Whistles, Foghorns,
and Fogbells. All vessels must be fitted with the navigation
equipment'prescribed by law and regulation as set forth in the
Rules of the Road covering the waters upon,which the vessel
will be operating. The regulations provide a table that sets
the candlepower necessary to achieve the proper distan of

visibility for lights. As a further`aid another table ives
the number of the proper bulb to use for-your lights o vessels'

%less than 65'feet in length with six to 32V electrical systems.
Another'table-gives the wattage necessary to achieve the proper
visibility on vessels using 110V systems and incandescent lamps'
in their navigational lights.

6.12d Light Screens. The regulations require light
screens (for sidelights) when mentioned in the applicable. Rules
of the Road to be painted with a glossy black, although the
specific Rules of the Road may not require such black paint.

.
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-67:-.12e Compasses. All vessels must .be fitted with a
suitable. compass unless tfiey,..are-certifiCgted for river service
only, or they are not se/f-propelled, or unless they are oper-
ing in protected.yaters with only short restricted routes stated
on their Certificate of Inspection.

6.12f :Radio. Vessels subject'to-Part /84 ar likewise

subject to the applicable-Federal Communication ommission

regulations concerning their radio installation

Fig. 6..12g Emergency Lighting. Sub-chapter T.boats must be

6.17 equipped with asuitable number of portable battery lights.
Battle Ianternsare'the normally required lights.

Additionally, vessels with lounge areas below the main
deck musthave an emergency lighting system fitted along the
line of escapi0m:these_lounge:areas.

4 4

1
6.12h Engine RooAommunication-System. If the vessel ia

not equipped with'pilathbuse contr011, an,efficient communication
system must be provided between the pilothouse and the engine T

.rcom if.-deemed necessary by the 0011.-
. - -

6.121 Work Vest. Any work vest carried aboard vessels
subject to Part 184 must be of Coast Guard apprved type, but-.
they are not to be considered part of the. no

V91;".;

y required
lifesaving eqUipment; they must be stowed se.:tely from the
life preservers. These work vests should be examined by the
inspector at the time of inspection although they are not
stamped. The regulations require the destruction of a work
vest, or for that matter a,life.preserver, that is found to be
in .a non-repairable condition.

6.13 Part 185: Operations

6.13a Penalties. The penalties for violation of Part 185
will depend upon the gravity of the violation but can go as far

as: (a) assessment and collection of.civil monetary (money)
fine; (b). criminal prosecution when no loss of life results;
(c) criminal prosecution fdr manslaughter where loss of life
results from a violatiolia statute. or regulation or for mis-

,
`conduct, negligence, or inattention to duty; (d) liability,

`?(;147-ieaning suit and/or seizure, against the vessel. In addition,

...u:ps!" licensed or certified personnel may lose their license or Z.

Card for any act of misbehavior, negligence,-unskillfulness, or
incompetency.

6.13b Exhibition of License. The operator must have his
license/ifi his2posession at all tins that he is operating the

vessel. The normal procedure is to post the license under

glass in the pilothouse.
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6.13c. Notice of Casualty. The,!Coast Gdard Marine Inspec-.

Fig. .tion Office must be notified whenever any casualty results in

6.18 'dainage to property in excess of $1,500; major damage affecting
the seaworthiness or efficiency of the vessel, its machinery,

:- or equipment";-loss of life; or any injury causing a person to
remain incapacitated formore than 72 hours.

6.13d Hazardous Materials Incidence. If you are-engaged-
in the transportation of certain hazardous materials you should
'become aware of additional regulations that set forth notice
and reports concerning these materials, which are not within
the scope of this chapter. .

6.13e Reck/ess or Negligent Operation; Reckleis-or
negligent operation may lead to th6.suspension of your license
or Z Car&,%and the penalties described above.

6.11f ,ACcident Assistance. It is a provisiOn,of law, as
well, asvOne of the oldest and strongest traditions of the sea,
that every vessel goes to the assistance of every other vessel
in need, insofar as is reasonable under thelcircumstances.

6.13g Compliance with Certificate :of Tuspection.:. Every.
person in charge of a vessel is under the. duty to comply with
all the provisions-4the Certificate of inspection except as
may be necessary to-gptorthe assistance of vessels in distress
or under other similar emergency situations,.,

6.13h Before Getting Underway:: The regulations-require a
test of the steering 'gear before getting undert:lay, as well as
testing the whistle and other controls and communications
systems. The operator must' also assure himself that all exposed
hatches are properly secure

I.

6,13i Fuel. The regulations prohibit taki g aboard
gasoline or-other fuel having a flash point of 400F or lower'
when passengers are aboard.

6.13j Patrolman. Iaccomodations

in the passenger loutige amber ofthe crew
If the vessel..is equipped ith sleeping

)
must be designated as a roving patro1inan4a check or inspect
these spaces to ensure that safe conditions are being maintained.

c;

6.13k Emergency Check-Off List. An emergency check:Off
list is required to be posted in a conspicuous place accessible
to both passengers and crew, and it must contain not less than
the portions of the recommended check-off list that are appli- .

able to that vessel. The recommended check-off list is contained
in the regulations.

6.132. Placards for Inflatable Life Rafts,0 Every vessel
equipped with inflatable life rafts must have posted in a
conspicuous place approved placards containing instructions
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for launching inflataAle.life r
of these placards'is---SA th

-furnished by the manufacturer of the 11
A ., . :

'arecessary to ensute that, all hands are familiar with their
such drills and giveouch instructions and training as".

duties in, normal as well as emergency. sitUations.

6.13m Drills. The person in charge o the vetsel-must
f

-

.

*
, :---, l'

/ 6.13n 'Markings A1.1`4e;seit:Must be marked with their
ikakes on both the port and tt4t6'ard sides of the bow and with

.their name and hailing port on'the stern. The hailing port is
either the vessel's home port or some community within that
customs district. Draft marks are_also required on both sides
of the bow and stern if the vessel is-over 20 gross tons.

6.13o Additional Markings Required. ,All escape he.dhes
,

and other emergency exits-must be marked, on, both 'sides utinkat

least, one inch letter:: "Emergency-Exit, Rep Clear." ; '-

Remote fuel shutoff stations must be marked in at leatt
tine inch high letters indicating the purpose of the valve'and
the direction to close. -

Watertight ors and hatches must be markedlen both sides
with letters one inch high or more: "Watertight door-=Close in..

emergency" or ."watertight hatch--close in emergency,",uniess
deemed unnecessary by the OCMI.

6.14 'Part 186: .Manning

Sub-chapter T regulations concerning manning are very
ineXaCt.,,Basically, manning on these vessels'is subject to the-.

will of the OCMT. 'Re- sets the manning,..which.pa'his juclgement°

iS necessary for the safe operation of.the vessil..Thit-manning.
is then placed on the vAtsel'sZertificate of Inspection and. '

m t be followed:-

. .

General rules of.mArning by the current New Orleans GCMI'
Policy will be discusted..4ster in Sec. 6.206:

40.

6.14a Licenses.. Theaicenses created to cover vessels
-that.come under Sub-chapter T are: (1) the Ocean Operator, 'to

operate in outside or exposed waters; and (2) the Operator
License', for operation in partially protected or protected
waters. However, a license as Master,..ChiefMate,. or Second or
-Third Mate of ocean and coastwise inspected vessels or'a license.
as Master or Pilot of inspected vessels on waters other than

ocean or coastwise will also serve to cover vessels subject to,

Sub-chapter. T, provided those licenses cover that type of
vessel.and the waters in which the vessel will be operating. A
table at the end of Part 186 gives further details. as' to what

the licenses issued under this"7-%gar1 cover-.
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6.15 Part 187: ticensihg. .:" ,-1:-=

-,-

% Part 187 contains' all the regulation's for the-i6i40 of
the licenses established by-Sub-chapter T. All other-48ensAIng,
provisions for all other liCensesarecontained .in Sui;-chapter
B.' The licenses covered by this part are for mechaniCally

t

propelleevessels of' less than 100 gross tons carry' ing more
than six passengers and sailing vessels or non-self-Tropelled
vessels of leis than-100 gross tons carrying more than six

oat operator's license that-is founrjik
assengers. The license to carry leds than six is,t_e motor

d in Sub-chapte
-

,

i

Licenses issued under Part 187 are: (1).the'Ocean Oper
ato , and (2) th'eOperatdr than'Ocean'and_Coastwlsei

nly calIed'InlAd.OPerator: These two licenses are
edfor a term'of five years and the applicant must plaCe
signature and le* aumbprint on the licenses as well as
ar to the truth of theatatements on his application; he is
tefore subject to prosecution for perjury.,..iZhe is found to

led 'on that applicatiOn. He likewise takes,anoath
I that'he."will_faithfully and honestly according

to [his]-best skill-and\judgement, without concealment
reservation,.:perfOrt all .the' duties required..',by-law." He
mindt demotstrate his ability to speak,. read,,: understand.
English at least.as far as-found in the Ruled6f the Road, Aid"
to. Navigation publications, emergency: equipMent instructions,
and machinery,. instructions. However, special provisions are
alloweor:SPanish-speaking persons in Puerto Rico and': under
a neW.O'rograd:-certain'illiterate indiyiAu4s.

iss
hi
sw
th-

have
before the

6.15a Ofiginal License. Certain requirements are neces-
sary for allicensed. A'physical examination must be passed.
The'applicant mtst Meet certain nationality, age, -and experi-
_ence requirements as well as pass thp'required examination,
whish includes a'character check-and references.,Gonviction
of Court Martial or any narcotic drug law in.a Court of

ilfcord
disqualifies a person from obtaininTicense.

a--
Although a-license is'good'for only fiyeyears, it. may be

renewed up to six years after isguance.: The additional one
year is a perigd of grace during which the license is not
valid, but in which it may be renewed.

6.15b Physical Examination. To be eligible for a'
licende you must pass a general physical by the U.S. Public-
Health Service doctor or other doctor approved by the OCMI. .
The provision most frequently rejecting a pgrse for a-license
deals with eyesight--normal.color sense togeih rwitif uncorrec-
ted vision of at least.20/1°00 in both eyes, correctable to at
-least 20/20 in one eye and 2Q/40 in the other.
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-Epilepsy, insanity, senility, acute veneral diseaSeoi
neurosyphilis.-, badly impaired hearing, or other defect. that

,would render the applicant incompetent to perform the ordinary
.duties of a litense'cloperator are additional .causes for rejection.

6.15c Specific Requirements for'InlAnd Operators. For

the Inland Operator License, you-must be at least 18 years old

and submit satisfactory evidence of at.leaSt twelve months-
experience in the operation of the type of vessel for,which

you are seeking-a license. The examination for Inland:Operator/

of mechanically. propelled vessels will consist of questions

can: Rules of the Road for the waters upon which you will
operate; fire.protection and fire" extinguishing; lifesaving;

the operating of propelling ma inery, particularly the safe

and. proper handling of gasolin an gasoline engines; the
Operations_and.navigation of m tp oats carrying passengers;
first aid;. and ,Rules and Regulations of.Sub-chapter T appli-
cable to vessels operating on inland waters; pollution laws
and. regulations.

.'6.15d Specific Requ ementsfo Ocean Operators. .Genet7

ally the Oce4ri-'Oi)etator's License_ is *mited to 100 tiles

offshore,between such limits as set by he OCMI. However,- iVe.

local OCMI may extend these limits to m re than 100 miles upon
such fiirther examination or requirement as he deems necessary.

You must be 19 yeatstold for the Ocean Operator's License-.
.4---and- a Citi; of the Wited States. For a license on mechani-

.cally propd ,vessels you must'have the following minimum

service: o ear of service as'a licensed motorboat operator,

-or, two years .of service in the ,
deck department in the operation

of ocean or coastwise motorboats or'Small Motor vessels; Or

one year of service as an ableseaman on ocean or coastwise

steam or motor vessels together With one year ordeck department
service in.the operation.of ocean or coastwise motorboats or

.`small passenger vessels, while holding an AB ticket.
.

6.15e, The Examination. The license examination Includes:
.

'the use of a nautical chart, together with the meanings of

6.19 various,syMbols and .abbreViations; laying down of compas
.cOursesanddistanceso.the ehart;,Internationaland Inland
Rules of the Road; the use of a magneti'd_compaes',. including

deviation and variation; rudimentary seamanship; aids. to
navigation; local'windS, weather,.andcurrents;Jocal navi-
.g4tional features. .and conditions; simple. first
.artificial iespirationemergency. signals; use of:and...reading2
of weather bulletins and the aneroid barometer;: ifesaving and
firefighting equipment, including ptecautionSagainst fire and
explosion; the use of fire ektiiiuillers; and theAciandling of
the vessel after fite 's discovered; pollution laws and...'
regulations; and'rules and,regulatiOnt of Sub.-chapter, T

.7-.7
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.- -applicable to ocean and coastwise vessels; the operation of
propelling machinery, particularly dealing with gasoline; and

. such further examination as the OCMI may require.
) . -)

6.15f Actions Against Licenses. Once you have your
license it. is stilV.Subjecttb suspension and revocation
proceedings for axi'CiApu, negligence, or reckless-operation.
These2,ppoceedings Ara conducted under S4$-chapter K (Marine
Invesid4aAons'and Suspension and Revocaton Proceedings)..
Let's hope you never-have to study or get involved with SUb-
chapter IC

Sub- Chapter B: Licensing and Certification
of Marifie Personnel 64;

The remainder of this section will deal with sections of
the rules and regulations covering marine operations that are
either unique, of special interest, or are significantly

.Ndifferent from ;the detailed explanation as 'already given .67'4'.
covering Sub-chapter T.

7sx

6.17 Part 10: Licensing of Officers and Motorboa
Operators

The-rules and regulations for the issuing of the Inland
and Ocean Operator's licenses are cOntained'in Sub-chapter T
and have,been covered previously. The retulations.concerning
all other marine licenses are contained in Part'10 of Sub-
chapters. We will cover only those'licenses of special
interesdthe oil and mineral -or'towing phases of the marine
industry.%

l6-.17a-' Requirements for Original Licenses. For y
license-as Master you must be at least 21 years old. For any
license as Mate,. limited to the mineral and oil industry, you
must be 19 years old. For all licenses, you must be. able to
prove that you are a U.S;"---citizen. Ybu'must make written
application on Coast Guard Form CG 866. Yon must likewise

'pass a physical examination and meet the current standards' as
to your physical condition. .The most important section of
this exam is eyesight. It includes limits as.to the visuals
acuity -aswell as color blindness., For youroriginal or first:
license,-you must-also present a certificate from the U.S.
Public Health Service that You have passed an examination,on

..first aid.

6.17b ServicExperience and References. -The applica-
Fig. tion will contain lists of the yessela on which you claim to
6:20 ave gained your gualifYIng service. This experience must be

6. documented by evidenca satisfactory to the OCMI.- Certificates
of discharge are, the most.reliable epid unquestioned evisaen9e
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6 vsuCh=Service, however; in the mineral and oil industry,

letters-from the employer that state the necessary information

max. .-Icaccepted 'by the OCMI. These letters and the infOrmation
that .st be contained and attested to in them varies and is

the most-part set-by OCMI 'policy, and it changes as OGMIs

change, casualties-occur, or,experience dictates. At least 25

perent of the required experience must have been obtained in

the three years Immediately preceding the application.
However, service in the armed forces does not count in determin-

ing this three years. Experience and service on foreign
J,

vessels is creditable, however, it is subject an:evaluation
by -the Commandant to determine whether it is the,44ilyalent of
'service on U.S. vessels.;-

Sea service, as amember of the armed forces of the
United States and on vessels ownedby the United. States is
ilso'Creditable,but suCh-service must also be evaluated by

toast Guard Headquarters.

References will be-required from a Master and two other
licensed officers under which you have served. Your- finger-

prints will be taken and are used to check whether or not you

have &criminal record.
s7.?

The most common licenses issued under Part 10 to people
in the mineral, and oil industry are the so-called "Master,

Mineral and Oil" and "Mate, Mineral and Oil," both-of which-
may be issued -as original licenses--mea4 ning the first license

obtained.

-
6.17c 'Mate of Mineral and Oil Vessels. The proper name

lOr this license is Mate of Steam and Motor Vessels of Not
More than 500 cross- Tons.. The regulations setting downthe
exp ience recRtirements for this 'license are contained in -46-.

10.05-28. _Paragraph A tells us that this license isi
limited to a stated distance offshore on the continental shelf.
of the Atlantic, Gulf, or-Pacific' ast of the United States.,

The most common of licenses tilat yo 1 find is limited to
'lessthail 300 gross,tos,'with a route of Oceans,. Gulf of
Mexico, not more than 100 miles offshbrd. This license is
further'limited to operations in canection with the offshore
and mineral oil industries.- To go to 300 gross tons or more
the radar endorsement is necessary. and to go more than'1000
miles offshore a loran certificate and'training are necessary.

For a license' for, the rouke-of-oceans unlimited, knowledge of
celeStial navigation is required and must be-proved by' examin-

,

ation. ...

, 4,.. ...

The minimum Service required'for th's license "is two

years of service as a licensed oftice,r- charge of a deck

watch on,mineral or oil, vessels (this resumallly means Ocean
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a

';Operator).or.cne:year of service as master or first). class

pilot on inland steam or motor vessels plus six:months of .
'service inthe deck department of coastwise vessels-or:mineral

it induStrY.-vessels;.or'one year-of service as a.licenSed
, oz two years of service as a 4iicensed mate-of'ocean:

and coastwise uninspected vessels; or'three years of.sevIce
in the deck department of ocean'or coastwise -steam ormotbr
vessels, including mlneral-and oWlnduatryvessels.

k.

6.17d -14#ster:.Of-

jerviCe required fOr
licenSedmaesa.:rai
liceneedMaateVor.
vessels.gneOpe4ear
vessels1WMIMergYand Andustry Vessels;-ci. two yeara
service aslicensed-masteir of ocean and coastwise-unin-

Mineral ancKil Vessels. The minimum;
he license as master is: aneyearas a

and:oil vessels; or one year as a
st-04sipilot of inland steam or motor

deck_department Of coastwise

laspected vesSels;.orthree years service in the deck department
of ocean.or tog#w vessels of which at least .one -year shall "
have been as mast& person in charge of vessels of at least
50 grOss-tons': t required service as-mastet or person in-
charge has been on:vessels of'more than .15 and less than
gross tons, this service May be accepted 44qualifyiugexperi-
ence for master of veSsela4pirndt'more thau:100'groie,t:Ops...

.

6.17e FutureiCipses...Theie are rumors and other''-
scuttlebutt to 1.r.dicate that the 'Cqast,Guard may ditconfinue
the issuance.0P7all ept and-mineral licenses in the future..--:5
The Master-vand iiate of Freight and Tow14 VesaelaE& f not moW-

.e.s.'

than 1,000 gross tons will probably be mor4a.c. y used. '

For the Mate Of Freight and Towing: Vessels :, the..nesent
regula4ons require two'year's on deck including,: "one year. of
serviceiin a watch-standing.capacity'while holding ;license
as operator of small passenger vessels validgithlm the areg
for which the application is made; or one year of:service:as
un2Cenaed mate; or eighteen months of service as quatter-
master pr wheelsman. The minimum service for tkeigOpuse as
master of freight and towing vessels is four yearsdeck,
nclUding one-year of service as licensed mate; col..r:*b,years

service as unlicensed master; or two yelp ofWAvvice a
---uartermaster or wheelsman while holdinCa license-as ma or 42,
'first class pilot; or two year of service as unlicensed e
while holding a license as operator of small passengervessels
valid within the-afsg'for which. the application is made; er
three years of service as unlicensed mate.

...
. 6.17f Advancement. Thus it appeari that thequickest

way, to advance tp-'fh'e atut unrestricted lidenWwould be t
first obtain the- ocean operator's license, which may-be.ob
tined at ;age .19 under Sub-chapter T.-after two year% of
service. Then to cbt e-mategreight$6fte towing vessels,
aftir o14, "year f ervice on the ocean -956atoria license, and
. 1

. .

...
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be master/freight oda towing vessels, after one yearof
service as a:licen4Wnate of freight and towing vessels.

. .;
. ,

6.17g The Examinaition. The contents of the various

examinations for theXtOes,of-licenses you will` be getting

varies from tioilato4ti# depenging-upon local as, well as" Coast

....Guard policy. Erts4ever,the regulations do set certain -tpecific
7:.definite things that must,be covered, although tIne method or
. the degree to which-these 44ems,arecovered varies.

The etam as required by theregulations for both the- .

--=, mineral and oil mate and:Ithe mate /freight and towing vessels
is very similar -and includet: _chart navigation, piloting,

-, aids dto-navigation,eions, International,and Inland
Rules

,finit ,

Rules Of the Road, pecial s$gnals, :seamanship, cargo storage
: 9 /

and handling,
an

lifesaving apparatus_
rules and regulations, and thrncalc all"-=such further

V4irefighting equipment,

examination'of a non-mathematicaltharebas the OCMI>

;

6.17h 2Uninspeeted4essels. AnotheerIcense yb4t has
_some applicability in die industries co 4t- .-- text is

. .

the license for uninspectedive4bels: .,z...,,.. .4.. -is due tp a
.,

:difference between United-,.States Laws--.46-1 erzpotonal Treaty.
Underan International Treat', Officer'SMPeteAly Certificate
Convention, 1936',,. the officers of all Vessels over 200.gross.
tons must be licensed: Hoxiever,:Undek'T.S. laws, diesel or ---

D., -k.,t

motor -powered 40essels are not inspect Apil they, weigh,fiver
a.

30Q grata tons. *The i40.ection 'lfvs- require licensedmfficeft
on'ali inspeetetivesse-M' Therefore-vessels between 200 and ,-

300 grossq!das,:not carrying passengers or freight for hire;,
do not require a license under United States, laws tecaqie,-the,.
vesSelsare not inspected; however they do require a license
under thisviniernational treaty. Therefore, a-special license-
was created so that we would be in complia.ce with-the treaty--
the Licensfor Uninspected Vessels: It .t only covers
vessels between,200 and 300 gross tons, .'.t carrying passengers
or freight for hire, but will also c. vessels 'over 200
gross tons-engaged in the fishing, kelp, or whaling industries
which are exempted from inspection-laws ofAle-United
States. This license coars either as Mastevor Mate of
Uninspected Vetsels. The procedure for obtaining the license_jand the general rules for-this licenseare very similar to
inspected licenses. However,, the examine on_is rather ele-
mentary whencompared. to an examination fo inspected vAtsels.
The, specific examinat on requirements can be found.in046 tFR
'10.15-31. P-i

6.17i Motorboat,Operator. The motorboat operator'license-
K is a special license bat'was estabigshed back in 1940. It

covers vessels of less' than 15 .gross tons, propelled by machin-
ery other than steam, which`gury Six-oi fewer passengers for

t
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hire. This uld include a lot of the small claas vesselS
that are c ed luggers in this area. You can.obtailt.this

cense age 18-and the examination is very similar to the
eratat-tticedge, however,.this.exam will .give emphasis.."

'tat,the rules and regulations undafthe Motorboat Act and to
'gasoline installations.

6.18 Part 12. Certification of. Seathan

4 Part 12 deals with the issuance of seaman'
Fig. properly called Merdhant Marine Documents anti!-P. , lled,
6.21 "Z Cards:" Four areas will be covered: the-re.f.'-- s'far

AB; the requireMents fpr lifeboatman; the requireme.,s-lor:
QMED (qualified Member ofthe engine departient);.-the.require-
mentifor,Itankerman; and entry ratings.'

To obtain a Z Card it is necessary that yaii'establish
age, citizenship and character. 'A Z-Card for entry-rating is
the first-document you will get and no e*perience is necessary.
The entry, ratings are: ordinary seaman; wiper; steward's
department. You must be 16,toobtain a Z Card and-if you are
not yet 18, you ,s411 need a notarized,parental,Oonsent prior
.to your Obtaining a Z Card. 'Age and your-IF.S, citizenship'
will' be established by a birth certificate, or baptismal cer-
tificate issued within one year of birth. Character-will be
established by zeferen5es and a dbebk of various-fips firpr, a
Oriminal.record.' The conviction any .narcotic dtuela4`,..by a

court of record-will.d*squalify-you from al;tainihg::n zpratd.
A seaman's Z Card is necessary- for employmentoriaRyMeichane
,17*sel of the. United States of.100 gross tons or more operating

;all waters except the navigable 'rivers of-the United.
teTre* C,1,;

, .

In addition to the birttcertificate, parental consent-if
under 18,- and tgE properly filled-put application-, you need
ttiree.umountd& UW7-finish photographs of the passport type
(meaning 2 incneex.1- 1/2 inches) taken within Ofteyear'and
showing the fulc-f4de.at least 1 inch in height -.it'll head
uncovered.. FurAhet.t you will need ,either a let_ r of =omit=
men from an employe'rN evidence of service in armed
forces of the United States; or,if you.areenrolLed in an,
approved. nautical science training program, a letter from"-th
educational institution atteting to the fact that.yQu'are so
enrolled. -

.

-w ' % r

6.18h Able Seaman. To qualify for.AB'papefs you must belga
at,least 19 years .,old, pass the.,prescribed.physical examination,

`and be.able to speak .and understand the.,Englishilanguage: You
will be:requireato peas an examination demonst ng your
ability as an able seaman and as a 13 QbQatman.

5



.Obtaining an en0o4eMent as an able seaman in any water,
unlimited,.requires thiyears of service on deck in vessels.
of 100 gross tons or more operating dn 'ocean or coastwise

routes. The endorsement, AB aqy water--twelve months, requires,
twelve months of service of a similar nature. The endorsement,
'AB tugs and towboats--any water, requires 18 months of service
on deck in vessels operating on. ocean and coastwiose routes or
on lakes, bays, and' sounds-connected directly with the seas.
These experience_ requirementsare naturally-lessened by the
letter of evaluation of any nautical science training program
you. are eniolled.in, which.Will. grant certain experience
zreditand for your fotmaLtraining obtained:n that program.

_...,,

6.18b Lifeboatman. ''ate AB ticket includes lifeboatman.
However, you may obtain endorsement, s a lifeboatman if you,
are a member of another department or Vior. to obtaining the
AB. 'Theovarience. necessary to obtainini..40 endorse-

ment or, t le o years of sea service in-othii.departments
ment:,is a-t ie*Iinr year of sea service in the-dt4 .lepart-

'of ocean, pr other-Iakes,.bays, or sounds vessels -;
or _ nccessful completion of a training course approved by the

C ndant; a course which must include at iaAst 30 hours of
'actual lifeboat training, if you,hava or can produce eil.4dence
of having, served a. Minimum of:three mondis at sea aboard ocean

or coastwise vesseli. Additianally,,the Caumandant may allow
cent fic tion as lifeboattan if.you are enrolled in an approved

,- -
28.0 -training program, but he00lias.aleast 30
:h-6* eboat training; . -*

examination or Jifehoatman will cAda practical
.

demondtra Ons antkn.Sledge as far as th onstruction,' -

launching, storage, reCoverY, and operation 'dfliffOciat
together with the,required equipment and its,ugi7; it-wi _

include;a practical demonstratiok,of the applicant's ability' l:1

to.carry out orderS incident-to the rowing or sailing of thase,

-lifeboats. ,
.

...,

6.18c QMED Ratings. The-mot common QMED ratings found...*
in the mineral and .oil or towing industry will be oiler; diesel):

.Six monthsibf_service at sea in the _engine department isc.
required belie you are eligible to obtain<any QMED rating.
The CoaseUnard may grant some experience credit fot enrollment-
in a.diesel mechanic or other engineering type training program.

.

The. examinati wi elude questions
I

of a pra0.ctical, Si
'nature as to the p er operation, maintenance; an use of hand
dtools, pumps;-and of er machinery commonly four n a engine.
room, including valves and piping systems.

"----j

6.18d_Tankerman. The tanferianieteddorsement il-necessary,.
to qualify you to perform or befin4.chaige of operations on to

s- -4.-,r
, ....- s.._



vessels dealing with the handling, discharging, or loading of f(
i .

liquid, inflamable, or combustible cargo. A license as master
or mate includes the rating of tankerman. You must furnish
satisfactory documentary evidence to the.Coast Guard that you
were trained in and are capable of performing the functions of
tankerman 'of must establish, by oral or written examination
conducted in English, that you are familiar with the general
arrangement of cargo-tanks, suction and discharge valves, cargo
pumps and hosesnf,Aid/that you -have been properly trained if the
actual operation Of the cargo pumps, all other operations:-
connected withothe loading and dischar ing of Cargo, and the
use of fire extinguishing equipment'.
limited to;4the handling of certain gra es and classes of cargo

is'_ e tankerman's ticket-

that will be indicated on the document.
.

6.19 Part 14: Shipment and Discharge of SeaMan

. _

The,law and regulations-require that all seamen employed
? on board vessels of 100 gross tons must be listed under articles.

_

,The articlesticles are_baically a contract between the master of the

will be conducted.be?or ShippinK CoMmissioner, or Colicuir,
.'vessel and'hig crew.' On4preign voyages shipment and discharge

e'

.or Deputy Collector of cetiani. These forms may0e-Obtained.
:from the Coast.Guaid andeare tinde.out in quadruplicate carbon,''

- --115
-copies. The.riginal and firat copy arckept by the master, I
the secsind'hopy'retained by the'shipping'commissioher, and the
thircr,ccips sent to Commandant (MVP Coast Guard Headquarters,,
Washington,' D.C. 20591; Attentiaw.Merchant Vessel Personnel
Records and Welfare Section). 'The ma er must enter on hig)
copies "a_ny changes made in the drew ,.,:!4 .g the course .of .the

.

. , . t
voyage, -If a0- en are paid off or discharged duri the ''.im

-:.-
course of the ffoya they 'are -required to 'sign. a

. Release; Form on both the original and the first conp-oftthe
articles. is paying-off oceduie must be conducted before a-,

-1.,. -shippling c...issioner if in 'American port, or before an
American Con 1 if

,

ih a fore port. .
.)

-

.

Upon. the completion of t voyage, the payoff, all crew
members will sign-both the original and duplicate of the arti-
clas,;and the copmlet d copy together' with the copies of every

\fgeCertificate oftischa .or Record of....Entry in a Continuous
Discharge Boole:must be forwarded. to the Commandant (MVP, Coast
Guard-Headquarters): -. Z '` '.- i

.3,.

6.19a Form CG 735 -T. The. aboVe describes the procedure
Fig: for foreign voyages,- however, most vessels workihg *the Gulf
6.22 of:MexicOwill'Use,whaf a5d'oalled Coastwise Articles contaksed
a,b on Foith,qp 745.,T,Dilder.pia''set-iF;gErgEng:and disbharge-of

a seaman dOes-not.hve-td be conductediy the shipping Commia7.
sioner or anyonefatiil customs, but itmay,,ibedone:by the
master.dgEssels iia.the,domestic mineral and:oil service will.
:normal.;_vcrwardthe'CG.405-T onothelastday of eae calendar.

..4!..40,-. : - , t

- a I' .e..., 1, ,
-..:.1 ..-

.- (). . -, .14 Tr
eil : ' ' 14tle ; .....
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month. This form lists' the names as -well as. .other data re-7

quired by the form, including the-dat and laces of engage-

-ment and discharge of each seaman emp oye d-diSchar'

whose services werk otherWise terminated ringthe'calend

month. This procedure is normAllY'Itandiedby the office o

mineral-and oil industry vessels.

6.19b Discharging Seaman. Upon the discharge of any
seaman, and:the payment of his wages the seaman should be issited

a Certificate of Discharge, Form CG -18A, which contains the
full name and citizenship of the sea=an, serial number of/

merchant mariner's d tiname and offr_ial number ofe.the

vessel together WI empl ei, the nature of the voyage, the
class to which the vessel belongs, the date and place of ship-
ment and discharge of such se?lhan, and the rating that he field.

.Some ,seamen have a ContinuousDischarge Book,although this is .

rare in the mineral and oil industry, fnNihiCh cassisnch

rkinformatiompst be entered 1117 the master in the tShtinuouii:.

Dischar e tb6k: This certificate of,discharge is very impog7:.
-

tat* as is the best,evieence to submit for roof of- serviceL
whenyou a e attempting tcobtain or upgrade y.2 license.

Certificate of!.'dfs.Fharge -should be kept., -If yOu rose,

them there dc.chaig0 for duplicates that may be required whell
Ja"-license,er, , .you tteMpt to

equ r

the!.--Certific'at

actounf7 in set
Certificate. of

P: -4-Manning
.;-*:.ite' -

42! J. °
,

ted vessel. the Tannin .xequir ents are vary

rur:Certificataalt In aetion.an man according
orer.on the certificate, who issued

ok all the mannitglawS. d-regufaiions.intd-
the requirements for. w as shown on the

-

nspetti --"

The real Rblem comes in the 'area otuninspected vessels.
-the Off4cers C. etehey Certificatd Convention, 1936, which .IS

an international treaty, states thit i1i'Veilselseof-200 gros

. tons.and dyer 'midst have licensed personnel. illoweverr-the
domestic lawS-Oethe United States do not require.cerlin of

these t sels,to be inspected. Theefore, a sp tial 1 cense
univs ected.motar vessels between

gross tons d certain of the fished s, is required.

t.20a Three Watches: sectioi 2 of
required all clews to be 9egregated in t
This At is applidabie to .0,4 vessels of
dver;,Bowever, tie ck-ck-;artment of tu
voyages of less' than 606 miles,. is ex
and may be established On a two watch

of the engineering department are_still equired,

rihe ybya e'is.less,tqAQ 600 miles, to ha-on athree

.'4's!ystem. nderjhilp sarae*.Act,_ no licensed officer in t

tons and 300

the Seaman A,ct of ..1915

e three watch- system-.

00 groSstons and
and barges, i4henn

edfram is provisi n
stem. Hower, personnel

though
ch
e deck

v

164.;
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ineering department must be required to be Ton duty more
". ght.honrs in ar.yay, except under extraordinary clrcuM4

.4%

,10r,i?here the eption apPlies. !1,-
,

X,
j'j..

,- . .

., 4
:: .

6.-2.016,greti4. i The Seaman Act of 1915 further states that
,atileaA 6S percent of the deck crew, exclusive of licensed
officers and apprentices, must .beAlhle seamen. Thus, your deck
crew must be .composed: of two AEs fiz every ordinary seaman in

,',licensed
crew. lit further requires thaJTlteast 75 percent of the

uh crew and 100 percent of the licensed offiters be
citizens of the United States.

.6.20c Lifeboatman- Each lifeboat or liferaft must,
the following certified lifeboatmen: of a for e ch inflat

liferaft aboard; if the vessel is equippedwit lifeboats and
is tertified for ocean service, there shall be two lifeboatmen
for every lifeboat with a complement of up to forty persons; if
the-vessel is certified for any service other than Ocean, there
is requiied only one lifebo tman for ea&C'lifebipiht.'up to 25
capacity and two lifeboatmen r each lifboat from 26 to 40
capacity:-P,These requirements ar foun(InSub-chap ter I, Cargo
Vessels, Table 97.14-10(a). Simi r, tab-a s are found in tank

vessel regulations, Sub - chapter , although the number varies.

6.20d New Orleans Manning Policy. The current policy of
the inspectpn. office in New Orleans is that vessels under 100
gross tons operating on oceans must have two licensed operators.
and tKo deckhands; however, the certif to further states that

`'.when the vessel, is operated less th hours in .dny ,24
hour period, the required crew may to- one licensed
4 T
operata.:',and:one deckhand.

If the'vejkl is less than 100 gross: 'tOnS. and operating on
lakes, bays-, and sounds, or ,other.'inside waters, the required
crew is two licensecnpperatprs, and if operating less thdh

twelve hourS' in any 24 hour period,, only one licensed operator
Thus, if theivessel, is. operating inside, no deckhands .are
required on vessels subject to Sub4chapter T.

bn freight, boats, the normal requi"r"ement in New Orleans is
one licensed master, two. licensed mates, two able-bodietrseame
one ordinar seaman, and one other person allowed int,the cr

,.z,,
There i'§; additional clause on the certificates of
boats stating that 'when the vessel is

,

operating less
, .,-

sixteen hours in any 24 hour period, the; required res%*y be
,

.

reduced to one licensed master, one licensed mate, and:two
--4. .

able-bodied seamen. -c ,-.

.

. .

6.21 Sub- Chapter ES Load .Lines
,

GenerAkly sPaiFing, all Nessels of 150 gross -ton
are subject to the provisions concerning load:clines.

. - i
p r.

-.. . .
.

,/'

165
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American Bureau of Shipping has been designated as the primary
assigning and issuing authority for load lines. As such, ABS
reviews,plans, inspects vesSels, issues load line certificates,
and ve4fies compliance..

-.
'Load lines are very complicated and a very technical

subject.. For your information as an operator, it is only
nec sary that you appreciate the significance of the load
LAW. The load line establishes the depth ta which a'vessel
may be loade and still be operated legally. The freeboard
deck is the deck from which all load line marks are measured as.
indicated on the load.line certificate.'. This may be a deck
wholly enclosed by .what is normally thought of as the hull if
the u ermast or weatherdeck.haS what is called a tonnage- 1
opening.. When this is the case, that part of the,hulf.that is
above the freeboard deck is treated as.a superstruCture as far
as the applicacion of the conditions of the.:assignmen't of the'
load line and the calculation of the freeboard is froth that
lower deCk. This space above the fregi?Oard deck, although it
may be for all praCtical purposeS completely within the-huil,,
is not considered cargo carrying space--at.least as far as
determining gross and not tonnage. The load line, or lines are
frequently called Plimsoll marks. They consist of three main
parts: the deck line, the circle, and the Christmas tree,. The
.dec4y.line is a horizontal line twelve inches in .length and one
inch in :thickness. It must be marked am4phip on each side. of
the vessel and its upper edge will norma2Wpass through the

, .L. 4k1point-Wherethe upper edge of the'freeboarPdeck intersects the -

'meter Surlacaf the shell. This deck line,is the reference
'lin4from which all the other liiad_lines are determined. The -

loaeline itself consiats.of a'ring-twelve inches in outside
"climetet-arid one inch in 0dth:that is intersected by-a:hoti

1,-.. .
,a04:'-_,zontal'line.eighteen inches in length-and one inch in'width, 'Jai-

ia .th4-0.peredge of which passes through the. center of ;the-ring.
The Center of the ring is placed ami-dship and at a distance :

N.- it

-.equal to the-asSigned summer freebOard,-measured'verti'dally
- elaw thi upper sedge of the deck line. The Christmas tree is it

44, , t
Tsn,riesaf. additional load lines- that lc w, adjustments to the
summer load line for:either the seasonal operation of a 01,
its :geograpnical operation, or its operation ,inw4Ors other.

/ n);' than normal saltwateo. Normally additional.;a*Pfines,:are
Ideated forward of Vfie circle, and they must .he.ay-least nine
.inchesn length and one inch in breadth:and perpendicular to a
'1411ical line'one inch in breadth marked $wenty-one inches

,.rforward of the cent r of the ring.'.The ..... er'oadline is
arked with an "S' 4:is a continuation pf the load line

oughlkhe cent 'r of.therdisc. 1 The winter load line .is below.
t summer line; "is;irked with at flii4K" The winter North
Atl load elo*the"winter log4 llne is mar ed'ulth'

. -4111 The tapidal e." 'Ai:me the s' er
-and isglerked with},, a "Tr: at o marked ..

-

.



abaft, meAing aft, of the vertical li and is indicated by
"F." The difference between this freshwater load line and the
summer load line is the allowance to be made for loading in
freshwater. The tropical freshwater_19a-4, line, also aft .of the

vertical line, is indicated by 17::-

:Wessels with two Christmas trees. The
one the circle is a special set of load
allowed* Ssel that is loading,lumber on deck and is
called the'lieber loacLline. The .:vessel must always have
aboard the Load,Line Certificatethe actual document assigning
the toad line- -and should be checked anytime there is a questio=

allikas to thelAfidity of the load.line marked on the side of the
vess li Ad tionally, you will notice on the line extending
thro h the center of the circle, the lettefs, A on one side
and on the other. This stands for American Bureau-and
indicates that the load line.,was assigned by the American
Bureau of Shf.pping.

You may also run. across-vessels that have a diamond
instead of a circle. ThiS.is aspeCial.load line for the.Great

.-Lakes. Additionally, vessels in special services will have an
"SS" printed,above their 'Christmas tree.

The new International Load Line Treaty of 1966 requires
all vessels over 79 ,,feet inlength.to'be assigned load lines
However, this-treaty is only applicable for vessels on an'
international voyage. Domestic-U.S..Law (under-Acts of Copt
greSs) requires a load line for over 150 t S Mostve:,:,-1S,

. .

partiollarly large rig-moving stbwhbats,.ar aving-lba es...
:_.

1: ,',assigned so,that.they.are capabl of work Sseas
as in domestic-waters.

.4".....;---',.."J5.-n- Sub-Chapters D and'I ap.'

' . .

Sub-rchapterD caFcerns the rules and'regulations for tank
ve sels and tub-chaAer I concerns the rules and regulations
for rgo and miscellineous vessels. In.theoil and mineral
:in stry you will probably-cameracross Sub= chapter I when

and possibly, 'n the future,
D for-tank . els will probably

u7go.into the"tawi g'ihdustry and...tow
Oil or bther hazardous cargoes. A, Dire.;aig.dcl explanation ''..,0,_

these sub-chapters 'will-not be..givit /44ny'of.theprovisions ''
of both of these sub - chapters parallel Sub-chapter T, which we
have already gone ova in. detail. The major dfrtferences .between
D, I, 'and T' (as alreaOccoverea will be found in the areas of (

lifesaving equipment and fire. fighting regulations..
. . .

,On additional thing, however,
chap ter --tank vestels. Mind.'

dealing with supply vessel
lt.inspected tugs. Sub-chapt

be used by you only

:16.71)c

i

must .be
.

note boutJ$hb-:

section ti les, in -.t1*-. tank

(



vess 1 regulations, you will see lettei.SI that tell what vessels

*.this particular section of the regulati-on concerns. The letter

ignifies only Tank,Ships. The letter-I-T" signifies...ervice

on all waters, "0" co#6 for ocean *aters;-:-"C"- for coastline;

"L" for .Gr4#1 "R" for -river servites-.

-c4 6.22a &a oao Cations.Kega Radio.regulations are coined'
in Title 33 CFR or ldtle Al CFR. The provisions _dealing w-th
-!edidio installations will be covered elsewhere in this work.,"

' 6.22h Customs. Any vessel returning to or preceeding

'from Iport of the United States to a port outside the United
StatesImust clear'with Customs. This procedure will normally /
be dOile by your 'office, although if you are,master, you may
have to go down'and sign various documents. The procedure for
clearing cuaoms to proceed foreign is called clearance, The

A A

procedure for returning to the United States is called entrance.,
clipies of a ship manifest, which is required on foreign voyages,
creig lists, and additiOnal documents may be required: ,

6.22c .SOLAS'1960.. The International Conference,OU.Safety
fjdfe at Sea ,(SOLAS)", 1960,, is an internationalltreaty

-which the United-States-is signatory. It applies only to lose
ships,engaged in nternational voyages and normally exempts
cargo.argo vessels of ess than 500 gross, tons. However,, in many- ,.

respects the Unit d States government has adopted portions-
- SOLAS 60 in its, estic regulation4although not speciricext,y,
required to do so. .SOLAS 60, dqes require a radiolli.
telephone invallation and therefore a;-Radistelephone SafeLV:
Certificate foro'all cargo' (supply boats) vess' of 300 gr

_
A

tons and Ove.r."'fr .

,
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Fig..6.7 The regulations require that certain vessels be drydocked
periodically.
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Fig. 6.8 (ail)) Stability.test.
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Fig. 6.11 Steering console and gages.

,
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N.

Fig. 6.12..Cooseeetk.vacts for the

forepeak.

:0
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g

Fig. 6.13 Engintrocm blower.

Fig. 6.14 Electrical Switchboard.

Fig. 6 ;I5 ConstavoIt battery charger.

Fig. 6.16 Marine vaporproof light.

Fig. 6.17 Emergency light.
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-DEPARTMENT OF ----
TRANSPORTATION .-
U. S.-COAST GUA-RD; ,

CG4924E Me-v..9-6131 '.

.

-.1, This limn shall be completedkr
and for every injury, which
for-a period in excess of
if the accident involves
numbereiLander the Federal

. . .

2 Injuries to 41ongitioremenor
reqUiredto be ported
of failute of shiirs'equipment,
misconduct or negligence
Injurytesults in death:

3-A signed original and tyro
-subriiittetps soon as. poisible
Charge,-111rine Inspection,.
whose district the accident
district the vessel first
casualty.

-fora:- Approved-Ba4B,I-Sutvau.

, .

, .,

REPORT OF PERSONAL INJURY OR LOSS OF LIFE
., . .

No. 0001-3004

REPORTS CONTROL SYMII0(,.

-. ,
is required -to id--

on
casualty occursunless

inconvenient to do so
'However,- nothing.

charge of the ;vessel from
.

inlull. Blocks
case_ should be

answers - are unknown or : .

such. _
accidents On Form

Casualty or Addident.; °

CG-2692-for each- .

as a result of the .

INSTR UCTIONS
every joss of life. 4. The master or person in charge

incapacitates the lejured c in perrion to the Officer in Charge,'Marine,Inspec
seventy-two.hours (3 days), as soon asp_ossible after the

any Vessel except those it Cirri be shown.that it was
.._
'abating Act. because of the distance involved.

. . shall reliev_e_tbe'person Inharbor workers are not_
..unlessthe injury arises 'out

submitting this. report.

a vessel casualty,- S. This_reportshould be completed
of ship's. personnel 0rthe . which &not apply_to_aparticulat

, . indicated, as "NA. -"' Where
, none; they should _bel-Ocatedias

tripled copies Shall'be , - ..
to the Officer in - 6. Report all vessel casualtiesor

U. S. Coast Guard-, in CG-2692; Report of Vessel
occarred;_ei in- whose Attach :aform.CG924E to the

arrive(sXd) after such person,,killed; missing or injured
i rnarinecasusityolaccident.

TO:
. '

Officer in Charge, Marine Inspection, Port of . .
OATE SUBMITTED

. ..

I. 'PARTICULARS OF VESSEL, ; ,

'1 ,NAME Or vtSSti.

. ;

2.orricIAL NUMBER ' 3. VESSEL I NSOECTE0 Er USCG 4. I

. .0 YES -. 0 NO
4. trATIONAL1TY

5. TYPE or. vt sou (prLoyoo., on ,o( o ) 6. p popUL s: 0N (sou., dr000l.,..)
.

7. NAME OF OWNER IS). OP ERA TOr (5 ). OR AGENT (Indican, !ohich)
.; ...-' ......

- 4

e(w)NAME-OF MASTER OR PERSON IN CHARGE. (Indlcal. which) (141.10ENSEO. BY COAST GUANO

0 Yrs D'an
II. PARTICULARS OF PERSON INJURED DECEASED OP MISSING (Bel hired-demi)

9(w)NATIE Or PERSON

.

.
..

(WHOSE ADDRESS .
-

., .
(e) DATE OF SIRTH

10; BOOB OR "2" NUMBER .
, . ., ;

11. LICENSED BY COAST GUARD

El Vii 0.14°

12. straw, OR CAPACITY ON VESSEL

13 Acrtviii-ver.anro IN AT TIME Or CASUALTY 14. IF -CREW METIER OR SHONE 11011BER .
--

ON WATCH 0 BOWING 0 OTHER.-

15(w)NAME OF ;IMMEDIATE' SEIREfirl,rit AT TIME.Or CASUALTY _(b) SURERVISOR.S c/PCITY .0R. STATUS ON VESSEL

4

II I. PART ICULARS Of ACCIDENT OR CASUALTY

10. CATE Or CASUALTY . 17. TINE OE CAI1JM.YY(7.4res1 or awno) IS. ZONE DiSCRIPTION 111_, TINE Ctr_DAV

1:10Ay. (:10/1T rWIL 1_01T

ITIP.1140 MOW CASUALTY .-
. , .

20(x) DID calp(m.ry OCCUR 10111E
i_ 4 .--

0 Yii 0 iti

UNDERWAY (0)11, YU. LAST. PORT Or DEPARTURE

.

(1) 111_YESL.1114111E'
OCCURRED

21(1) 'Vann, LOCB_TION_AT STLALlY (1.d(5 WWw,m4r

'--

Fewal11114:61y Wiwtanee and TRUE tmanne how (6) BODY Or VIATIO(0004vviihiolti sumo)
-down* *blear *Wm Inchon* onl..)

-

22(0 'RESULT OF CASUALTY: D INJUITY _0 DEATH MISSING

. ; . (Eas4p1---- elle INJURY et DEATH entries tri)evr, we inpospriot*
(6).NAnntt or. lequni (0 TOTAL DAYS INCAPACITATED

:orT .,

(ant-Aloft ron ours (.) LOCATION

51/4...ai.

OF INOlytouai. ATE siAn

I I / Or( 0! DEATH

EDITIOHS,L6I AND 3.6 -MAY BE USED

Fig: A.1 Report of Personal Injury or Lose of Life.



DAILY OPERATOR'S LOG
BOAT. 19

CREWHOATS; INC. CONTRACTED TO'

P. 0. BOX .3606 LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA 70501

RI CTION

TOTAL CUMULATIVE
ENO. HRS.: SONO.

TIME DEPARTURE rPLACE,.

o.

ARRIVAL (PLACE) TIME
. .

RUNNING TIME STANDBY TIME DESCRIPTION OF CARGO
NO

PASSENGERS
REMARKS

4

^-t _

'11

111111=1111111=1111
11M111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111

,TOTAL, RUNNING
HOURS:

ENGINE OPERATING DATA LI. OPERATING DATA
om ,

OIL PRESSURE . .

,
CONDITION OF PROPELLER 0 K. BENT

. . .

WATER TEMPERATURE 'CONDITION OF PROPELLER SHAFT o 0,K ' SENT

HOURk SINCE LAST OIL CHANGE CONDITION OF RUDDER O.K. BENT

HOURS SINCE LAST OIL FILTER CHANGE GREASED SHAFT STUFFING SOX ' ' YES NO

HOURS SINCE LAST, FUEL FILTER CHANGE

-

RUNNING LIGHTS
,

O.K ,,--

BATTERY WATER, LEVEL CHECKED ADDED SPOT LIGHT
1

1
O.K. ,

ENGINE SMOKING
.

i'ES
..

NO ' COLOR ,GENERAL CONDITION DF BOAT, . 0.K,

EXHAUST COOLING, PUMP. STRAINER'_ CHECKED CLEANED . DID YOUR RELIEF LEAVE BOAT CLEAN
,

.
YES NO

REMARKS,

DESCRIPTION OF REM PERFORMED Tau DAY:

ig. A42 Daily Operator's Log.



110

p- .f,..ref-4 CREWBOATS; INC;"mar,
;

BOAT INSPECTION REPORT
. .

DATE M/V SKIPPER
. , .

CO: RIG # LOCATION .

. .,:.

SUPPLIES REQUIRED ON BOAT'. : .

TYPE
oN
BO

LOB TYPE
4 .

BiP PARTS air flout 117 a,
BR BELTS OIL FILTER'132 '`,..

ALT BELT FUEL FILTER 540

BULB 25W FUEL FILTER 552 :
BULB 68 . PACKING

BULB 1416 LOGBOOK

BULB 1487 BUCKET

BULB 4545 MOP

WIPER BLADE DECK BRUSH

-YR-PER-ARM s HANDLE_ __

COTTER KEY DECK ROPE
_ _

. SHAFT KEY PROPELLER

SHAFT NUT RUDDER

JAM NUT ANCHOR _ ,__

RUDDER BOLT
. ANctio_R_RoPE . -+.1

-RUDDER 0 RING GREASE GUN
.

,.
.

.
.

, 1--

Gum SEATS INSTRUMENTS

-OK BROKE

UCPS

OK TORN

UCPS SLIDE

OK' BROKE
0 UCSS-SLID WIPER

UCPS FIXED UCSS -FIXED UCSS

LOPS

LCSS

.
HEATER
_. _ _ _UCPS'FRONT UCSS FRONT

ueSS REARUCPS REAR RADAR

RADIO

COMPASS

LCPS-SLIDE LCSS SLIDE
LCSS FIXED

t CPS-REAR LCSS REAR

UC CENTER LC DOOR . :

. . ---
OUTSIDE CABIN AND DECK ENGINE ROOM

CABIN PAINT - LEAKS -FUEL?

LEAKS01L?HULL PAINT
.

MO HANDRAIL
PORT_RANDRAIL

.

.

LEAKSWATER?
WHEEL IN PLACE? ..- - .. ______ .____ _____ . -
RUDDER IN PLACE?....-----._. _.

. .

FRONT BITS, _

REAR BITS ANCHOR IN PLACE?

LIFE RING .

.

CLEAN? ......_ L.... .

.

___,___ _ .. _ ____...

LIFERAFT ___________.. _ ... _......__.... _

NEEDS WELDING ..__________
WHERE,

_
.

. . .

USCG REQUIREMENTS

YES NO ITEM YES NO ITEM NONE

.

VALID CERTIFICATE OF NUMBERS
NUMBERS PROPERLY DISPLAYED
REQUIRED_LIGHTS (NIGHIONLYI
FLAME_ARRES_TOR_PROPERLy MSTALLED-
LIFESAVING DEVICES ADEQUATE ..

--

HORNORWHISTLE AoLgy.FE
BELL ADEQUATE

-----VENTILATION .ADEQuATE
FUEL TANK COMPARTMENT

ENGINE-COMPARTMENT

NUMBER OF APPROVED ACCEPTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS ADEQUATE,

,

_1.1FESAyINGOfviCES ON BOARD
NUMBER OF NOWAPPROVEDbriNDC 7
SERVICABLE LIFESAVING DEVICES .

1

NUMBER OF APPROVED SERviCABLE
. FIRE EXTINGUISHERS ON BOARD

NUMBER OF NON APPROVE() _OR NOT
SERviCABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERSRRECILESS OR NEGLIGENT OPERATION

Fig. A.3 Boat Inspection Report;
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DKIARThGNT OF
TRANiPORTATION
II. COAUT GUARD

NOTICE
-, STATION L5.-ANDDRILLS.- : H

Regulation of the Commandant, Un ted States Coast Gsard, Coistalned k Parts 35, 18, 91
'of Chapter I; 46 CJ.L -

STATION SILLS Alt reset. viuid satoty.-.qulpm.nt shall be bctuibt frees the we.cgcy
.00lpinent lockers snd the perisns dselgviitad shall dwiewt. theirTi shall b the duty of the mister of 00cr, .miel thrrylng-puisrgen abilli, to .esIh. Ipesent. Alt watuilghtdoor&ar.b

sodell oliver oet,elu ot000r OOtj.i toni.endnobjoct tolnipeolias to while tim- vessel--I. underway and all-I -ds,r.-sh.11
cause-station bIlls-to-be-prepared ivefeca-to. v sstsa4i, hIciv-eiiaIl-be Weath.r permitting, lifeboat wern and strostheaks shall bewared by the meeter who shell b responsihie tar their proparetion.
The statue bills oh.Jtbe posted in jpItuepiacee ie-severel putt. Reward-and bsad.d,-sod ether Ilfesavivi .qulpese*t p. pocedf.r
St The partioularly-in the w sr-tero,-aodahi-eont4n full Lifibeat qeipunsevt shall be esevidn.d it am.thiy ho ev thM It
particulars of the signals Which will be used for calling the crew tothe(r owepleto. Th motor nod haod-p,m..1li gear St
otatioas for emergency duties. SpeciaJ dutie. shall be chatted tsa,ji .5o,aflhpweofep aeaat-I-.alaat.
menher-of the crew, ci -station bills .hall avow-all thies-apeelet If carried, shill be eseesreged to folly articlpat. Ia these drill.
duties and indicata the station to which csch nose shall so and the .i..ri I,. .lt.,......i ek. -- .1 oS. hi. r.

55 pco
*m.o,ge-aunooaos-wey-nm--as-r. .-paeiwearsew, wewweu
be tabsu that all lif.boataaiv uir.eoocaal.uel we Is NeattaIt taM all

tided for by the statis bills should include; teweriug .qolpnsentjeJn proper o.and to.
ill- TIm tlo.u.g at elrports. watertight doors. fire doors, scooper,. mo-m.mnmbio-toat esclu-1ifehesij

oanitsryeodolherdisarrse-khlendthrougive-vess.ta-hulVbelow
the margin line, etc., the stopping of tens end yntihating systems, and

wetar at least once In seth I msuiths. When the yeast Ia underway,.
a weather r,enelltlng, all lifebeata shall be ew, set_Is_a

thsep.eaUottof .11oafety es,uiimoent.
(2-) llvo-preperation end l.unchlng of lifeboat., Ilferef ta, avid buoy.

that the-rear-la-In propererder. Th.4snsan-sharge-cisssh-IIfab.aI
.4 lif.r..fl shill ha-ne s list of Ito crow-and shall .5-thu the

anl-ape.ratss.
(I) The cotinctlon of lire.

uvider hi. ceewnand see .eepe.iM.d wIth their duU... It 5 beth.
duty of Oh. ivaetsri..erartale thaLIssea w(to1h.t

(4) The rsuetar of- psosenger sr-st .53,., thnse,-.ach.iurneber-et I3,eer,w azws$-fale .am-haa
(i- Wirnlng-thepauengere.

'

(Ii) Seeing that they arc dressed end hete put on their life pow-
b.,n drilled end wrelued I.e pellingean let lifebsais .1 10.Mos ho
each 2_.s.eths. let_addition. O,.eiew sf_.epsd lltat

screen uLe-proper manner.
lil)- .tuen,bling the pw.ngevu .nd directing thom to the e

e3,fl ds.usastuwts-th.lt-sbllltya th.-weetletg-.(- ths-taea.dhaa.
dIlpig of lb. lifeboat wider power, and the crew St sash baad-prouMled

pointed .tatlonL
'

fir) Keeping otdcr in the p&ssng*wi .1st stairu*ys and gon
llfsboat shall dso,onatretarthelr ability I. the 'Sdea .1 Ike head-
prellisg gear and lb. eperuilsu. of the Hushed r hand

emily controlling the movement-of lbs paaaengeru_
(.1-Seeing thst i r.ipp1y of hianhets is taken to the lifeboats.

In the same-tines.
(2) On passenger wela aseasda I mesh be

(6) The cuotody of the pOrtable radio sppsrstu. duatlsii. .senvpktallfebesL
EMERGENCY SIGNALS poet, sndethere-theeuaft.ratsaaie.saamsebdteeu,ugs.--O..

all vs.sls set International ropags, uSher thea i
(1) lb. .(.ese sfe,ssf..(i va-general ltrs-alum.lgnal shall be

bleat the histle for a not tue thin 10.
weyagt, o-rseta(ar eli angerobr Ire and Ufebsad drill l be
bsld-wItJtlii-U-heor$aftai'-lisidNg-peita contintot. of ship'. period

.econde-aupplomeuted by_the continuous ringing of the general 'alan. (I) Oem TANK aetd CARGO vessel, Is with meevthaa lo peswet St
bells for-not lisativen IG.econdL

4 ii) For dI.nlsul from lrw-aleivn stations, the generstalsun bulls
the cr,wbar, been. rapltced .te-pect. aplM. Rfshsat sad let4145
.hall-be-heldwitbiIl-24h0SOrSt-15thM-P54. -

'lviii be wended thrte time., .uppleenentod by thee, short blasts of.th.- (4) All blisged or-pewer.operstsd des.. I. mall Isaasymk
whistle .

(2) 110.1 saul... se &see drill slonals.(l). Th. signil for lif.beat
ble.ta

keado-wivlchsrs a-sedler sdc whilelies wesel abhuganriu.
uiialI-b.opsMd and-do.,d-dijly-whftethethip Is at sea, a seds,Is
th.elittleiieiof the Ividicatoreavidmeshaimlossedrill orjifeboatst&tion, shill be oyterp thin six abort and po

long biutof lb. whistle, supplemented by the sam, signal on the gsa'
eralalarni bells.

_(6) The wetsetiglit door. avid elI amdvast and ladlealse. we-
nected-thsiewlth,-snd all naive,. tho-dss(ag ef_whiebis iy1.

(II) Whey, whistle aignsls eec used for hendling lifeboats, they shell make a aenpertanent watantight, shalt be lsspectwi at at l

be ai,-foilows-
(a) To lower lifeboats. on. short blast of to. whistle.
db) TA stop lowuinj the lifebostm,t..o short blasts of the whistle.

ones a week. -

1.00100K IMTRIES
-is) 1or diw,isul from lifeboat station,, thom short bluti of the

whistle. '

m. entries I. time vessel's legbeob relatIng Isthe werdis
d.j

(4) RIver Vessels. In the case of rinir vessels, the ship's bell may
beusidin llonotthawhiailo

Is, avid boat drills shall state the St the muSh and the
hour when oeneowl.sd1)engih-e4-tlma.f-th. dedU,umte.theSim.

(3)-OIime .ese eb..i!heonaatar of anveaseLmay
In addition olive shove aa-uiltjvro-

_____boat. swong out -.nd these loweesd-sasaber.i lesØbest bees sd.
together with -. statement of the .sndlUeu St nil Ire end I.tag

lish such cttvey emergency signal,
ride that aililts olilcers end all liv. crow and passengers '. u. ,,,
will have and certain-notice of th. euistlng emergency,

.teoaaiu,, aod euturt ot the mouthln ea-se,Ina St e bif.
eIpmeevt. If anymesk the requlred-drthe-are utbsldsr-.aiy-putIal

positive

iUERGENCY'SOUAD SIGNALS '

drills see held anantry shall bebuode-slatletg the d _ - sad
siIsnt.fdrillehold.

The nature of the signal, or other miens for essenvbllng the sever. - PENALTY -----
-

gency-squad aball-rosnaln-elthlrtthe dtocrotiae-af the master. flesh
signals shall-not conilict with the nevlgatlonaislgnals or signals used For any negleci or emiselset o. thepastOfjM sheer Ia eaad .1
for a general aierm, auch-nssssts- to-atrietly enforce-the- pooetslsse

be proceeded sgslnat In iecsrdasea with the
DRILLS, TESTS, AND INSPECTION usmended.loehingteasuapsrsionerre.eeetlseteibhaliwese.

(l The master shall-b. in niblektoonducttng-a fireand t
The hire boat shall be

- ueuiuuim's -

drill at least once In uniTy week. end drill non'
dotted-se-if so actual emergency silted. All hands should etport to
thelr-reepec-tiv.,Lationeand-b.pcopared-loTerloiin the dutie.spechdud

Three pephee of loan CC-aol shell be fuawialed sway iessst wsy
Ingp.aevvgera and øeeIeallothea elsJowisIds1hlia.ctIs.illis.

inth..t.uliovvbtll. ?irepsmprshsilbeetartedandasuiflcintitnomben
thet th. lain

. be be framed snderglam end posted Is
of outie'la used tO eseertain system proper working order. vessel. - -.



MARINE EMERGENCY AND DISTRESS INFORMATIOkSHEET
' U. S. COASTGUARD

.4 SPEAK SLOWLY AND CLEARLY
. CALL:

1. If you are in DISTRESS, (i.e. when threatened by grave and imminent danger)
:.=transmit the- International Distress Call on 2182 kc/s - "MAYDAY MAYDAY

MAYDAY. THIS IS: (Your: Vermeils .cell end name repeated: THREE times)".C.
2. If you need INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE FROM THE COAST GUARD

(other than in a.dlstrese); call COAST GUARD on 2182 kc/s, (the Internetiongl
Distress end Calling Frequency).

,

The RaMotelehont Alarm Signal available) 'should be transmitted prior to the
Distress Call foi approlinititeiy one minute:' The Radiotelephone Alarm Signal consists
of two audio tones, of different pitch; transmitted alternately. Its purpose is to attract

' the attention of persosta on watch and shall only be used to announce that a distress
call or message is about to follow.

IF ABOARD VESSEL IN TROUBLE - give:
1. WHO you are (your vessel's call and name).
2. WHERE you are(your vessel' a position in latitude/longttude_or-true bearing

and distance in nautical miles from a widely known geographical point - local
names known only in the immediate vicinity are confusing).

3: WHAT is wrong (nature of distress or difficWiy, if not in distress).
4. Kjnd of assistance desired.
5. Number of persons aboard and condition of any injured.'
6. Present seaworthiness Of your vessel.
7. Description of your vessel - length, type, cabin, masts, power, color of hull,

superstructure, and trim. .

8. Your listening frequency and schedule.
IF OBSERVING ANOTHER VESSEL IN DIFFICULTY - give:

1. Your position and the bearing and distance of the vessel in difficulty.
2. Nature of distress or difficulty, if not distress:
3. Description of the vessel in distress or difficulty, if not in distress (see itmn

7 alioiti).
'4. Your intentions, course, and speed, etc. .

5: Your radio call sign, name of your vessel, listening frequency, and schedule..

NOTE: The international signal for an aircraft that wants to direct a surface craft to a
distress Cirdinglthe surface craft, opening and closing the thnittle or chan_ging pro-
pallor pitdt (no -leable by change In sound) while dossing ahead of the surface craft,
and proceeding s1 direction of_ the distress; if you receive such a signal; you should
follow' the aircraft. -If you cannot so; R? to Inform the aircraft,by any _available moans.
If your assistance is no fancier neede the aircraft will cross yoUr wake; opening and
dosing the throttle or changing propeller pitch. If you are radio equipped; you should
attempt to consmiinicate- with the aircraft on 2182 keg when the aircraft makes the above
signals or males any obvious attempt to attract your attention. In the event that you can-
not communicate by radio, be alert for a Message block dropped from the aircraft.

NOTIFY THE COAST GUARD PROMPTLY AS SOON ASTHE EMERGENCY TERMINATES

'POST NEAR YOUR RADIO FOR. READY REFERENCE,

TREAS. DEPT., USCG, CG-3892 (Rev. 1-62)
PREVIOUS - EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE GPO: 1962 0 -68444

Fig. A.5 Marine Emergency and Distreas.Information Sheet.
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OFFICIAL LOGBOOK.
Supplied Gratuitously by the Government ot the United States to American

Vessels in the Foreign Trade and the Trade Between the
Atlantic and Pacific Ports of the United States.

AME OF SHIP 'OFFICIAL NUMBER
9

PORT OF REGISTRY NET TONNAGE

NAME OF MASTER MASTER'S Z/BK NUMBER

NATURE OF VOYAGE OR EMPLOYMENT CLASS OF SHIP.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Dom Page

Draft Record . 2
.

. Maintenance of Watertight Integrity of the Ship 3

Drills and Inspections . 5
Crew List and Report of Character 10

Laws Relating to LogBooks 18
Miscellaneous Entries .. 20
Slop and Cash Accounti .. , 70

LOAD LINES, FOR VESSELS (46 USC 85)See: Page 2

SEC. 85. Load-lines on hereby established_ for the- following, vessels: (al Merchant messels_ofonst_fiundred_ and fifty gross tog; or over,
boding ot or proceeding tome from any' port or pIoce within the United States or. its potsessions.for-o foreign voyage by sea, or arriving within
the lerisifiction of the United Stales or its 'possessions from a foreign voyage by sea, in both cases the Great Lakes excePted: (b) Merchant
vessels of the United States of one hundred and fitly gross tons or over, hooding at or proceeding to sea from any foreign port or'ploce for a
voyage by sea, the Great lakes excepted. . . . .

. .

, . . .

SEC. 85o. It Shall belhe duty. ofthe master of every vessel subject to Sections 85-85g_ of this Title and to the regulations estoblished
thereunder . . . before departing from her looding_port or placer fora voyage by sac, to enter in the official logbook of such Vessel o state .
ment of the position of the load line mark applicable tothe'voyage in question and the actual drafts. forward and oft ot the time of:diparting
from port as nearly as the some con be ascertained. . . .

.

SEC. 85g. ,(b) If the master crony vessel subject to Sections 85-85g of this Title and to the regulations established thereunder, .. ./ shall
foil, before deporting from her looting port or place, to enter in the' official logbook of such vessel the statement required by section 85i of
this Title, he shall for each offense be liobb, to the United Stoles in a penalty of 5500. (The Commandant, United States Coast Guard may, in his
descretionoremit or mitigate any penalty imposed unckr this paragraph.)

\ EXCERPTS OF U.S. COAST GUARD REGULATIONSSee Page 2
Crancerning xd Lihes and Implementing the International Convention for the. Safety of Life at Sea, 1960

. .

. .
, .

. .

The master of ony vessel, atthe tint* of departure from a port, on on ocean, cooshvise or Greet Lakes voyage, shall insert in the official
I ogbook.o statement of this position of the load line mark (for cargo -vessels) -or the subdivision load line mark (for passenger vessels); port and
starboard, in relation tb the surface of the water In whichi,the vessel is then floating) and the drafts of the vessel. forward and oft.

Fig. A.6 Page 1 of Official Logbook.
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OPEN ENQ spCKE1

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT .?
LAY - -LAY LAY

REGULAR REGULAR -LANG
LAY LAY LAY'

Wire rope lay.

x 25 FW PRF Rht XIP IWRC

3. Row to-describe 'any-wire rope,

Illustration shows a 6-strand rope
'with 25 wires in each strand (.6x25)
of filler wire construction (FW).
The grade of wire used is Extra
Improved Plow Steel. (RIP) . The

strands art preformed (PRP). in a.
helical pattern before being laid
Right Lang Lay (RLL). around an
independent. wire rope Ore (I WU).

)

4, Row to measure a sheaveigroove
for correct diameter' wire rope..



1; _A luff on luff tackle.
Mechanical advantage is 12.

2. A stopper on a line with a-
attain on it.

mousing.

Plate 2.
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TOOLS.

1. Tools used in working with wire
rope.

Rigger's vise.

lb

ORRECT WAY TO HOLD CRUSH

4. Correct way to hold brush.

FLAT. FITCH SASH
TOOL

FLAT_ LETTERING PAINT
VARNISH DUST

ERIN-1
G

. Types of paint brushes.



JEWS HARP,

S

nun

CROWN.

SHANK

.

BILL OR PEA

BLADE

. Nomenclature of a stockleas anchor.

NORTH ILL
UTILITY

MUSHROOM
.1°

PAT ENT

GRAPNEL

Types of .anchors.

195

Plate



WORMING

GH.--LEAD PELLET

TAPERED
FORELOCK

_PIN

MARX TO
ASSIST ASSEMBLY

LUGS_OVERLAP AND
ARE HELD
TOGETHER BY
FOREI7OCK PIN

ASSEMBLED

PARCELING

A detachable link;

2. Worming,. parceling;' and serving;.

Pldtd

196

SERVING MALLET

:IN
SERVING



,Fiat'atitCh.

Herringbone stitch.

1

Baseball stitch.

SEWING A BOLT ROPE TO CANVAS

4. Round stitch.
Plate 6.



A--eyelet and ring,type gro let;

11-.spur type grommet; C--double bow

tie cutting punch; 11- -single bow t e

cuttitg punch; E--punch;

'-------';--"--.

2, After hold=on break-bulk freighter,

Removable beim f (t Ring Lower hold

Cargo hatch coming 0 Flare Stiffener,

Tween deck fl Frame Ceiling planks

Hatch laci a er To Sweat a t Shaft alley

Bulkhead Tanki Tank Skin

Beam eke Ratchboards

Plate 7



GLOSSARY OF NAUTICAL TERMS

abaft (or aft) - astern; towardthe4stern
abeam at right- angieS to the center, line

on the vessel
abOard Vessel::

abreast - side by side, Online with the be
adrift=. loose: frOm moOringalkeutef place
ahead. rward of-the bow
aloft'- ibeive the pilot house; overhead..
Amidships ='in the'Middleipart'of a:Vessel
anchor ball.-blackAhall hOisted.aloft indi

i at anchor
anchor .light =whitelight-disPlaye&by the_vessel_at anchor,
anemometer -AnttruMentused:to.measure wind velocity_
Aneroid. barometer instrument. used. to measure atmospheric

pressure, which indicates. a change in the weather
antidorrosive. paint. applied to-avessells bottom to.pxevent

torrOsion. .

antifouling paint applied over anticorrosive paint:to prevent
,

..or inhibit the growth -of maxine'organisms..

.astern - toward the stern
athwart Or.antithWartsAip.-:;Ata_right angle to:the center line a

of
avast - to stop or cease':
aWash-= having water.oveXthe'dedk of the boat
azimuth' `l the. bearing Ondireetion of an .643j/et frthe observer

of a vessel; and not

Cating.the VeSsellis

measuredtAS-at-TangleTe*ockWisefromtrui-nor 11.-.

baCksta-ST. - a:line:or stay_supporting a mast -from aft.
backi4ashwater thrown ASternhy-the veaters-propellers,
ballast =heavy weight in hold of vessel for stability; aIso;

vesseli.s said tolie:in ballast when:the has:no cargo
. ,

only..ballaat ; -f.

hallatt'tanka'= tanks:locitedAn the vessel to keep..her on an
even keel

band - to make fast, aecure:a line to a bitt.or cleat; or
another line

:barnacle -! rsmalmarine animal found growing on'a Vessel bottom:
piers and

batten down -'to cover ar(ohjett:and:fasten it down securely .

beam the widest part :.of vessel;the width of:a vessel:
beams - athWaitship members of'ship's:frame-Whidh support the

:decks

beat= to-ber7in a. eertain'direction_from'the Observer;
:.-r."bear'jeft"ot..!!beax right"

directionekpressed-in
.becket =, a rope eye or loop'

a compass point o
.

:degrees



.

-

.belay to make a line fast or -secure by: winding it in figure7
eight fashionraround-a-=bitt or cleat; also-:to-stop or
cancel an order ,

_ below Thelowl the main deck
:bend ,; a knot by-which one rope is fastened- to' another.
":.berth7 a bunk 'for sleeping; also the space for a vessel to

_ _
anchor or moor along:a dock or pier

; bight 7a:bend or loop in a rope .

bilge -the lowest part of the vessel.under the flOOr plates
binnacle.';? a.."Stand for ship's Coillp4ss -43

bitt' - a -Steel :Post set in deCk for fastening lines
bitter end the ,:inhoard. end of 'a line or, chain
block - 'a device similar. to a pulley or sheaVe with one or more

grooved wheel's through which the,litie Or. cable'.runs; . The
blOck_is,,fitted with hook or eye_as required. They are
made in .manysizes and types to -suit their:use..

boathook,- wooden or..alumirtum pole With_ 'a hook on one 'epd
boat:printer - short:line -attached to the bow of a_ boat or: skiff :.

used to secure.. it, or make it_tfast.' Also, called .:a bow
painter;

li
These axe Used on a small boat; .

.

b- ollard - ertical-;posts., usually steel ;Pipe; located:on-a
pier and used to secure docking or Mooring lines friim:
a vessel. . " .

boa 'ns chair - seat made _of. a short .bOard .and_rope like "-a swing,
..which can be suspended.,over the_ side or from:rigging_ overhead

bottom plating - the part of the shellplating below the water
line

.;boW - fOrirard part of a vessel
bowline -.4 knot used to' make an eye in the end of a rope.;
bow lines 7,.*tooring. or .docking linee put out frOm the vessel's

bow
boxing the' compass - naming the 32: points of the compass in

sequence from' North, to East; South, West, and back to
. .

breast lines - lines.:leading at aright angle to the vessel
bridge - the upper deck from which the vessel is navigated

- a yoke oi 'Span of wire rope or chain with botti.ends
.secuied; usually-secured to a barge or vessel to be towed

bulkhead - wall Pt'Artition in a vessel separating compartments.
bulirope:.7 a line or. rope Used to lift or pull an object without

.using a 'block tb multiply lifting or pulling power
bulwar,k,.7 upper frameS and side plating abeve and around the

bunker - compartment for Itoring fuel_ 'below decks; fuel tanks
buoy ;I floating marker .moored to the bottom

cable markings - system Of color coding anchor chain with.paint
in-order to identify 'length .f

cardjenal Point - one of , f our_ prinCipal points of the compass;
North, South,. East, or West:.

cargo gate - removable section in bulwarks of supply vessele



'catch ..a turn:- to-take-a-turn with a line,around-abitt or-
capptan).usually for holding temporarily

centerline - imaginary straightiine running. from vessel's bow,
to stern: .

:chafe -;to wear the-surface of line) rope) or wire,.
chafing gear canvas or other wrapping to prevent chafing
chain stopper -,short length ofichain rigged to secure an anchor,

heavy boae).or other gear in order to be able to release
7 it quickly and easily

chain hoists - light mechahiCal units'that,one or:two men:can
use to handle heavy lifts. They consist_of a block with
'chain and a'worm. gear to give greatm4tiplicity of power

chait= a map Zf_a portion of the.ocean or navigable waters of
the world; emphasizing,informatloouseful to.sailors

chipping hammer - for chipping and .scaling -metal
thOtk_='a fitting secured to the vessel's deck or on a pier)

having two arms between which lines or cables can bit
passed- -some are open) some are closed

° chronometer - a fine accurate clOci) Set to Greenwich time; used
for navigation - -

Cleat - fitting of metal with two hOrns'and used.to secure lines
coating - a raised Iramework around the deck. area'tb keep water

out
cofferdam.-_a small space left open between two bulkhdadS to

proteCt against beat) fire hazard) Or.collision damages
coil - to lay rope down in circular'turns

'.collision bulkhead - the first watertight bUlkhead aft of the
bow

companion coveting over the top:of a companion way.
companion_way - set of steps or ladders leadingZot'one deck to

another ,

compartment - space below decks and between bulkhead's. comprising
the "rooms" of the,vessel.

compass instrument to indicate direction
compass rose - a aiagiam of a compass card on the navigational

chart -

corn - to steer'a vessel.
cordage.= :general term for all'kinds.of 'rope or line
course - direction that a vessel is toning; expressed in degrees

. .

dead ahead - directly_in front of the bow) And.in).ine with the
center linacif,theNesSel

deadlight -meta],_plateiused_toprotect glaas 'por_ ts_ _

dead reckoning_= sleterminingships_position.byidirection and
'progress from a known point of departure

deck - floor,
deckhand seaman
diesel engines - oil burning) internal combustion engines used

on vessels
ditplacement =. weight of_water displaced by the ship -_

documentation - papeEs shoWing type of work a vessel does
dog - :metal fitting used to secure watertight doors

t?,



,

dolphin - cluster of piles for:mooring.'

----draft-depth-pf-water-froirj-the-surface-toTtle-ship-ttjteei
draft marks - sixinch high\numerals.Withsix inch. spacing

between them. The bottom of eichnumeral.rests'on an. even.
foot of draft; 'Thus; if'the'water covers' half of the.
numeral: 8 of the,draft, the' draft is Draft marks'
are paintedon both sides:cf the bOwand stern..

drydock 7 a dockfromchich the' water can be. pumped-
dunnage ...looge lumber used to protect the cargo and vessel -from

damage

ebb tide -tide:goin&-out
enor end - to reverse position
ensie:7 national flag
escape hatch -'hatch, usually small,.installeVto proVide.a

means to get out of a compartMent when the normal way nue:,
is blocked

.

eyebolt - a bolt with an eye or one end used for securing.
purposes

.

faittlead_- a block, ring, _or shiv '(through which ajine passes
to preventchafingY . _I

-- -

fair tide -: running in the same direction as the ship
fair way - an open channel; also mid-channel i

fake down a line., to lay ,out a line-Aln lOng'lengtht, each
succeeding length alongside the,Other, -1'

falls - the line In a black and tackle, especially the end that
is ..pulled .

. .

fast -'to secure, make fast any line to a.cleat,,;:bitti or'other
fatteningdevice.,

fathom six feet'
'fathOmen- instrument to measure water.depthi__
.fender - rope gear, wood,. or_other'type of.chafirig-gear_hung

over the side' of the ship, to protect the ve0sel when
alongtide docks or other vessels t.

11d - atapered wooden pin used-to'separate strands when splic-
.

.ing a heavy tope .

fire ates:tfor use in emergencies only; and located on each

-

vessel so thatithey are easily accessible
fire extitiguishers Portabiefire fighting equipment Cori

chemical to put out firet; should be readily availabl on

the vessel. I

flood .tide -flowingtoWard'iand
- the broad end of each arm of an anchor

fog 'bound - when 'a Vestel.is at anchOt because of fog
fog signal -.:sound=signal given in daylig4.J.ordark in "thick ":

Weatherifany:kind
:161iiianchor- achaincif cable'twisted)around an anChOi
:founder -_to sink _ .

.

:;:frame ribt of a ship_that suppor the'platingandadd strength
free bOard,-, distance-from-waterline to main deck
freeing ports holes in bulwarkt t at allowdeck.Wash to drain

.off into the.sda



, .

--galley47 ship's kitchen-
ipsy - drum on a small winch for heaving in a line

ground_ - td. run. ashore; strike bottoth
.1-

- gr tackle - term for all anchor gear
gunwale - the Upper.::edge of 'a boat's side
guys - wire or ropg: used to support bodms or other objects

, .
4:'-

handy billy 7a sthall, portable pump
hawse-holeis - openings at:the end of haWse pipes .where ancho.

chains run out 4 ; : :
- ,,

hawse pipes - iron pipes inthe how thropgh which anchor chains
. .

are run . - '..; '' . .'
.:

haOser - :heavy line; 5 inches. or more in circumference; used for
heavy work; towing or mooring

bead - toilet. compartment
headway - forwatd motion of the,ship
heave - to throw the line;to pull on a line; also; theriée and

fall of ships at sea
heaVe. in 7 to:haUl in
'heave to 7'llead the vessel .into. the wind or .s:ea and hold her

thete; using engiiies and 'rudder
. _ .

heaving line
.

small line throOt to a. dock or vessel to pass a
larger line : : =

heel - 6i list. over to one side, as in heavy sea
Mill 7 the body ofa vessel;not _including its-masts and rigging
hull.:down.-.-- descrilling a vessel in the distance with only her

superstructure' above .the . horizon

'. inboard 7toward the center or t oward midships froii3OUtaide of

= the ship :.: : ;..f , .*J..., - ..G:.,

and -Rtireg-"rilleth enacted by 6:ingress; to,goVern-navigAtion of
:iniand: waters of the.Unite -Stas50.:. This isAsare2Ofthe

- :

"kx.ileiol: PheROad.-": "''''-::-

y.

inshore = land
Internatipnals Rules rules establiahed _by: agreement among

Maritime nations ,governing the navigation of the high
_ seas42. Part-Of the_i'RuleS of the Road."

Irish pennant - loose effd of a line

T ;

jetty - landing; wharf; or pier; also a dike at the mouth of a
river or harbor entrance '

juty rig makeshift t gear used in an emergency

kapok 7 water resistant fiber used in lifejaCketa
leel-77longitudinal beam or plate at the extreme bottom 'of 'a

vessel running ftSke to 'aft

knot - a. nautical mile or 6080 feet (statute mild Is 5,280 ft)

labor - a "labors"labors" when in heavy seas
ladder - metal or wooden stairway
lee - awa*.-from the direction Of, the



leeward'` salt as lee
lifeline a line along the deck forthe.Safety.of crew and:.

duri#gheavyweather; a line thrown to
rescue-a person who has fallen overboard

life raft- a float.constructedof suitablematerial to proVide
flcitation: for:'a specified -number of persons.

light Iist 7_Publicationjssued:by the Coast:Guardishowing-.
loCatiod and detaiisOf aids7to-navigation

limber:holes. holes intheframeWoik of a vessel that. let bilge.
later 'drain to the loweSt part of the hull for collection'
and removal rJ

line the equator; alsci_ter for rope, cable,iir,Wie rope
list to lean to:one-side.. -L : ;

A.Ock --section ofa candliusedto loweror raise veaSeId:,
101g - short for logbobki official record of the vessel's activity 7

Ubber' line -6.1e: line marked,on.the inside surface oU a.
bowl:to.AndiCate the direct-ion ofthe:ship's bow

_

Lyle gun gun rigged'Wfire a line 'to ship in distress
.?

:,bhchinery compartment orapace - engine room and space for the
auxiliary machineri,

.:make water to leak.. ;

imanhole hole in a tank Oi:compartment designed toallow a man.
to enter for cleaning ancl.repairs

. marlinspike pointed steel instrument used in spIiCing wire
rope

masthead i-:top,of the mast
plating 7 the ,steel plates that form the Ski*Or.shell'of th-

vessel
PliMsoll'mark:- the mark stenciledOneaCh-side of a vessel to

mark the highest_permisSibleJoad water lines for specific
conditions

pOrthOle - an opening in ships shell plating:
\ port lid T hung.-at the top by a hinge.to'cover. a deft in feluX:'"..

weather
.

portSide = the left hand side of a vessel looking forward
:privilOgedvessel the one' that has the right of way
prolonged,bla0 ablast of 4.to.6 becondd duration
prbw. that part.of the boW.above the water
vurChase:7 a:generalterm for .any mechanical arrangement of

'tackle using aycoMbination-of pulleys to force

quadrant.- metal fitting or framework fixed to the iudder head
to which steering cables are attached -

quay -A. wharf or landing place to handle cargo; pronounced
"key"

rake't. angleofyessersmaselkom the 'vertical
reeveto pass a line througharlead,:such as ashave, fairlead,

pulley, ora.hole deSigned'fora line :
ribii frames.* a. vessel to Which the bhe114Iating ifi_secured
-ride -, 6)Hlie at anchovi:.tOweather a storm. safely



rigging./7 general term for ropes,; wire, chain, and all gear used:
to operate' -equipment

right - to, return to:normdl position
rove - see reeve
RuIes..of the Rlad - regulations enacted to prevent collisions at

9 .

sea , . .
..

'cunning lights :7j lights required bylaw to be shown by a vessel.:
underway betWeen eUnset and. sunrise'

: .
,

salvage -:to save.a:ship:or cargo from danger or to recover
..;.,.shiP or cargo from disaster and.Wreckage

scope 7 Iengthcif,anchor chain out
Scupper .7-openinvto carry water over the side
secure 1:7 tojmaleejaat; to tie, :s,.

seize:7.ita bIndWith amall:lInear."rOpe:
set .7-ditection.ofa:tide*.:curtent ... .

._

shatkie'll7shaped.piece of
''. -

steerbar- th .eyes s in the ends for
fla'bolt to paaaAhrough and clope:the

.

. sheave --wheel:Of a:bloc4k overWbich the. rope line reeves;

'pronouncedy."!shIy" .. .

sheer-- curvatures 'deck bdw. to sternsheer-
.

. ,
.shot 7 shortjength pf:thain,.uadally 1.5fathoms- .!:

side :lights -red and green running lights carried on port and
i,starboard siderespectiyely-__

.

,

skesH-continuatiOn Of..the'keel aft to'proiect the propeller
.

...slack.- the part of a linehanging loose
:.,aletk tide - no horizontal,Motion

. ,

..

'Soft...-patch a plate :put on over a hole in the hull and.secured
with tap bolts

.

splice-. to join tow lines tucking ofeachintO, ,:
the other ::. : ',' -. :

. :.: ,_,,. ,.

_spring_.7 mootinsar,docking linejeading* an angleHofabout
. .

-
45° from the center,, a vesael:. :

. .

stanchion:- metaluPright:use&asa support
starbbard,7right side pfa. ship looking. forward

. station billy- listing of crews_drilI stations
aternway:Ovement of ship in direction:of stern
stopper - short length of line or chainiaecured,at ne. end; .,

used in checking a rUnningline:br:hoIdinsaM thing fast
:temporarily

u

stove In .broken.in
''stow - to, gear in its proper. place .

Swallow - .aperture Jaa block: thrOughwhich the rope passes.
swash,,piate0.'7..Tlatea'with holes fixed in-tanks ,to. prevent

excess_mciVement of liquid.

. A

tackIe.:-.:Apurchasei'or'set- of blocks (Usually two)_in_which
-.

a rope otthain Is rove for obtaining amechanical
;adVantage:in hoisting or pulling

.
.

-:tail shaft the after*encYlaf:the shaft which receives the
.

:Propeller, ,-/ .- :;:: -
u : _

take a turn:- to pass a turnratpund:a.tleat and hold on
:three -fold purchase 7. a 'Oactile,,JjatbHblo4s of which contain

.--,,

three :sheaves 5,



thwartships-- at right Angles to fore and aft line
tow - to pull through thewatetl. also vessels or barges being

towed
-two7blocked7 when two:biocksAA tackle have come together; also.

to be stopped or'Stymied
underway - a vessel is underway when_not at anchor, aground; or.

made fast:tothe shore (dock, pier, etc.).. ; The vessel need
not be moving-.- ,She -is underway if she -lies free in the
water.

voids -empty spacesAnside a vessel forsafety and stability

watertight door - constructed so that When closed' ii will keep
out water under pressure .

.
.

.

weather deck77-deck-= -the weather ;

weeping - slow seepage of Water through the. seams of a
vessel; tank or container, In sufficient quantity to
_produce a stream -_.:

weigh_- to lift -the anchor off the bottom. .__.
.

Whipping: keeping-the ends .of. rope from unlaying by wrapping
. : witiu:twine:and.tuckinv -_-:-_.:

wildcat - sprocket wheel on a windlass for_taking:chain cable.'
The aptoCket has pockets designed to fit theChainlinka.:

yaw to zigzag back and forth


